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Tht Newt Hit Been

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

A

ConstructiveBooster for
Holland Since 1872

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER
- Crash Climaxes

19, 1946

Show;

* POot Walks

Away

Comes to Holland

AM. De Free Presides
In Place of Steffens,

Plane Is Demolished

Who

An unscheduledevent provided
day

Convention

ed by Common Council Wednesday night with Mayor Pro Tern
Bernard De Free presiding in
place of Mayor Ben Steffens,who
was attending a supervisors’con-

show at the local airport.
An AT-6 all-metal plane crashed
air

near the field in full view of 3,000
spectators and the pilot escaped

with minor injuries.
Harlen C. Bouman, 24-ycar-old
former Army fighter pilot, was

First

Lubertus Smilde. who .hu just
arrived in the United Statea from
the Netherlandstc be director of
trade promotion at the Netherlanda Chamber of Commerce in
New York City, visited here with
his family Wednesday.
This city was one of the first
places that the new trade promoter wanted to vlait In America and
he came here almost directlyfrom
the Old World. Actually, the local
visit waa a aide trip from Chicago
where he had gone to confer with
the new consul general. He was
back in Chicago today and by next
week plans to go to New York lo
start his new work. . and look for

Water Usage Greater
This Year Than in
Despite

Attorney Vfernon D. Ten Cate
served as clerk in the absence of

being reorganized. Heretofore,

Restrictions

Ail sprinkling of lawns was

^

r*

Works Wednesday because

J

of

St 2 m

mechanical failure at the No.
L
pump on Eighth Eighth
Workmen are working to repair
the pump within a day or two,
and Ute water users in Holland
will be informedwhen sprinkling |
again will be permitted, the board

The Hollander explainedthat
Netherlands trade promotion is

’

all

Oscar Peterson.
Iradc was directed through govCouncil approved appointmert
ernment agencies. Now, a large
of a three-mancommittee to conpart is being turned over to privsult the local group studying numate institution!working in collabbering of houses for Ottawa counoration
with the government,
ty on possibilities of renumbering
Holland city on a basis of 100 known temporarily as Central Innumbers to the block. The com- stitute for Trade Promotion, with
mittee selectionwas left to Mayor main headquarters located in The
Hague.
Steffens. This action followed an
He explained that the new Ceninformational report by Aid. Melvin Van Tatenhove of the Cham- tral Institute plans to open

1945

stricted by the Board of Public

vention in Sault Ste. Marie. City a place lo live.

at the controls of the plane when
it passed less than 100 feet over
the heads of spectators in the reserved seat section and crashed
into an adjoining field.
Today Bouman declined to comment on causes of the accident
and said he would make a statement at an investigation at the
proper time.
His only injury was a cut on
his head that required two stitches
to close. Bouman was flying the
plane from the front cockpit. He
said he had made a "belly land-

^

Is at

Considerable business was clear-

a premature climax to the Satur-

EIGHT PAGES— PRICE FIVE CENTS

Houses Discussed

Crash Near Airport;

Town Where Folks
Really Live

Dutch Trade Promoter

Here by Council

.Thousands Witness

the

Renumbering of

mk
Local Air

Holland,

said.

Cornelius vander Moulen

Vaider Meulen

Although sprinkling has been
curtailed practically all summer a
here, more water has been pumped this year than in 1945
there were no sprinkling restric- ^
tons.

when

Restrictionswere first Imposed
July li. For a time, sprinkling
was restrictedto four hours, then
restrictedaltogether and for
several weeks now to two hours.
The two hours from 6 to 8 p.m.
was selected as the period most
convenient for the greater number
of residents.
Water pumped at the four wells
In Holland during August totaled j
83.970.500 gallons compared with
77.472.500in August, 1945. During 1
July, 100,007,000 gallons were
pumped compared with 78,234,000j

|
I

,

Heads Centennial

*

branches all over the world except
where contacts already are estabA
complaint
from
neighbors
on
ing" and denied a wing had hit
East 14th St. on the appeal lished such as the Netherlands
the ground first as witnesses had
board’s approval of an outdoor Chamber of Commerce in New
reported.
1
stairway
for a house owned by York. In such cases the Central
The crash occurred during the
Mrs. S. Nelson at 102 East 14th Institutewill be an extension and
fifth event of the show, sponsored
Religious Service
St., io allow an apartment, or expansionof trade relations conby the Holland Junior Chamber
apartments,was referred to the ducted by the Cnamber.
of Commerce.
In Hope Chapel to Be
He said the Instituteis founded
appeal board. Neighborshave proBouman had been executinga
« W fc.
tested
the
construction.
in
order
to
have
a
better
knowFirst Event of Year
series of low level maneuvers in
An application by veteransto ledge of products of othe. counthe 650-horse power plane, thrill||
operate a taxi service in Holland, tries.secure trade information and
Cornelius vander Meulen was ir July.
ing and frightening the crowds
which was introduced at a prev- trade promotion. The agency will elected chairman of the Centen- The two wells on East Eighth
with loops, spins, wing overs and
St. pumped 66.233,000in July
ious meeting was referred to the keep abreast of markets and
other stunts. He made r. simulated
nial Commission at the first meetLicense committee,with instruc- tastes, and deal with customs, tararid 59.616,500in August compar- j
strafingdive on the crowd, passed
ing of the group Tuesday night.
tions to report at the next meet- iffs, etc.
ed with 52.726 in July. 1945, and
a few feet over the largest hangar
William H. Vandc Water, secreing./
50,899,000 in A»«Ut 1945.
Products exportedby the Nethand disappeared.
The issue was introducedby erlands to America deal mainly in tary-managerof the Chamber of
A cloud of dust obscured the
Commerce,
was
named
secretary.
Aid. John Bontekoe,raised the agriculturalproducts such as tulip
wreckage, from which the pilot
question about the Board of Pub- bulbs, textiles and such specialized The first active event of the
came running. Both wings and tail
lic Works announcement Wednes- mechanicalproducts as optical in- Centennial year in 1947 will be a
section were ripped from fuselage
.1
day that sprinkling was restrict- struments which are not in mass religiousservice Feb. 9 in Hope
and the heavy motor, torn loose
I
Memorial chapel with a committee
ed because of mechanicalfailure, production in this country.
from the plane, rolled through
of the Ministerial association
and asked whether it was lack
the fence of the North Shore ComThe Smilde family, consistingof
Harler.C. Bouman
of water or a breakdown. Aid. the trade promoter and his wife working in conjunction with a
munity club propertytoward the
Herman Mooi, a member of the and three children, remained in Centennial Commissioncommitmain road.
Dr. Gerrlt Van Zyl, head of tht
Board of Public Works committee, the Netherlands during the long tee.
Thousands of spectators broke
All churches In Holland will be department of chemistry at Hope
explained the pump failed because years of occupation in World War
through the barriers to surround
of burned out bearings and was II. There, they went through the asked to devote one service that college, spent last week in Chicathe wrecked plane. Sheriff’s ofexpected to operate again in a day same experience* of the average day to commemorating the 100th go where he attended the national
ficers, directing traffic, forced a
meeting of the American Chemior so.
"road" through the crowds for the
Dutchman. Mr. Smilde spent only anniversaryof the founding of
(Top) This twisted pile of wreckagewas an AT-6 all metal plane a
cal society and the tiiemical exOn
suggestion
of
Aid. Harry one month in jail when his name Holland.
fire engines and "broke" the
few minutes before this picture was taken. Piloted by Harlen C.
Harrington, the Buildings and was found on a list of distributors The Commission also will work position.
crowds crossing the road by forcBouman, the plane plunged into a field across from the local airport
The newly organized science '
Grounds committee was author- of the Underground press.
ing cars through the ipass.
closely with the Tulip Time comduring the air show Saturday. The pilot escaped with minor injuries.
chapter
of the Hope College Alized
to
consider
plans
for
mod
mittee
in
the
1947
May
festival.
Bottom
view
shows
part
of
the
crowd
that
surrounded
the
motor,
The plane crashed on property
— 'Reappointment of Edward
It was evident that44*-&
ernizlng the front of FIWTMSflW
Commemorative booklets fcnd flfffrttmmlassociationheld a dinnsr.at
owned by P. T. Cheff, who uses torn loose from the plane and hurled 150 feet away into the NorthDamson as assistantfootball coach House No. 2 on East Eighth St wanted to forget al! about the war er publicationswill be arranged. which 50 were present. Dr. Irwin ;
shore Community
(Pcnna-Saspliotoai
the field to train his horses.
experienceswhen he was interfor Holland high school was con eliminating the center abutmen:
Further committeesfor the 1947 J. Lubbers, president of Hope colSheriff’sofficerssaid the right
viewed Wednesday afternoon in
event will be appointedsoon by lege, gave an interestingaddress
wing of the plane seemed to touch
firmed today by Supt. Carroll C. 1 and ,akinS a'va-v ,he unnecessary
the NetherlandsMuseum. The inJ tower. Harrington suggested re"**
vander Meulen, Vandc Water and outlining the changes which have
the ground sending forth a puff
terview was arranged by the Nethmodeling
in
Dutch
architecture.
Willard C. Wichers who was ap- taken place at Hope, and his plans
of dust just before the crash.
Damson, history teacher, will
Council approved rental of a 60- erlands Information Bureau which pointed 1947 Tulip Time and Cen- for the future.
They estimatedthe plane wreckassist in the football program foot wide section of the city dump will co-operate with the new CenHope graduatesand guests at
age came to rest 450 feet from
tennial chairman by the Chamber
undei Coach Paul Camburn. Camat Fifth St. and College Ave. to tra! Institute.
the Chicago meeting were Dr.
the place where the plane first
of Commerce early this year.
burn also is assisted by Don Mul- a Mr. Becker for dumping junk
Mr. Smilde visited the United
touched the ground, and the motMembers of the Commission, Lubbers,Dr. and Mrs. Van Zyl,
Just 17 years ago last week, al! Wiley of Booth Bay Me., was der. Hojie college student who metal.
States on one occasion earlier this
or was 150 feet from the fuselage
authorizedby Common Council Dr. J. H. Klcinhek.se!,otto Dresfound at 2 p.m. Sept. 14 at Castle starred in basketballlast year.
Complaintson black smoke year to make preliminaryplans Sept. 4, are Mayor Ben Steffens, sel, John J. Van Zoren, and Dr.
Officers immediatelyset up a Holland was astir.
park.
It was sighted by John Because of an injury, Mulder wiT from diesel -opera ted trucks on for organizing the Institute.His
guard about the wreckage and The steamship Andaste. which
Mrs. George E. Kollen, Dr. Irwin James D. Q'jist of Holland; also
were still maintaining it today. sailed from the Grand Haven port Kuipers who was repairing a roof not play football at the college Eighth St. were discussed and re- first impressions of this country J. Lubbers, the president of the Dr. and Mrs. B. W. Rottschaefer,
of a cottage and recovered by this
*
ferred to the Public Safety Com- were "excellent."he said. He addThey estimated at least 7,500 perChamber of Commerce, Rev, Bas- Dr. Lester Kieft. Dr. H B. Dykwith a capacity cargo of two-inch Chicago Coast Guardsmen.
Carroll Norlin will roach Hie mission. City Attorney Ton Cate ed he was overwhelmed with the
sons stopped Sunday, some as late
tian Kruithof. Cornelius vander; 5tra> Dr Martin Cupcry. Dr. Cal
The second body, identifiedas second squad and Fred Weiss will explainingthat the city has no traffic and general tempa
as 11:30 p.m. to investigate with stone Sept. 9. 1929, sank with the
Meulen. Willis Diokema. Man-in vin Vander Werf* Dr. Man-in Den
that
of
First
Mate
Charles
Brown
loss
of
25
lives.
coach
the
ninth
grade
team.
control
over
trucks
on
state
highWhile
in
Holland,
the
family
flashlights.
C. Lindeman. Prof. Clarence Dc Herder, Dr. and Mrs. John De
Fears for the Andaste's safety, of Grand Haven, was found at 7
Damson, native of Holland, ways but likely could restrict vis. ted the muser i. Hope college,
Sheriff William M. Boeve atVrie*, Dr. Clifford Keizer, Dr.
p.m. that day just north of the taught in Holland High school 10 travel of such trucks on its own local parks, some industries and Graaf. John Fenlon Donnelly, Wiltended the air show as a spectat- following a severe storm on Lake
liam H. Vande Water. Willard C. Jame.s B. Hinkamp. Dr. F. H.
Ottawa
lx?ach
oval.
More
wreckschools. The Smildes have two
years before reporting for service streets.
or. The department said today it Michigan, were not general until
Wichers, Bernard De Free, Melvin Moser, Robert M. Verburg, Dr.
Referredto the Ordinancecom- sons, 10 and 12, and a daughter, 6.
would continue its investigation three days later and it was not age washed ashore and souvenir as a Naval officer in May, 1944.
Van Tatenhove and Henry Te Thomas De Vries, Dr. John Van
into the crash and likely would until Sept. 13 that the first collectorsswarmed local beaches. He was discharged early this mittee was a communicationfrom Mr. Smilde previouslyhad six
den Belt, Glen Breen, Dr. Adrian
Roller.
(Continued
on
last
page.)
recommend that charges of reck- wreckage of the vessel was disyear and in Februaryrejoined the the Appeal Board limiting con- years’ experience with an AmeriThe next meeting of the Com- Kammeraad. Dr. Clarence Shoelessness be placed against the covered four miles north of Get/
high school teaching staff as an struction of garages on residential can advertising company in Great mission will be held Oct. 8.
maker. R, H. Rigterink, Dr. Kenfarm.
pilot.
assistant in the vocational school. lots to 22 to 24 feet. The com- Britain,the Netherlandsand BelAllegan Schools Have
neth Van Lente, Dr. J. W. NeckThe first body was recovered
It was understood that a full
After spring vacation, he returned munication pointed out that the gium.
ere.
Sept.
14
and
in
the
next
few
days
Total of 1,175 Pupils
present regulation which allows a
report of the accident would be
to teaching history.
AL'O Howard Hartough, Dr.
filed with CAA in Grand Rapids. 14 bodies were found. The remainAllegan. Sept. 19 — Schools in
Damson starred in sports while four-stallgarage has l>een abused. The Man From Cucumber
Donald T. Warner, Dolor is Femer,
ing
11
bodies
were
not
found,
nor
Mayor Steffens was named ofWhether state or federal charges
Allegan began last Tnursday with attending high school and Hope
Mrs. B. Shoemaker, Earle Kropwould be placed against Bouman was the ship, which was Ixdieved a total of 1,175 pupils. Elementary college,from which he was grad- ficial representative at the forth- Just Wasn’t So Cool
scott. Dr. and Mrs. J. L. Bussies,
sunk six miles out in Lake Mich- students accounted for 592 with
coming conventionof the Michiwill lx? determinedlater.
uated in 1934.
Dr. and Mrs. Iman Schurman, Dr.
gan Municipal League Oct. 10, 11
The wrecked plane was the igan at a point six miles north of 281 in Dawson; 124 in South
The man from Cucumber wasn’t
Malcolm Dull. Dr. ClarenceBreand 12 in Detroit.A League com- so cool Tuesday.
property of Northern Air Ser- Lakewood farm. Many believe th" Ward; 141 in North Ward and 60'
mer, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Houtman,
11
bodies
were
trapped
in
the
vice of Grand Rapids owned by
munication also called attention Or maybe he was on the verge
in West Ward. The West Ward Case of Diseased Cattle
An applicationof the Doughnut Dr. Harry Raterink, Oliver J.
Chester Hall. It was rented fer hull.
to a proposed revision of bylaws of being "out cold."
school has the first three graders.
Corporation of America to build a Dampen, Dr. H. C. Kremeis, Earl
Postponed
to
Next
Term
Tiie
bodies
recovered
were
identhe Holland event by Ken Kenand articles of incorporation Anyway, William Knox. 34, who quonset building 411.. by 180 feet Purchase. Dr. Gebhard Stegeman,
Junior High has 166 students
relative to the purposes of the says he comes from that cool
tosh of Grand Rapids whom the tified as those of Capt. A. L. and high school students number
of steel construction at a cost of Elmer Hartgerink Dr. Edward
Grand
Haven,
Sept.
19
(Special)
Junior Chamber hired to do stunt- Anderson of Surgeon Bay; Raip.i 400. The enrollmentthis year is
organization, and a passible in- sounding place in West Virginia,
$12,000 providedfor the greater Wichers and Dr. Leonard. Yntcma.
—The
new
trial
of
George
and
Wiley,
Booth
Bay,
Me.;
Charles
ing.
crease in dues in order to main- pleaded guilty today to a drunk
20 less than high school enrollpart of the applicationsfor buildPapers on I he research work of
Bouman, n 1940 graduate of Brown, Grand Haven; J. J. Me- ment last year but more rural pu- Christine Hoeksema of Grand tain league • services.
charge when arraigned before ing permits fiL(‘ .vit.i City Clerk Oliver J. Dampen. Robert Emmick,
Rapids
against Edward and Ray
Caddo,
Cleveland;
Theodore
ThorHolland high school, was disMunicipal Judge Raymond L. Oscar Petersonlast week. Witte- Howard Hartough, Robert Donia,
pils were expected this week with Van Haften, both of Jamestown
charged just two weeks ago from gensen, Wisconsin; William Jos- the closing of the Allegan County
Smith,
and was assessed fine and veen Bros, were listed as contrac- Calvin Van der Werf (2) and
Several
Fines
Paid
township, which was scheduled to
the Army air forces in which lie lin, George Watts and M. Green, fair.
costs of $15 or sene 15 days in tors.
Ix'gin
Wednesday
in
Ottawa
CirFrederi<^<Yonkman were presentwas a first lieutenant.He entered addresses unknown; Fred NienIn Municipal Court
the county jail. Knox chose the
cuit Court, has been put over unOnly six applicationswere filed e<l at the meetings of The Amerthe service in January, 1943, and house, Ferrysburg; George Radfine.
til next term upon motion of the
this week totaling S12.640, an in- ican Chemical society. Dr. Rayreceived his wings in May, 1944. cliff and Frank Caspcrson, Grand Holland Cafe Manager
Fines paid in MunicipalCourt
He was arrested by Holland po- crease of $10,281 over the previous mond L. Zwemer, executive direcattorney
for
the
defendants.
The
He spent 18 months in the south Haven; Claude J. Kirby. FennSaturday and Friday include the lice Tuesday in Centennialpark
case involved the purchase of
Rule
week’s total of $2,359 which repre- tor of the International CommitPacific and piled up many hours ville; L. Godas, address unknown, Confused by
following:
with a bottle of milk in his pos- sented 10 applications.
Confused is the word for Hol- cattle which are alleged to have
tee on Scientific ami Cultural Coas a combat pilot. He said he ob- and CliffordGould. Lincoln, Nob..
Jack
Benneti. 40, Benton Har- session. It was quite clear that his
Other applicationsfollow ;
operation of the U. S. Department
Capt. Anderson was believed t.) land cafe managers. None has been suffering from Bang's distained a commercial licensewhile
bor, expired license p’.aies, $5;
Siebolt Woltcrs, 412 West 21st of State spoke on the “Role of
on terminal leave.
have gone down in the traditionalreceived instructionson the price ease and for which plaintiffs Rexford Koctsier. 23. of 46 West condition was not due to that beverage. ,
sought
$12,000
damage.
St., reroof part of house, 550; self, Government in Assisting InternaThe accident occurred in view manner, with his ship. His body, rollback and all wonder just what
Other fines were paid by Law- contractor.
In a cross hill filed by the de- 20th St., parking. $1; Elmer Wistional Cooperation between Scienof his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Cor- unlike all others, had no lifebelt items are affected. Some price
sink. 31. of 7 West 17th St., no rence Bowman, route 6. overloadfendants.
the
Van
Haftens
allege
Raymond
If. McFall, 379 West tific Groups," at the Chemical exnelius Bouman, 108 East 25th St when it was recovered.
rites have been noted locally, but
chaufferslicense. $5; Marvin
'j A brother, Bastian. was killed
A check of The Sentinel’s files the increase was neither uniform the Hoeksema'sowe them S7.- Keen. 18, of 139 East 16th St., in. $13.10; Adrian Mulder, 26. of 23rd St., asbestos Siding on garage, position.
740.68
on
a
note.
The
case
was
125 East 18th St., stop street, $5; $140; self, contractor.
over
a
period
of
three
weeks
supabout five years ago when a load
nor large.
first heard in Ottawa Circuit speeding,$5; Kenneth Nienhuis. Lewis Van Klompenburg.32.
of steel shifted in a truck accid- plied details of the tragedy. The
Martin Pctrocljo.231 East 14th
"I am confusedand propose to
20, route 2, speeding. $5.
State Sheep Exhibit
route 3. Zeeland, stop street. 5.3;
ent. '
Sept. 9 storm was one of the most sit light until OPA fells me what Court in May, 1945, and on Jun#*
St., kitchen cupboards and winAnthony
R. lAMke. 30, Chicago, Wally Winstrom, 36; route 1,
1
the
jury
reduced
the
amount
of
Clyde Geerlings of Holland and unusual in the history of local lo do. Naturally I intend to foldow, $200; self, contractor.
At Hartford Fair
Ev Thomas of Douglas served as navigation. There was practically low the regulations, but I can’t the note in favor of the plaintiffs speeding. $5; Roger Van Leeuwen, speeding. $5; Menro J. Vander
Helen Eding. 256 West 14th St.
emcees for the afternoon show no warning that a storm was do much until I know what they by $856.40. On July 12, 1.915. East 12th St., nigh f parking, $1; Kooi, 40. route 3. Zeeland, exces- interior repairs, $150r self, con-' -Becausethe big show at Detroit
which started with a demonstra- brewing. The severe storm was want mo lo do. I operate on a 5 plaintiffswere denied a motion M. Houiiiig,of 323 West 18th St.. sive speed. $10; Don L. Vanden- tractor.
has been cancelled since the war
for a new trial. Upon appeal to no parking. $1; Arnold Vanden burg, 24, Covert, stop street. $5;
tion by six Navy planes. Stunting believed due to unusuallywarm
Holland Cotton Products Co.. began, the Michigan State Fair
per cent net profit and if the supreme court, the verdict of th*' Brink, 17. route. 3, speeding. $5; Wesley Van Til. 36, route 4. faulby Ken Ken tosh in the plane air uniting with a cold wave
455 Columbia Ave., repair of exhibits of Corriedaie .sheep will
which jater was to crash was the which swept in from I he west rollbacktakes that I might jS^ury was set aside and returned Alvin Wassink. 17. of 91 West ty brakes, $5: Russell M. Hessl-T, doors. $100; Martin Witteveen, lie shown at the Van Buren counwell quit,” a spokesman
for new trial. •
Ninth St., spced'ng. $5.
18,' route 1, speeding, $5.
next attraction.A parachutedrop leaving snow and exceptionally
ty lair in Hartford, October 1 to 5.
contractor.
by Byron Webber of Kalamazoo cold weather in its wake.
Livestock competition throughfrom 500 feet above the field
Af Chicago Heights, destination
oiit the state has been' maintained
provided a thrill for the crowd.
Police Test
Boat
of the ill-fated freighter,with its
by 'assigning the various exhibits
Ed Boeve, chairman of the Jay- cargo of stone of the Constructo county fairs, the fair at HartIn
Search
for
Old
Boat:
cee aviation committee,termed tion Materials Co. ’of Grand Haford drawing the sheep' exhibit r
Michigan woods in autumn are residue of chemicals, varying with
Sassafras,
poplar,
.chestnut,
wilmost .beautiful to be seen in
the mishap regretable.
ven, a shaggy airedale. the Anan Invitation to beauty.
Holland police got a chance
for which the Michigan State Fair • ‘
the kind, of tree, thus making dif- low, and tulip trees all take on a
'This is the very thing we didn’t daste’s mascot, waited - on the
summer and in winter they change try out their new boat Monday is offering $203 in prize money.
Woodlands at any time excite ferent colors in different leaves. yellow hue. These are contrasted
want. The whole spirit of the dock three days.
poetic emotions—in spring when
The maple tree turns red or yel- by the outstanding red of the to ar.othe/ beautiful hue, a bril- after two reports came in that a CompetitionIn twelve divisionsis
show was conceived in the idea of
The mascot, Queenie, had been
budding
twigs
herald
awakening
low.
The red maple, as evidenced sumac with its waxy white berries; liant blood red. The beech tree rowboat containing a body was open only to Michiganexhibitors.
showing people flying is a safe left behind when Capt. Anderson
of
nature;
in summer when leafy by its name, turns red but also has Sumac is found often in ditches ohangS first to yellow and then adrift on Lake Macatawa.
and pleasurable occupation. I took the Andaste to Grand Haven
Police Chief Jacob Van Hoff,
bouglis intercept hot sun's rays— some yellow. Silver and Norway along roadsides and in marshy to brown, beautifully contrasted
I told all participants before the the week before.
Pilot Visits Here
Officer Dennis Ende and Conserbut
never
Is
a
tree
lovelier
than
in
maples turn yellow, while the woods.
show to 'take it easy.’ We are
Final irrefutableproof that the
with the silver bark of the BranRobert \V. Vande Water, Cadil- .
vation
Officer
Theodore
Hay
went
thankful the accident had no more steamer went down was provided fall when frosts turn foliage into sugar maple changes to yellow and
The leaves of both elm and ches and trunk. The rose red of to the scene and found an old lac pilot, flew to Holland Saturserious consequence,” he said.
Sept. 13 When William Deplidge, an artist's dream of reds, yellows, brilliantreds.
witch hazel trees turn to yellow. the dogwood with its red berries,
rowboat with oar locks gone, float- day lor the air show. His plane
caretaker of Wild Goose beach, bronze and silver daubed against
The stately oak loses its green to However, the witch hazel leaves completesmany an awe-inspiring
ing with two inches' of water and was an AT-6 similar to the'
four miles north of the Getz farm, the velvety softness of evergreens. take on k deep, russet red color change again to bronze color. The view.
Hollyhock Leaves
considerable- oak leaves and demolished in the crash
According to scientifictheory, which gives place to a deep bronze trees blossom in late fall with
picked up a board about six feet
Ail of the colors add up to con- acorns in the bottom. They tied climaxed the show. Vande
The Hollyhock, a buoy tender, long with the name Andaste the color change in leaves is due red and finally, brown. The brown
flowers having yellow-,,strap-like vincing evidencethat Joyce . Kil- the old boat near tbe light plant. the previous day had put
which pulled into Holland harbor painted on it. The sign had prob- to chemical reactions.The leaves leaves remain on the tree throughpetals.The seeds do not develop mer’s famous words, “Poems are There were no Identifyingmarks. stunting demonstration on
Wednesday night left this morning ably been over the cabin «« the lose their green coloring matter, out the winter. The scarlet oak
until the next autumn.
made by fools like me. But only The trip proved one thing. The field. He la a brother of
after checking and repairingbuoys boat.
or chlorophyl, when the sap goes stands out with a brighter red
The glossy dark green leaves of God can make a tree." were in- new police boat' is seaworthy, H. Vande Water,
'
The Anybody, that ot Ralph down into the tree and leaves, a than the other oaks.
the black gum are some of the spired by woodlands in autumn. Chief Van Hoff said.
ager of the Chamber
ber of

Commerce committee.
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Consul Says Progress in
Netherlands Remarkable

Engaged

lonk

$

Boat’

Takes Phil Rich

Progress has been remarks bl« in Belgium killing 1,100 officersand

m

Wm
m

restoring wartorn Netherlands men.
Twenty-year-old San van de
since peace was declared In May,
Mortel will enter Northwestern
lfM5, Df. Jan B.V.M.J. van de Moruniversityin Evanston this fall to
tel. new Netherlandsconsul-gen- Mudy political science.He has just
eral at Chicago, said in an inter- finishedhis high school training in
the Netherlands, his schooling inview here Saturday
The new consul, who had come terrupted often by the war. His
to Holland to confer with Willard mother and sister are in the Neth-* ’

Wichers of the Netherlands Information bureau, said work in rebuilding the tiny country had progressed faster than was thought
possible, although there is still
much, much to be done to bring
Holland to her pre-war economic
C.
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Boat Owner Co-operatei

HtU Hour

Holds ap Trip

To Toko Forty

erlands.
The two van de Mortels attended a meeting of the Holland ProfessionalMen's club Friday night
at the Ten Cate cottage.Last Aug.
17 they attendedthe luncheonof
the Klompen Dancers in Chicago
in connectionwith the Chicagoland Music Festival.

He said most of the 220 bridges
damaged or destroyedduring the
war have been rebuiltand expect- Miss Jean Van Farowe,
ed that by Jan. 1, 1947, all would
lx* replaced. The Moerdyk bridge, Ted Kleinheksel
one of the longest spans in the
In
candlelight ceremony
world, has been replaced between
Rotterdam and South Holland, and Thursday Sept. 12 in Zeeland City
the network of railroad tracks has hall, Miss Jean A. Van Farowe,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
been restored.
AlthoughIt will be five or more Van Farowe of Beaverdam. beyears before farm lands flooded came the bride of Theodore C.
Kleinheksel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
with salt water will be returned to
George Kleinhekselof Fillmore
their pre-war fertility,some crops
already were raised on the salt The Rev. Richard Van Farowe.
inundated land in Zeeland as early uncle of the bride, assistedby the
ns autumn of 1944, Dr. van de Rev. Henry Roz^ndal, read the
marriage service before an arMortel said.
He explainedthis was possible rangementof palms, ferns and

iri/’f; -nV-

To Glacier Scene

to

Conp

By Phil T. Blch

HOLE-IN-THE-WALL Glider,
Ttku Inlet— "Just uk for Louie
of Miry Joyce’s camp. He’s in
town,

hu

the boat and will take
That’s what Katherine

you

out.'*

Kuh

of the Chicago Art

told us

when we met

Museum

her here at

the Baranof hotel. We'd seen her
Miss Usrrlstte Zslsnt
The engagement of Miss Harriette Zelent to Monroe J. George
is announced by her mother, Mrs.
Stella Relent of route 6. Mr.
George is the son of Mrs. J. A.

in

Ketchikanand she

told us

about

"Mary’s place" and the glorious
scenery and glaciers.
However, before we could find

Louie, she had seer, him and Louie
George, 260 West 19th St. The came to the hotel and said he was
wedding will be
November at the Union Oil float and wanted
event.
to leave at 2 o'clock to catch the
tides right.
We’d just arrived in from Pack
creek, were dirty, had to eat and
pack, get film out and do a dozen
other things, but Dean Williams
stuck with us and helped us get
going.
The home of Mrs. B. Hulzenga.
because the autumi* of 1944 was baskets of white gladioli.
But that’s the way it goes up
Miss Shirley Oetman, cousin of 18 West 12th St., was the scene
the wettest fall in 50 years and
here when you travel without
the groom, sang "0 Promise Me" of a pretty wedding Thursday
constant soakings dissolved salt
schedule. People are mighty nice
deposits on the top layer of soil. and “Because"preceding the cere- night when her granddaughter. to you and help you a lot. We told
Ho said only three or four inches mony. She war accompaniedby
Dorothy Van Loo, became the Louie if he’d wait until 2:30 we'd
of top roil is “sweet,” but crops Miss Lily Kleinheksel, the groom's
try to make it, so he agreed.
sister, who also played traditional bride of Arthur Groenhof. Miss
are being raised.
The boat is a 32 footer with a 75
wedding
marches.
Van Loo is the daughter of Mrs
He also said there would be a
horsepower
engirt and strangely
A lovely gown of white taffeta Helen Van Loo, 24 West 22nd St.,
»
critical fuel shortage in the Nethenough made by the "Gray Marine
and
lace
with
a
net
overskirt
exerlands this winter and use of
and the groom is the son of Ben Motor Co. of Detroit."It can make
tending into a long train was worn
electric power is restrictedbeGroenhof, Michigan St., Zeeland the 40 miles with favorable tides
by
the
bride.
The
neckline
was
cause of coal shortage.
Palms, gladioli and Boltonia deco- in three hours but It takes four
Yet. Holland plans to export round with a cowl draping and the rated the room for the double hours if the tide is against you.
bodice was lace with tiny self covcoal from its Maastricht mines to
ring service which was read at 8
Belgium in return for window ered hutons extending to the waist p.m. by Dr. J. T, Hoogstra.
BY THE TIME we got all our
in back. Tight fitting sleeves tapglass, Dr. van de Mortel said.
Miss
Marjorie
Van
Loo
accomluggage
aboard there was not
V ':MW
Since most windows in Dutch ered to points at the wrists. Her panied th<? soloist. Glen Bulthuts, much room for the passenger*—
veil of bridal illusionwas caught
buildings were broken and must
as he sang "Together Life’s Path- eight of us.
in a Dutch style cap trimmed with
be replaced,thi-c is not much use
way" and during the ceremony. In the party were the two Moleorange
blossoms and she carried a
providing coal for fuel if there is
'The
Lord's Prayer." Miss Van naar brothersjust in from conno glass to keep the cold out, he bouquet of white roses and snap- Loo also played the Lohengrin quering the 18,000 foot Mt. St
dragons.
explained.
wedding march.
Elias; four women from the public
Attending the bride was her sisDutch names
Holland signs
The bride's gown was of satin health sen-ice — a doctor, two
ter, Miss Lorraine Van Farowe
here and in the telephone direccrepe with sweetheart neckline,
who wore a gown of blue taffeta short puffed sleeves and small nurses and a secretary— and Louie
tory proved to be a novel surprise
-nine of us packed in like sarto Dr. van de Mortel and his son, with net overskirt with blue bows. covered buttons to the waist. Her dines.
Her bouquet was of red roses, fingertipveil was edged wi(h
Jan, 20, who accompanied him to
First part of the trip was rough
Holland Friday. The consul ex- mums and snapdragons.
French lace and was held in place but it soon got smoother and LouFred
Kleinheksel.
twin
brother
plained that 'Van’s" and 'Van
with a wreath of white roses.
of the groom, served as best man. She carried an all-white shower ie piloted the boat around the shalde's” are not filed under Vs in the
low bars, so close to the rocks you
Netherlands but under the first Ushers were Don Stegink and bouquet of roses, asters, baby could nearly touch them and zigRodger Dalman.
breath
and
snap-dragons.
Her
letter of the la.-* part of the name.
zagged about the Taku inlet to
For instance,his name in the A reception for 100 guests was jewelry was a strand of pearls, keep off the shoals. Louie had
held
after
the
ceremony
with. gift of the groom.
Netherlandscomes under "M” inmade a late start. One of the party
Misses Jorene Bellman. Arlene
Miss Elaine Van Loo, sister of
stead of "V."
Poest, Helen Van Farowe, Mary the bride, was bridesmaid and was an hour latt and the tides
His three years as mayor of
were bad.
Noordwijk during the German oc- Van Wynen. Marian Van De Lune, wore a sheer blue gown trimmed
In the four-hour run, we talked
cupation provided considerable Clara Rabbers and Dons and with iridescent sequins and car- or shouted at c^ch other to be
Joyce
Henschkc
serving as wait- ried a bouquet of pink roses, snapdiplomatic training for Dr. van de
resses.
dragons, white asters and baby heard above the roar of the motor;
Mortel, whose1 Chicago assignment
Guests
came
from
Kalamazoo.
breath. She wore a choker and dozed; pointed out scenic spots;
is his first experience in a diplochanged seats to make It more
Fillmore,
Benton
Harbor,
Beaverbracelet of iridescentsequins.
matic post.
dam. Grand Rapids. Californiaand
Marvin
Dykstra
'attended
the comfortable. One of the Molenaar
From 1940 to 1943. he continued
lads used my raincoat to keep the
Georgia. The Rev. and Mrs. C. M. groom.
as burgemeesterof Noordwijk,a
A reception for 65 guests fol- sea spray off his back.
Beerthuis served as master and
fashionableseashore resort, to
lowed the ceremony with the
which he was assigned in 1929 by mistress of ceremor.ies
ON THE BOAT was Dr. BerThe
bride is c graduate of Zee- Misses Lucille Bouman, Gladys
Queen Wilhelmina. He was one of
land High school and has been em- Grisson, Maxine Veurink and Mrs. neta Block of Juneau, who is a
a group of Dutch leaders who conployed as a secretary at Mead. Albert Kruithoff serving the good friend of Dr. Emily Hautau
sidered it best to retain their offiof Midland. She has been in here
Johnson and Co. The groom, a guests.
cial positions and thereby serve
Herbert Scout and Miss Doro- three years and sail health condigraduate
of Holland High school,
the Dutch cause more fully.
thy Spaman were master and tions need a lot of attention.She
The populace often misunder- is employed at Baker Furniture. mistress of ceremonies and Miss spent some years in Lansing ar.d
Mr. and Mrs. Kleinheksel left on
stood and accused the leaders ^of
chapel on Hope college, the ChamMarjorie Nyenhuis
Mrs. worked a lot in southern Michigan.
collaboration."Naturally, we an Eastern wedding trip and will Harold Winter were in charge of
ber of Commerce building and a
The incidence of
ij high,
live in Central Park after Oct. 1.
couldn't tell them just what we
few other commercial buildings Honoring Two Persons
gifts.
somethinglike eight timea what it
For
traveling the bride wore a
were doing," Dr. van de Mortel
downtown besides the basements
Mrs. Groenhof was graduated is in the states ..the natives have
navy suit and accessories with a
said.
of numerous older homos in the Hayride Is Arranged
from Holland Christian High about six times as much tuberculocorsage of red roses.
city.
“We had to be very careful.
A hayride was held Wednesday
school and is employed at Brewer sis as the non-whites in the states
Officers of the Waveriy Stone Sept. 11 honoring Klw-in “Dilly” Quislings were always about, wires
City Coal office. Mr. Groenhof and the whites twice as much as
Co. when the business flourished Humbert and Lester Klaasen. Mr. were being tapped, and well-mean- Wierda Johnson
was graduatedfrom Holland High whites in the states.
Di* oldtimer* remember. . . but there in summer.
in 1892 were H. D. Post, presi- Humbert will leave next month ing Hollanders who had been helpschool and is employed at Chris
There has also been an epidemic
it teems hard to believe now that
The sai.drock deposits on the dent; H. H. Pope, vice-president; for military service and Mr. ed by leaders often 'talked.' " the Exchanged in Hamilton
Craft Corp.
of diptheria and Anchorage has
the pond which furnishes a beau- banks of Black river were discov- W. J. Garrod, secretary;J. C. Post, Klaasen will enter Centra! M.ehi- consul said. "The Dutch are too
The couple left on a wedding
Miss Florence Johnson of Ham- trip to Denver, Colo. For travel- been quarantined. Dr. Block wanttiful setting for the Charles K. ered by H. D. Post, Holland pio- treasurer; F. C. Hall, manager. gan College of Education,Mt. frank a people. It iakes training to
ed to be remembered to Dr. Hauilton became the bride of Nick
Van Duren home at Waveriy was neer, in 1848, a year after Hol- John Stroop was chief engineer. Pleasant, this fall.
ing she wore u medium green gabkeep their mouth- shut," he said.
tau and sends greetings.She likes
Wierda
in
a
simple
wedding
Thursonce a stone quarry.
land was founded. The first pracV. Brown Monnett, a geologist Following the hayride a social
ardine suit with black accessories.
Leaders
careful not to
They will live at 18 West 12th her work here On one trip she
But a stone quarry it was, and tical uae of the stone was in 1859, of the University of Michigan, was time was enjoyed at the home of talk, too. except to German offi- day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
made out the other day to an isoRichard Brower of Hamilton. The St., after Oct. 1.
it was considered one of Holland's when a quantity was quarried in in Holland in August to study the Mr. and Mrs. Richard Van Eer.e- cers. For German leaders’benefit,
lated spot, the weather closed
double
ring
service
was
read
by
most valuable industries in the a crude way, and moved in scows Waveriy rook formation in con- naam, 500 Washington Avc. Lunch the Dutch learned the trick of
down and she was stuck there.
early days.
down the river to Lake Macatawa nection with a geological report was served by Mrs Van Eenenanm talking volubly without saying the Rev. Peter Muyskens of HamShe says she delivered three babies
ilton before a setting of gladioli October Bride Feted
The top picture was provided for constructing foundation and on this sandstoneall over Michi- and Mrs. George Frego.
much. The
* ill. AvuiV.il
Dutch ai^u
also used
U.MTU
psy•
while there. . .a bit off her reguand
seven-branch
candelabra.
gan.
basement
walls
of
Van
Vleck
hall
by Arthur A. Visscher, local inAt Surprise Shower
Attendingwere Barbara Eilan- ! chological tricks, plantinglittle
lar duties. The nurses, too, not
Soloist Gerald Vande Vusst
surance man, who snapped the at Hope college which still stands
ricr. Lester Klaasen.Doris God- seeds in their conversationthat
only instruct but actually do the
sang "God Sent You to Me" preMiss
Janet
Timmer
entertained
scene jn the day PresidentMe- today.
frey, Elwin Humbert. Dorothy the Germans would lose the war.
The qutrry took its name from ! ^Ottblc ShoW€T GlV€n
ceding the ceremony and 'The in her home, 44 West 18th St., at work in the f!eld to try to help
Kinky was assassinated in BufMae Mannes, Gene Marcus. Louise After three years, Mayor van de
the natives. They are off to Kodiak
falo, N. Y., shortly after the turn the geological formation of the By Mrs. G. Terpstra
Basket, Max Frego, Ruth Koop. Mortel was "kicked out" by the Lord's Prayer" Immediately fol- a surprise shower honoring Miss on a two or three months trip.
stone known as the Waveriy sandof the century.
lowing.
Miss
Fannie
Bultman
Marian
Schra.
an
October
bride,
Boh Van Eeneraam, Arier.o Do Germans. This occurred in 1943 at
stone from its developmentin
A double shower was given by Bidder, Bruce McAllister. Shirley : the time the Allies had landed in played traditional wedding Tuesday, Sept. 10. Games were
Visscher remembers the day
Ohio at Waveriy, and the extenTHERE IS NO privacy on t
played and prizes were awarded
marches.
well. He and a boyhood chum had
sive quarries at Berea and Am- Mrs. Gerrit Terpstra Thursday Bede!]. Bob Becksfort,Margo M ir- ! North Africa and had taken Bizerto
Misses Hazel Anne Oelen, small boat like this. . .and four
Mrs.
Richard
Brower
attended
looked at operations in the quarry
hest. The rock here was a fine night in the homo of Mrs. John cot to. Don Van logon. Sandra ban- te. Dr. van de Mortel had refused
Esther Bareman. Harriet Slikkers hours is a long time. The canvaj
(two men are seen at work at
to turn over official registers the bride and Ted Wierda assisted and Dona Bosman.
grained uniform bluish gray silic- Van Wingeren, 610 Central Ave. ning and Ken Eticrboek.
cover on the top covered us about
as
best
man.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cy
lower right) and had returned to
which would have enabled the
ious sandstone, entirely free from
like a "panel job" in a car, only
Others
attending
were
Misses
Wierda of Zeeland were master
town walking on the railroad
The affair honored Mrs. Terpthe iron pyrites which discolorthe
Beechwood
Mothers Club Germans to round up Dutch men and mistress of ceremonies and Henriettaand Jo Bosman, Caro- lower for headroom and the lugtracks. At the depot, they learned
for slave labor.
stone from some of the quarries stra's daughters.Mrs. Margaret
lyn Bareman, Henrietta Deters, gage. groceries and motor were at
of the assassination.The news had
He went into hiding ar.d later Miss Joy-te Breukcr and Miss Sena Van Langen. Angelinc Van the back and that was open and
In this formation.
Goorman
and
Miss
Louise
Terp- Has Meeting in School
just come over by telegraph.
Geraldine
Stegenga
were
in
the
The Beechwood Mothers’ club lived quietly at his country estate gift room.
Wynen, Hester, Lois, Mildred and you could see out back and front.
The cement was silica and the stra.
The lower picture was taken a
Rooms were decoratedin pink met Friday afternoon in Beech- near Tilburg until the Allied inMyrtle Schra and Sophie Van Louie had imbibed a couple of
stone when first quarried was
week ago.
The
bride
wore
a
pale
blue
vasion of September,1944.
Dam.
beers and I wondered how long
Just when the quarry was aban- soft and easily worked, but on and \.hite. A two-course lunch was | wood school with President Mrs.
Dr. van de Mortel said the men- crepe street-length dress and n
Aldrich presiding.HostMiss Schra was honored at two he’d hold out. Finally, without
doned and left to fill with water exposure and drying of the "quar- served and prizes were awarded to i
sequin
trim
and
a
corsage
of
red
psses were Mrs. Robert Green- tal suffering during the occupation
previousshowers, one given by ceremony, Louie got up. flashed
from springs could not be learned, ry sip," rapidly hardened and winners of
roses. Mrs Brower wore a beige
Mrs. M. Dykstra at her home, that bewitching smile of his around
The guest list included the|W00^’ an^ ‘^rs'
who was as bad as the physical sufferIt was believed,however, that op- soon became practicallyIndeing. Physically, every Dutchman crepe street-yength dress and a and the other by Mrs. Preston
and said, '1 go to the back of the
erations tapered off gradually and structible.In a test in Madison, Mesdames M. Brandt. William !woi? in charKc of refreshments.
corsage of red roses.
Cook in Drenthe.
that the abandonment was as Wis., on four one-inch cubes, the Koeman. Frank Piersma.William Carrymg out the theme “Our lost 20 pounds and the next generboat. You take it.” The surprised
A
two-course
lunch
was
served
ation will be two inches shorter
much due to the increasing popu- stone was found to resist an aver- Vander Linde, L. Terpstra. Henry , S.;
Th(”:r
passenger took th wheel. The into 60 guests ar.d the three-tier
Activities,"were Peter Kromann because of lack of food, he said.
larity of less expensive cement for age crushing strain of 8,200 L. Terpstra.Henry. Nyhof, Dick
let here was about two miles wide
wedding
cake
was
cut
by
the
bride
Mrs.
Albert
Timmer
and
_______________
The insidious and diabolicalpro
use in laying foundations, as to pounds per cubic inch.
Terpstra,- George Oetman, John
and
all you had to do was to hold
and groom.
the kaky springs.
In 1867 John Roost purchased Boeve, Juclla Terpstra,Henry E. Grace Vander Kolk who spoke 00 1 paganda planted by the Germans
the boat on course. . .but the womDuring
the reception Mr. Vande
Boy
scouts,
Camp
Fire
girls
and
during
the
five
year
period
had
an
For years, the pond served as the quarry and used several
an "pilot" was tense until Louie
Pi0,'s’ £#rie 4-H work, respectively
even worse effect, he said. The Vusse sang "At Dawning."
the ok swimmin’ hok” and It thousandcords for pier ballast at Deanes, DonV?.nd!,C.
Vander Baan, Harhad taken care of the situation
Mrs.
Wierda
was
formerly
emDutch love the four freedoms as
was not until after the Van Dur- harbors at Holland, Grand Haven old Wise, Ben Borgman, Lee Van
- and returned with that aly look
1 u/mi
c
much as the Americans do. and for ployed in Hamilton and Mr. Wierjn* tcquiltd the property and and Saugatuck. In 1880 several Ornmen, Ed Terpstra, Bert Brandt.
fVltt be OCene
in hl$ eye and a big grin.
da
is
employed
by
Baker
Furnia Dutch leader to observe what
bum a home there in 1927 that carloads were shipped to KalamaIt was quite a trip and “Mary"
C„
Brandt. Dick Brandt and Qf Midwest Convention
the Germans were doing mentally ture Co. He is an Army veteran
the sport Was discouraged, as a zoo and used In the construction James Van Wicrcn and the
IIUU/tf5t
jnet us at her dock. I call her
with
three
years
of
service.
safety measure.
of a three-story building on South
Zeeland, Sept, 15-The Christ- to the Dutch and have to sit idly
Marian Zeerip, Patty Terpstra,
“Man ' because no one up here
The couple will live at 271 East
•'Because of the 41-acre pond in Burdick St. which had its entire
Joan, Sharon and Johnny Terp' ian Reformed Midwest Sunday by. . ."it revolted the soul."
calls her anything else. . .never '
11th
St.
a 16-acre meadow, the Van Dur- front made of this stone. This
School Association convention After the Allied invasionin 1944,
stra.
Miss Joyce. It’s just Mary’s place
ens named their home “Het Loo was the first use for other than
will be held in Zeeland on Wed- Dr. van de Mortel enlisted with
or occasionally^'Mary Joyce’s
Meer," or “The Lake in the Mea- foundation walls.
nesday, Sept. 25, with Dr. George the Netherlands military forces Birthday Party Given
place." Actually the' plice isdow. Their rangy 90-foot long On April 20. 1889, the Waveriy Miss Jean Nienhais
GorLs of Grand Rapids serving as and was Commissioned a major
known as 'Taku lodge? after the'
home, built on three floor levels, Stone Co. was incorporated, and
chairman.
For six months starting in Novem- For Linda Inderbitzen
inlet and glacier by the itme'
to an Ernest Flagg design, made operations were begun for de- Speaks at Meeting
r Registration will take place In ber, 1944, Tilburg and that part of
A birthday party was given
name. This is pronounced like it'
of flackr boulders and hardheads veloping the industry by constructNorth Street church from 9 to the Netherlandswere In the path Wednesday, Sept. 11. by Mrs. Leo
was spelled Tahkoo.
found on the property and In the ing side tracks, erecting derricks The Women's Missionary society 10 a.m. before the'morning session of doodlebugs aimed from GerInderbitzen for her daughter, LinLater I hope to write a story «
Boons pasture nearby.
and putting in a steam saw gang. of Fourth Reformed church met in the church auditorium. The af- many and parts cf occupied Hoi- da, who celebrated her fourth
about Mary, how ahe came h«w, J
The former owner of the prop- Other developmentsand improve- In the church parlors Tfiursday ternoon- meeting will be held in land at Antwerp, ' Belgium. The
birthday anniversary. Games were
who she was professionally and *
drty had used the land as a cow ments followed rapidly in the next Sept. 12. Mrs. R. Douwstra led
^Third Christian Reformed church van de Mortel home was shelled played and a two-course lunch was
what she has done and Is doing. I
but abandoned It for that few years.
devotions. •
at 1:30 p.m. and the evening but not destroyed.
served.
will also give more on the Moleifter cows persisted in desWhen the water is exceptional- Two request vocal solos, "Be meeting at 7-30 p.m. will be :l}eld These buzz bombs had to be shot
Guests were Mrs. Bernard Rownaar boys and others. Also a
the rocky banks of the ly clear, cne can still see a track Still My Soul" and “Not I. But in First • Christian Reformed
down before hitting crowded Ant- an, Marvin and Beverly; Mrs.
and then being unable to and one loading car in the bottom Christ," were sung by Mrs. S. church,.,
sketch
about Louie, whose name
:
werp and at first 20 per cent were Chris Kaarfa, Judy and Mary;
out under their own pjwer.
is DeFlorian, a Tyrolean, a happy
of the pond. Although legend had Oudemolen, accompanied by Mrs.
Dr. D. H. Walters and the Rfav brought down anJ later, 90 per Mrs. Jerome Kapenga. Bob and
property is bounded by the It that the pond was "bottomless," D. Vender Meer. Miss Jean Niengent who looks after Mary’s camp
John II. Bratt will speak and the cent. Bringing the bombs down in Sharon; Mrs. Lyle Wagenveld,Derood and Black river. the Van Durens tested it with huis, guest speaker, described her
and is a jack of all tradea.
Miss Hilda Veenhoven
Rev.
D.
L. Greenway will deliver Holland caused considerable dam- lores and Charlotte; Mrs. Bill
Ourtn was primarily Inter- plumb lines and learned that it’s work in Denver. She plans to rethe inspirationaladdress Special age but not so mucin as if they had Vanden Bosch and Janice; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Veenhoven The first known exportingof
in the land for a home after no deeper than 40 or 50 feet.
turn to China soon.
music will also be presented.
landed In the city. On Feb. 2, 1945, Keith Conklin, Dale and Ronnie; of route 2, Holland, announce the
to swim in the pool as
cotton from the United States ocAmong the Holland buildings Following
short business
Dinner and supper will be serv- a bomb hit a Roman Catholic Mrs. Richard Badgers; Patty engagement of their daughter,
f. He and his 16-year-oldson,
curred in 1784 when 1,200 pounds
constructed of Waveriy stone aw meeting refreshments were served
ed
by
the
three
Christian
Reformchurch in Tilburg, killing 29. An- Steinfort; Betty Hamm and For- Hilda Ruth, to S/1C Howard Jay were shipped from Virginia to facJr* still take daily swims
Tower building, Winant’i by Mrs. B.
^
ed churches.
other time, one hit a theater in rest Inderbitzen.
De Free, son of Mr* and Mrs. tories in England.
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THE HOLLAND CITY

Reception Honors Holland Man and Bride from

August Biggest

Mouth

in

NEWS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

19, 1946

Illinois Stroke Fatal (or

Married

in

Zeeland City Hall

Death Unexpected

Local
'

Grand Haven, Sept. 19 (Special)
—Balt us Billegrom, o' 421 Columbus St„ who would have celebrated his 88th birthday Thursday,
died at 7 a.m. Monday followinga
stroke Sept 6. He has been in a
semi-conscious condition.
He was born in Grand Haven
Sept. 19. 1858. son of the late
Mathias and Jantje Pellegrom. A
staunch Republicanwho attended
all convent iorus and mootings
while his health permitted,Mr.

Court Receipts
,

.More Than 8,000 Cases
Cleared in Six Years
Before Municipal Judge

V

August was the biggest month
in receipts in the. history of the

MunicipalCourt since

it

was es

tablished6 Vi years ago. a check of

v.-- I

Judge Raymond L. Smith’s files

Pellegram

. Of total receiptsof $1,470.60
taken in by the court, $1,251.80

remainder

was

turned over

to

state authorities, r:presenting cases under state law.
Judge Smith said the court recently turned out its 8,000th receipt, representing 8.000 criminal
and civil cases disposed of by the
court since it v. as established in
April, 1940.

Last May was a heavy month
w.th total receipts of $1,328,and
September promises to be a heavy
month with numerous cases already handled.
Municipal Court got off to a
good start today with a receipt for
$103.90 representing fine and costs
assessed Laverne Schaap, 19. route
5, on a false alarm charge. Schaap
was implicated last week by a 16year-old youth who besides allegedly taking $2,000 from his home
admitted turning in several false
alarms. The minor was detained by
Holland police and later wa taken
to Grand Haven to be turned over
to Probate Court.
George Hilton. 26. of 13 West
Ninth St., paid fine and costs of
$38.90 on a drunk charge, second
offense.He was arrested by local
police on a first offense charge a
short time ago and paid $15 at the

time.

Roy

oldest

morial hoapital in East Grand
Rapids following an operation
Aug. 31,

He was born

re-

IN

T“

In a single ring ceremony performed Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
the

Marquee,Miss Marie Sietsema,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony

Sietsema.28 West 15th St., be-

Frtderickson. 48. came the bride of Kenneth Stick-

trankfort, arraignedon a drunk ney, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
charge was assessed fine and costs Stickney of Rochester, N.Y. The
of $15 or serve 10 days -in the counRev. C
Beerthuis officiated.
ty jail. William Rogers, 22. of 13
Bill Vander Yacht, soloist, sang.
West Ninth St., paid $15 on a
"Because” and "I Love You
drunk charge.
Truly.” accompaniedby Miss Betty
Other fines were paid by John
Essing, 66, Hudsonville, stop Van Lento who also played the

M

Grand Haven, Sept. 19 (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. K. A. Kellizy of
1107 Pennoycr Ave. and their
four children expect to leave for

in

Personals

(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
New York on Oct. 6 and take
Miss Sally Brower, daughter of
passage on a ship for Damascus.
Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Brower, Old
Syria. Oct S. arrivingthere in
Zeeland road, loft Sunday for
about 12 days.
Greencastle, Ind.. where She has
Mr. Kellizy first came to the
enrolled in De Pauw university.
United States in 1909 and in 1928
She will live in Rector hail, girl's
returned to his native country and
dormitory.
a year Inter married. About six
Miss Lucille Kardux left today
months later he and his bride
for Sy racuse.N. Y.. where she will
study at Syracuse university.She
t0
,0 ™kc
uiill
-ilcn act
oM as
oc student
c.uHnn. ,lonn
in an
;.n!,lK'ir
,h-'W VMr.S liter
will also
dean in
Mrs. Kellizy returned to the land
j

j
j

.

^Y^itry

^
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Mr. and Mr*. Jerold Tucktr
(Photo by Van Iwaarden)
MARRIED IN ZEELAND
and wore an aqua taffeta gowjn.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerold Tucker Miss Gladys Tucker, the groom’s
were married Thursday, Aug. 29 sister, wore a yellow sheer gowq.
at 8 p.m. in Zeeland City hall. The Both carried bouquets of rosea and
Rev. J. Beelie performed the dou- mixed flowers.
ble ring ceremony liefore a setJohn Kenbeek of Kalamazoo, atting of palms, ferns, gladioliand tended the groom.
to observe this season, but the old lighted candelabra. The bride is
The immediate families and.a
rules are all in force, and enforc- the former Sarah Bosch, daughter few friends attended the receped.
of Mrs. Anthony Bosch, route 3 tion. Mrs. Julia Beckavoort, Mrs.
For waterfowl only shotguns and the groom is the son of Mr. Gordon Slenk, Ml. ; Lena Ruth Femay be used, of 10 gauge or smal- and Mrs. Gerrit Tucker, East lon, Miss Esther Boon and Miss
ler bore, and they may not have Saugatuck.
Sue Brower served the gueata.
a capacity of more than three
Mrs. Harvey Bosch, sister-in-law Mrs. C. Do Vries and Mn. H. Walshells in barrel and magazine. of the bride, played wedding music len were in charge.
Where plugs are necessary to re- and accompanied the soloist, Miss
Master and mistressof ceremonduce capacity to three, the one- Angeline Bakker, as she sang "I ies were Mr.- and Mn. Jamei
piece wood or metal filler must l)e Love You Truly” and following the
Hoover, sister and brother-in-law
incapable of removal through the ceremony, "Together Life’s Pathof the groom. Mn. Alberta Bosch,
loading end.
way.”
sister-in-lawof the bride and Miss
For other hunting, no automaThe bride wore a white Jersey Hazel Nyhuis were in charge of
tic, semi-automatic or autoloading
gown fsahioned with V-neckline. gifts.
shotgun or rifle larger than .22 throe quarter length sleeves and
Mn. Tucker Is employedat Hoicaliber rim fire may be capable of full skirt. Her fingertip veil of
land-RacineCo. and Mr. Tucker,
holding more than six shells at bridal illusion was edged and Inwas recently discharged after five*
one time in barrel and magazine. serted with lace. She carried an
yean of service.
Tracer and explosive bullets are all-white bouquet of roses and
They left on a trip to Northern
ton nod.
mixed flowers.
Michigan. Mn. Tucker wearing a
Conservation officers are partiMrs. John Lubbers, sister of the navy blue suit with a conage of
cularly concerned about violations
bride, attended as matron of honor red roses. They will live on routs 5.
of the law against carrying loaded
guns in a car, for besides being illegal . it is hazardous, and the
cause of gunshot deaths and in-

SUMS

rAt a BMaloa^ofthe aald Court held
in tha Courthouse in the city bf
Grand Haven. County of Ottawa,
State of Michigan, this 37th day
of Auguit, 1046.

Stay Unchauged

Marquee

C?N

Corporation,PlalnlHf,

Firearms Rules

at

;#rAlT OP MICHIGAN v
OIRCOIT COURT FOft

THE

DEPOSITORS LIQUIDATION
CORPORATION, a Michigan

_

Exchanged

April 7, 1881, In

Fillmore township, son of Mr. and
Mn. Henry J. Kooyera. He served
as clerk of Fillmore townshipfor
eight years and was elder Of
Trinity church for several yean.
Surviving are the wife. GertI** rude W, and a brother Frank of
route 5.

and the chapter of the Masonic
lodge. He was second oldest Mason in Grand Haven.
lie was a brother of the late
Mrs. Ed Vaypell of Holland who
died several years ago. His wife.
Mary Jane, died in 1930, and a
son,
Howard, who served ns CapPictured in the outdoor setting
Mr. and Mrs. McLean, who ar- Mrs. E. P. Mclean. Mrs. F. A.
which formed the background for rived in Holland last week after Croft. Mrs. Phillips Brooks, Mrs. tain with a National Guard comtheir marriage Aug. 24 at Crystal
Otto van der Velde, Mrs. Harold pany in Muskegon died in 1938.
their honeymoon in Canada, were
Surviving are a son. Nelson, of
Lake, HI., are members of the MeKarston, Mrs. A Bondy Gronberg,
Lean-Sol/, wedding party. From guests of honor at a tea dance ar- Mrs. M. J Wilson and Mrs Robert Grand Haven, and a daughter,
left to right: Maryalice Havemey- ranged by the former'smother. Mason. Also assisting with the Ruth at home, aiso six grandchildren.
er, Rye, N.Y., mJd of honor, James Mrs. C. J. McLean, in the Tulip
guests was the groom's sister. Mrs
M. Den Herder o.* Holland, usher; room of the Warm Friend Tavern : Julian C. Sm.th.
-of Chicago
Mrs. Winfield R. Jones of Hins- Saturday afternoon and evening Mr. Selz and the bride's brother,
dale. III., matron of honor, Char- In the receiving lino were Mrs ; Sterling Selz, were here for the
les James McLean. Jr., and his McLean, the bride and groom, and event.
bride, the formtr Patricia Mallory Mrs. Austin Selz. the bride’s mothMr. and Mrs. McLean left toSelz of Crystal Lake; Sterling Ed- er. Arrangements of gladioliand j day lor Champaign. III., where the
mund Selz. brother jf the bride, other fall flowers decorated the | former will study at the Univerbest man, and James F. Brooks of room.
sity of Illinois.
Holland, usher.
Assistingat the -offoe urns wore
(Photo by Kochnc, Chicago)
Lansing. Sept. 19-There are no
new rules on firearms for hunters

Stickney-Sietsema Vows

65, firmer liv-

Friday mftrnhtj In BlodgettMe-

During the early ship building
days, he was employed in a shipyard. On several occasions he
served the city as alderman. lie
was a member of the Blue lodge

was turned over to the city. Of the
latter amount $812.60 was turned
into the library fund and the remainder which representscosts
was turned into the general fund.
A slim of $10.40 was paid in offi*
cers' fees and $29 in civil fees. The

was the

Henry Kooyen,

ing on route 6, died unexpectedly

maining captain of Co. F, National
Guard.

revealed today.

For Local Fanner

PRESENT:

-

THE

HONOR

ABU

tion lor Escheat,heretoforetiled
in this Court and mum; from
which It appeare that Depositors
LiquidationCorporation,plaintiff
herein and tha Peoples state Bank
of Holland, Its agent, have given
notice of the availability of the
uncalled for portion of the trustee's first dividend and ot tho
trusteed final liquidatingdividend by publlcitlon and by
mailoj mau*
ing In accordanoewith the
~
be Decideheretoforegntered In this
Us Court
and cause on November M. MB.
and from wbclh it appeare that
certain beneficiaries of the trust
which is the eubject matter of
this suit and Who .ware entitled to
dividendsunder the terms of said

Decree have not called far,
demanded or recMvtd their divi-

dends wtthln the period provided
In aald Decree.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that
the sets of Deposit
Depositors Liquidation
Corporation,
i, plaint
plaintiff
State Ban**" Hyland!
the 'Peoples Slate

m

B

-

_ _
olM

LOtice

portion of the
th# tmaWc's first dii*
William E. Millard. 24. Lohengrin wedding march. Vows
dand and of tht trustee’* final
route 1, old plates, $5; Evelyn were spoken before a background upper class living center.
liquidating dividend by publics*
Mr. and Mrs. Johann Heerspink of her birth to visit her relatives.
W ise, 21, of 556 College Ave., of palms, ferns, candelabra and
With
her
she
took
her
two
of Jennison annoucc'the birth of a
parking, $1; Mrs. Vera Ragen, bouquets of gladioli.
children,Mary, who had been born
pursuant to and In full compUaao*
Given in marriage by her father, daughter,Annemary.Sept. 8 in
parking, $1; A1 Riemersma, 340
with the appropriateterm* of tho
in the United States, and her son
St.
Mary's
hospital.
Grand
Rapids.
juries.
North River Ave., parking, $1; the bride wore a white satin and
•Decree
heretoforeentered, in t!M
The Rev. and Mrs. Paul Van Abdo, about tbro(* years old. who
Court and
~
Russ Mulder, 22, of 650 Michigan lace gown fashioned with square
died while she was visitingthere.
IT IB HEREBY
neckline and long sleeves. Her Eerden and Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Ave., no muffler, $5.
ORDERBD. that the acta of
Another daughter,Amina, was
Bert Brouwer. 58, route 5. faulty three-tierfingertip veil was lace Mcurer and son. Junior, left Monhern over there. Mrs. Kellizy and
lyt
* ft -Sr-vt
.* •*? V*?yvO»B
day
for
Philadelphia,
where
they
brakes, $5; Fred I)e Boer. 29, of 16 trimmed and was caught into a
The extensive activitiesof the
her two daughters,due to the COMMUNITY LEAGUE
Bank or Holland,ita’ _
East 18th St., faulty brakes. $5; white satin tiara. She wore a will visit Mr. and Mrs. Lambert
Daughters of the American Revoconditions
at
that
time,
were
In malcimr availableand payli
Kiwanin
(3)
Van
Eerden
and
family.
They
alland High school, has bftm om
James Palmbos, 64. route 3, Zee- double strand of pearls and carthe
tmcaliad
for portion of tl
forced to remain there for about
J. Grasmeyer, 349; B. Larson, lution, especially in the fields of ployed at De Fouw’s Electric
land. faulty brakes. $5; Dale Van ried a shower bouquet of white so expect to visit in New Brunstrustee's first divfdeod and
citizenship
and
Americanism,
were
wick, -N. J., Mr. and Mrs. Bernard five years before she was able to 412; W. Du Mond. 418; M. Hocktrustee's final liquidating.
shop. Mr. Mulder attendedHofe
Slooten, 18, of 652 Washington roses and carnations.
emphasizedThursday, Sept. 12,
approved and ratified, Mid acts
land Christian High school a()d
The bride was attendedby her Van Eerden, ar.d also friends and|Ina^° return trip to the United sema, 377; G. Slikkers,424; total,
Ave., speeding, $5; Nelson
being pursuant to and in frU
by Mrs. Chester F. Miller of SagI,980.
relatives
in
Paterson.
N.
J.,
LamSPdo.s.
served
three
years
In
the
Army.
Waalkes. 31, Grand Rapids, stop two sisters. Mrs. A. Jackson, macompliance with the appropriate
inaw, state regent, before memSince that time two more sonc
Eagle* (0)
terme of the Decree heretofore
He is employed at Hart and Coolstreet, $5; Antonio Reyna. 25, tron of honor, wore a blue jersey bert and Bernard are sons of Rev.
bers
of
the
Elizabeth
Schuyler
entered In this Court and
mi cause/
causv.
were born to tne couple, Joseph
E. Grabofski, 419; A. Wagner,
ey.
Grand Rapids, crowded front seat gown and carried rases and gar- ami Mrs. Van Eerden. They will
IT 18 HEREBY
r.nd Abraham. Mary was to enter 371; A. Ooms, 317; E. Driy, 258; Hamilton chapter in tho home of
$5.^
Mr. and Mrs. Mulder left on
denias. Mrs. Arle Vander Wilk, be gone two weeks.
ORDERED
that
each
Mrs. C. C. Wood at Waukazoo.
The Royal Neighbors meeting. the ninth grade. Amina the eighth, J. De Bidder, 350; total, 1,715.
manr. benefldariee. named ~ Ip
Floyd W, Beeke of Strector.111., bridesma.d,wore pink net and
Mrs. Miller, who is on a tour of wedding trip to Harper’slake in
Exhibits and "e” attachedto
Thursday
at
8
p.m
. will be follow- Joseph the third and Abraham
Northern
Michigan
and
will live
and Vernon W. Keas of Oak Park. carried a similar bouquet. Little
west Michigan chapters, was
said Report of Availabilityof
ed by a party arranged by the was in the kmdergarden. hut the
Doughnut (2)
111., both drivers for Midwest Donna Johnson, flower girl, was
Dividends and Uncalled for 8ume
guest of honor at the opening at College and Eighth St., after
children did not commence school
month's
committee.
J. Brunscll, 459; R. Mooi, 465;
Sept. 16.
and Petition for Escheat, or their
Transfer Co., overweight truck gowned in pink.
luncheon of the local group.
v
ftiiccessors-ln-lnterest.
who have
Mrs. A. Van Harn, 642 Washing- this semester as they expect to M. McAllister, 412; J. St. John,
loads, each $13.10; James W.
The Rev. Frank Thatcher was
. "With two wars in our generanot called for. demanded. Or
Howe. Custer, Mich., speeding. $5; best man and Larry Webber seat- ton Ave., returned to her homo remain out of the country for 436; J. Scully.411; total, 2,213.
tion bringing hate, greed, envy
received the trustee's first diviHope Church League
Sunday after submitting to a ma- from six months to a year.
Boerigtcr(1)
dend ss well as the trustee'* final
Harry Glanton, Lawndale court, ed the guests.
and loose morals, there is a great
liquidating dividend may call for,
Jv Boengter, 447; R. Roosien, need at present for many more
double parking, $1; Jose Rios,
A wedding supper was served to jor operation at Holland hospital Mr. Kellizy has not seen his
Hears Mrs. Hakken
demand and receive Mid dividends
mother. Mrs. Ayshi Kellizy, for 456; J. Ver Hulst, 448; J. Schiproute 2. faulty brakes, $5.
56 guests, including several from two weeks ago.
‘good citizens',” said Mrs. Miller.
at the offices of Depositors LiquiMrs. Irwin J. Woltman and son. nearly 20 years, and it has been per, 391; H. Wise, 555; total 2,Melvin Tubergen. 210 East Detroit, Rochester and Grand
dation Corporation.1917 PenobAmericanism committees Mrs. Bernard Hakken, dressed
scot Building.Detroit 30. Michi13th St., speeding, $5: Kirby De Rapids. Rev. and Mrs. Thatcher Dickie, left Monday for Spring- nine years since Mrs. Kellizy has 297.
are doing a splendid work in city in native -/Arabian costume, told
gan. within sixty (60) days after
Feyter. route 4. speeding.$10; served as master and mistress of field, O., where they will make s<X‘n her pirent.s,Mr. and Mrs.
communities,she explained, and about the women and girls of Arathe date of this Order.
Temple Furniture (3)
Dale Voss. 17, of 33 East 16th St., ceremoniesand the Misses Betsy their home. Mr. Woltman is em- Has in Balia.
told of tho Junior American Citi- bia and their need for missionary
IT 18 FURTHER ORDERED that
ployed
there with the Holland
Mr.
Kellizy
has
operated
a
groupon
the expiration of said sixty
V. Tills, 402; T. Wierda, 367; II. zenhsip clubs, the DAR manuals help, before members of the Girls’
stop street, $5; Robert Carley, Van Dusen and Donna Timmer
(60) day period. Depositors LiquiFurnace Co.
cery store on Fulton St. for a Tills, 510;
Lanlmg, 401; T. for use of prospective United league of Hope church at the
route 1, double parking, $1; Her- \Vere in charge of gifts.
ds tlon Corporationshall deliver no
Among servicemendischarged number of years, which he has Drake, 511; total. 2.221.
States citizens,Ellis Island work first fall meeting in the home of
bert Bloemers, route 1, West Olive,
further dlrldent checks to said
The couple left on a wedding
last week-end from the Fort Sher- sold to Alvin Wcttorman, of Grand
and state loan funds.
beneflclarlea.and that upon the
excessive speed, $10.
I'iaggemnrN (0)
trip East and will live in New
Nancy
Van
Hartesveldt Thursday
idan separation center were Corp. Haven, a discharged veteran of
expirationof an additionalten
Mrs. Miller also stressedthe Sept. 12. Prudence Haskin and
E. Plaggermars, 365: J- Rvpma.
Brunswick.N.J., where the groom
(10) days thereafter the bank
Richard C. Aardsma, 455 College World War
.Mr Wotterman 379; J. Vryhof, 414; H. Hamkes, work among American Indians,
will attend theological seminary.
upon which said dividend checks
Barbara Lindeman were on the
Ave.;
S/Sgt. Fred Wittevecn.took over the store today.
the
needs
of
the
DAR
approved
have
been drawn shall honor no
351; B. Bowman. 370; total, 1.879.
He was graduated from Hope col- route 4; Corp. Bernard R. Hunderflipper committee with the hosfurther dividend checks, and aald
schools and the activitiesof tho
lege in June.
te:A.
Bank shall be so instructed by
man and Sgt. Frank M. Snyder,
National Defense committee.
Clawson & Bills (1)
Depositors Liquidation CorporaPeggy French presided at the
both of route 2. Byron Center; To Attend Convention
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
There
arc now more than 152,000
tion.
L. Steketee, 323; W. Bauwman.
meeting
and
devotions were conPfc. Paul A. Bowman, rotito 2,
Mayor Ben Steffens of Holland,
Mr. and Mrs J. hosier of In- Sligh Named Speaker
monitors in the national DAR
IT 18 FURTHER ORDERED that
Hudsonville. and Sgt. Harold B. Mayor Nicholas Frankena of Zee- 392; R. Boyce, 414; J. Van Due- organization, including 7,390 new ducted by Lois Timmer. In an
upon the expiration of s&id period
diana have purchased and moved
Charles R. Sligh. Jr., president
sen,
475;
C.
Carlson
430;
total
2,of seventy t70) daya, or as soou
Farnum and T'5 Harlan A. Jack- land. Mayor Edmund Wilds of
into the home of Mr. and Mrs.
monitors last year, Mrs. Miller election of officers, Colombe Yeoof the Charles R. Sligh Furniture
thereafter as possible.Mid Deposi034.
mans was named president;Nancy
Grand Haven, Supervisor (’hairstated.
Nick Meyer who have moved to Co., of Holland and Grand Rap- son, both of Allegan.
tors LiquidationCorporationshall
Standard
Service (2)
Chicago.
man Maynard Mohr of Zeeland.
Mrs. Milton L. Hinga, chapter Van Hartesveldt,vice-president; deliver to the Michigan State
ids, will be one of the principal
A. Looman 484: J. Nyhuis, 429;
Board of Escheats all remaining
Seventeenstates do not levy a James S. Van Vo Ikon burg, welfare
regent, presided and introduced and Barbara Bishop, secretaryMr. and Mrs. Julius Zagers and speakers at the three-day national
funds made available for the
officer of Holland, and Gerrit F. Dirkse. 434: P. Welling. 434; the guest sj>caker. Mrs. W. C. treasurer.
son have moved to their home conference of the furniture indus- personal income tax.
trustee's first dividend and the
B. DP Boer, 412; total, 2,193.
Zaagman. welfare director in
Vandentorg was in charge of the
trustee'sfinal liquidatingdiviw-hich was formerly occupied by
Mrs. Irwin J. Lubbers and Mrs.
try at Atlantic City. Sept. 30Coffee drinkers in Louisiana Grand Haven, were to leave Tuesdend. including,but not limited
patriotic opening ceremony, with Marion de Velder sponsors of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold De Jonge.
Oct. 2, National Retail Furniture
to. funds made available for diviMrs. Martha Robbins at the piano. the group, attended the meeting.
Miss Lois Reminga of Grand- association headquartersat Chi- and Mississippidrink two to three day for Sault Ste. Marie lor KLOMPEN CITY LEAGUE
dends to beneficiaries named In
Lee’s
(2)
times as much coffee per day as a three-day conventionof MichDevotionswere conducted by the The society was organized last
said Exhibits “S" and ''6" and
ville was a guest of Miss Arlene
cago announced today.
R. Ovorway. 390; F. Tiesenga. chaplain. Mrs. W. F. Kendrick.
the average for the U. S.
their successorsin Interest, who
igan supervisors.
Bouman over the week-end.
spring.
have made Inquiry concerningtha
355; B. Marcotte. 350; E. Brandt,
Announcement was made of a
Mr. and Mr.-?. J. H. Tigelaar and
dividend but who have not receiv333;
E. Prins, 375; total, 1,803.
regional
conference
to
to
held
at
family of Grand Rapids called on
ed their checks because of lack of
Knoll’s (I)
Ionia
Oct.
23.
reservations
to
be
Class of Trinity Church
proof of right to payment, or
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. A
funds against which dividend
S. Sikkel. L’68; M. Wieronga. made with Mrs. Hinga by Sept.
Bouman Sunday.
I
checks
have been drawn and deliv339; M. Bolhui.s. 360; J. Stegenga, 18. Members were asked to save Has Fellowship Supper
Mrs. S. Richardson was leader
ered but which checks have not
396; R. Weighmink,293: total, their rummage for an October
been presentedfor payment.
at the local C. E. meeting Sunday
The Alethea class of Trinity
project in charge of the Ways and
1.666.
IT 18 FURTHER ORDERED that
•Friends here heard of the death
church held its annual fellowship
upon the filingwith this Court of
Means
committee,
of
which
Mrs.
of Anthony De Korne of Grandsupper and election* of officersin
a receipt from Mid State Board of
Harold B. Niles is chairman.
vnv (i)
Escheats for such funds and an
viHe. A few years ago Mr. and
the church parlors Friday night
Luncheon
arrangements
were
In
Affidavitof Publication of tbla
I. Knapp. 321; R. Myers, 312; A.
Mrs. De Korne made their home
The supper and table decorations
Order as hereinafter provided,
Bauwman. 367; S. Van Slooten, charge of Mrs. W. L. Eaton, Mrs. wore in charge of Mrs. S. Karslen,
with the late T. A. Rynbrandt.
aald DepositorsLiquidation CorJ. W. McKenna. Mrs. C. J. Hand,
302;
A.
Wojohn,
329;
total.
1,631.
poration shall be discharged of any
Mrs. Burr Rynbrandt attended a
chairman. Mrs. L. Nyland, Mrs.
Miss Martha Sherwood and Mrs.
and all furtherllabilltvwith refHolland
Electrical
(2)
shower in honor of a cousin in
G. Bos, Mrs. R. Koetsier and Mrs.
ernece to said funds to the sama
M. Blackburn. 422; U. Vanden- Miles Baskett. Guests included J. W. Nlenhui*. George Steketee
Grand Rapids Wednesday evening.
extent and In like manner as if
Mrs. ElizatothDavis and Mrs.
berg.
319;
E.
Kamns.
290;
offered the invocation and the
The Literary club met at the
those said funds had been paid
Harriett Bourne of Fennville.
directly to and receivedby Mid
Roossien, 401; L. Roossien,-323;
Doxology was aung at the close
school house Wednesday evening
several beneficiaries.
total 1,755.
of the meal.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Vander Kooy
IT 18 HEREBY FURTHER
Miss M. Vander Yacht
The group held its business
and children oi, Kalamazoo were
ORDERED, that notice of tha
Heerspink*
(3)
entry
of tht* order and of tha
meeting
and
program
in
the
class
overnight gues s at the home of
escheat of the uncalled for sums
room. Mrs. S. Karsten led devoL. De Neff. 364; S. Ramaker. Wed to Leonard Mulder
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Kooy
at the end of seventy (70) days
tions and songs were sung by the
over the week-end.
388; M. Zierip, 454; L. Berkey.
shall be given by publication of a
A
double ring ceremony per- group. Marvin Steketee.accomtrue copy of this order once each
332; L. Van Gelderen, 319; total.
•Mr. and Mrs. M. Nieuwenhuis
lormod
in the parsonageof Six- panied by Rodger Dalman, sarjg
week for six (6) successive weeks
1.857.
. 4
and Mrs; Anna Nieuwenhuis of
teenth Street Reformed church by several sacred numbers. Dr. LesIn The Holland City News, a newsWade’* (0)
Grand Rapids called on Mr. and
paper printed and publishedin tha
(he Rev. Aldrich Dusselje at 7 p.m. ter Kuyper, teacher of the class,
.'a
City
of Holland. Ottawa County.
H. Meeusen, 240; D. Meeusen, Sept. 10: united in marriage Miss
Mn. 5. RichardsonSaturday eveMichigan, and by publicationat
talked about the Christian life,
nings
358; D. Van Hestern, 192; E.
Maxine Vander Yacht, daughter
leMt once of a Complete list of the
Bauwman. 425; Average 360; of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vander emphasizing the doing of good
names of all beneficiaries appearconsistent
with
a
Christian
prototal, 1,575.
ing, in aald Exhibit* "ft" and •’•**,
Yflcht of 131 FairbanksAve., andl fession.
Man Fined on Charge of
.
to whom the final dlrldentpayLeonard Mulder, son of Mr. and
able exceeds tha sum of twenty
Mrs. A. Nienhuis was elected
Felon’* (I)
Property Destruction
fl»a cento (85c) except dupUca:
Mrs. Charles Mulder of 21 East vice-president; Mrs.
VVaaters,
tiona
and except the names of
A. Heerspink. 381; M. Venhui- 20th St.
Grand Haven, Sept. 19 (Special)
secretary; and Dr. Kuyper;. teachbeneflclarleawhose dividendcheck
zen,
303;
H.
Matchinsky,
360;
T.
—Lawrence Molenkamp. 23, Grand
The bridp wore a tan gabardine er, with George Steketee as asla delivered and dashed before the
Harmsen.- 390; M. Matchinsky, suit with a corsage of yellow roses sistant.
Hat 1/ published.
Hdven; paid $10 fine, $34.45 costs
450; total, 1.884.
FRED T. MILES.
and require^ to make restitution
ami matching flowers in her hair.
The program committeewas
Circuit Judge
Star (2)
of $15, upon his plea of guilty in
Her attendant, Miss Velma composed of Mrs. T. Dozeman,
E. Tubergen. 407; L. Knapp, 411; Kuizenga.wore a gray suit with chairman, Mrs.. Peter Damstra
Justice George V. Hoffer’s court
D. Overway. 359; M. Jones, 333. a corsage of pink roses. Jacob and Mra. C. De Jongh.
Friday to a, charge of malicious
E. Tubergen, 417; total, 1,927.
destruction of property. MolenDykstra served as best man.
• kamp was arrested Jjy city police FRO
A reception in the home of the
Four states. New York, CalifVer Sluis of Kalamazoo, Presentationwas made in comConsumption of milk for bever- bride's parents was held for the ornia, Michigan and New Jersey It EaattthSL
Sept. 12 at Ferry View Cafe, after
Charles Figy, Commissioner of secretary of Michigan Celery Inmemorationof Michigan ' celery age purposes in the fall of 1942 immediate families following the now give financial aid to local
Molenkamp allegedly broke some Agriculture for Michigan receives
QHMrt VaitdsrJ
dustry, Inc., a nonprofitorgani- week proclaimed by Governor Kelwas 20 per cent higher than for ceremony.
furniture in a fight.
governments for the preparation
a bunch of Michigan celery from zation of growers and shippers.
HOLLAND M
ly as the week of Sept. 16 to 2L
the same period in 1941.
The bride, a graduate of Hbi- of plans for postwar projects.
street, $5;
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sugar does not take a alump. The
company has negotiated contracts
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At Meeting of WCTU
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for 14.000 acres of boats.
In Twd-Ctr Accident
, The Corner Grocery as the itore
on the corner of Seventh St. and
Jerry Meyer, 23, of Saugatuck,
River Ave. was known for many
September 22, 1946
was
treated in Holland hospital
Jesus and the Law of the Stranfer
One of the greatest disastersIn years, has changed hands. L. Karearly Monday for a bruised knee
"Liquor Traffic Control and It*
Exodus 22:21-23; Deut. 24:14-15; the history of the Graham and dux. Joe Kardux and S. Kariten
and shoulder received in a two-car
Matthew 25:34-41
Morton Co. occurred this morning have taken over the stock and fix- Enforcementin OuT City” was the
The title to 64 dormitory unit*
crash on Michigan Ave. in front
at 5 o'clock when the Steamer tures of Albert Kidding who has topic of City Attorney Vernon D.
By Henry Geerlinfs
of the Fifth Wheel lunch room.
for
student veteransassignedto
None of us liveth to himself. City of Chicago caught fire about conducted the store for many Ten Cate as he addressed the loHe was a passenger in a car Hope college is being turned over
cal unit of the Women’* Christian
12 miles out of Chicago harbor, years.
This is a universal and timeless
driven by Maxfield R. Johnson, 24, by the Federal Public Housing
began a story in the Tuesday. A. Uiterwyk,Holland, haa been Temperance union at the opening
Saugatuck, which collidedwith Authority to the callege according
truth. Men need one another and Sept. 1, issue of the Holland Daily subjected to a trying ordeal owing meeting of the aeason in the home,
one driven by James
Klinge, to an announcement by Charles
they cannot escape others even If Sentinel published in 1914. Not a to the appeals of an anxious moth- of Mrs. Albertua Pieters Ftidiy
Services were held for the first 21, of 51 East 26th St. Johnson B. Lawrence. Jr., director of reer
for
his
return
to
her
home
in
afternoon.
single
life
was
lost,
although
there
they would. Whether they live or
traveling south and Klinge gion eight, Federal Housing auN>w Home of the
were some 300 passengers on The Netherlands.Mrs. Uiterwyk Mr. Ten Cite called attention time in the jiew Hope church
die they must each and all take
in thority in Cleveland.
building
on
Sunday
last, according who wu traveling north
Holland fit? Newt
board. As soon as the fire was dis- has another son who has been or- to two phases of the enforcement
PublishedEvery Thursto a story appearingin the July the process of making a left turn
others into account.
The occupancy agreement 1*
dered
to
enlist
in
the
Dutch
army
of
the
law:
in
the
first
place,
puncovered wireless calls were sent
dav bv the Sentinel
Prlntlnu Co. Office 54-60
*igned by Dr. Irwin J. Lubber*,
The temptation for men to iso- our for help, but the wireless fail- and this caused her to beg the ishment for transgression of the 12 issue of the Ottawa County onto the lunch room drive.
Klinge wu charged by local po- Hope college president, and EarL
West Elehth Street. HolTime* publuhed by M. G. Manting
late themselves and live alone is ed to work and in the emergency young Hollanderto return to the law; secondly, what can be done
land. Michigan.
in 1901. The building is a fine lice with failure to yield the right White, projectengineer for the reparenatl
hohie.
Mr.
Uiterwyk
has
in the way of law breaking premost apparent in the large cities. Capt. Oscar Bjork ordered the enstructure costing about $11,000 of way and paid fine and costs of gional office of the FPHA. The
vention.
Entered aa second class matter at
gines full speed ahead. Forty five not decided as to his course.
They
may
be
right
who
say
that
and ha* a seating capacity of more $10 in MunicipalCourt Monday. unit* have been certified as bcin?
the post office at Holland. Mich., unAlderman
Vander
Ven
last
night
The
law
in
itself
Is
only
neg*
minutes after the order was given
der the Act of Congress. March 3. the mast intense provincialism in
handed
into Mayor Bosch his res- tive, tellingwhat not to do, but than 600.
completed, safe and in good conthe
vessel
with
its
precious
load
of
1879.
our country Is found on Broadway
Herman Woltman who enlisted
ignation as a member of the com- enforcement of the law is more
dition a* measured by the War
human
life
reached
the
governC. A. PRENCH Editor and Publisher in New York City. Sometimes the
mittee appointed some time ago to than a punitive measure, and must in Co. B. 4I*t Regiment of Vol
Housing standards From today
W. A. Butler. BusinessManager man of the city turns out to be a ment pier.
the college is reponsible for the
be of corrective nature, he de unteer Infantry in Oct. 30, 1869
The
vacancy in the faculty of
person
whose
knowledge
of
life
is
Telephone— News Items 3193
dared. "In liquor control laws we and served since that in the Philmanagement
of these dwelling*
Advertising and Subscriptions, 3191
limited by the narrow horizon of Hope collegemade by the resignaippines,hu returned home and ia
within the framework established
have to doal with three categories
his own apartment,his own .iob, tion of Prof. Lambert Eidson of
The publishershall not be liable
state laws, county and dty laws. now visiting his relativesand fri- In
by the federal government and
the chair of Pedagogy has been
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
ends here. Mr. Woltman made the
for anv error or error* in prlntlna and his own neighborhood. The
The
office of city attorney has no
will also be responsible ter their
anv advertisingunless a proof ol wide world of human interestshas very acceptably filled by the elecThe Baptist Missionarysociety jurisdictionoutside the city, yet cicuit of the globe having gone
dispositionwhen the emergency is
such advertisementshall have been not appearedbefore him. The pro- tion of Prof. Frederick Gordon
will meet with Mrs. Abner Miller
Grand Haven, Sept. 19 (Special) over and the units are no longer
obtained bv advertiser and returned
cases of drunken and disorderly by way of New York and returned
Waide.
Ph.
D.
vincial
attitude
certainly
does
not
next
week.
Mrs.
Harry
Kieman
bv him In time for correction with
by way of San Francisco.
—Two youths were treated in needed by veterans.
such errors or correctionsnoted apply to all city dwellers, but we
A dog. a Scotch collie,belonging will present the lesson on "A Wo- conduct Inside the city, makes an
The steamer Puritan experienc- Municipal hospital with injuries
almost
full time job for the city
The program began four months
plainly thereon; and In such case If
are doubtless conservative enough to Charles Ogden, ran into the man of the Bible.”
anv error so noted is not corrected,
attorney, he said. This burden ed a very heavy sea last Sunday received in automobile accidents ago when one wood barracks was
propeller
of
the
Beachey
flying
The first meeting of the Unity however, is greatly relievedby but came in only a few minutes
publishersliabilityshall not esceed in saying that any center where
moved from Ohio to a site providSunday.
such a nroportlon of the entire space life seems to be sufficientunto it- machine this morning when it was club w& held Wednesdayat the
ed by the college.
the work of Judge Smith of the late. She proved herself a first
occupied by the error bears to the
Clarence Katt. 21. of Muskegon,
self is in danger of breeding prov- going at the rate of a thousand home of Mrs. O. Williamson folcits* boat in every respect. Unitwhole space occupied bv such adverMunicipal court.
received
a
passible
skull
fracture
revolutionsa minute. The result of lowing the summer recess.
cincialism.
tisement.
The speaker also gave excerpts ed States inspector of hulls, Cap- in an accident on the West Olive
It is preciselyat that point that the encounter was an ear taken
Mrs.
William
Larsen
was
hostTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
from the report sent out by the tain Richardsonof Chicago was curve on US-31 early Sunday
One rear 12.00; Six months 9125; some see the peril of Harlem. , off the dog. a leg broker, and a ess for the J. U. G. club Friday.
NationalSafety congress to law aboard. The distance of 97 and morning. His car crashed the
Three months 75: Single copy 5c. where Negroes, tired of the re nine inch sliver taken off one of
Mr. and Mrs. John McVea and
enforcing agendes on sure ways and three tenths miles has been
Subscriptions payable In advance and
flasher signal of the Pere Marbuffs and injusticesto which they the blades of the propeller.
son Charles and wife of Oak Park,
will be oromply discontinuedIf not
of
detectingintoxication in dif- made by the steamer in five hours quette tracks and was wrecked. •
Dr.
Albert
A.
Pfanstichl,
a
Hope
havt
been
subjected,
find
them
III.
spent
last
week
at
the
Mcrenewed.
and five minute*.
ferent degrees.
Subscriberswill confer a favor bv selves at long last able to live to college graduate and a former' Vea homestead with their brothers
The driver apparentlyhad falHope church wu filled on WedLaw
enforcementmust consider
reportingpromptly any Irregularity
len
asleep, according to informathemselves
as
if no white people Holland citizen, is temporarily fill- and sisters.
.....
-191.
in delivery.Write
or Phone 3191,
and protect the constitutional nesday evening to listen to the
existed. Many of the most educat- ing the pulpit in the English ReMr. and Mrs. William Walker rights of the offender, he explain organ recital given by Prof. Her- tion received by state police. DriAssistance to veteran* who are
ver of a car following Katt said filing terminal leave forms will be
ed and cultured Negroes, it is said, formed church at Amsterdam. are spendingthe week jn Chicago
ed. Blood tests as scientificbasis bert F. Sprague, organlit of the
WHO PUSHES
Netherlands,
during
the
absence
of
Katt
made
no
attempt
to
turn
but
with friends.
have determinedto stay to them
offered tonight at the VFW club
in convicting case under the dir- WestministerPresbyterian church
Here is a quotation from Sencontinued straight at a high rate
selves, now that they have all the the regular pastor who has enlistWilliam Shannon, who has been ection of physicians can only be of Grand Rapids.
rooms, 179 River St., according to
ator Pepper, expressed in an inter- eonviences of life about them.
ed in the European war.
home visitinghis father William given with the consent of the ar
The Toronto Shoe Manufactur- of speed.
R. V. Huyser, publicity officer.
view:
The same temptationis likely The Rev. M. E. Broekstra, pas- Shannon. Sr. and brother Everett restant. "Law enforcementforces ing Co. of Toronto, O., have closed Robert Jones. 15. of Grand HaVeterans of Foreign Wars ortor
of
the
Fov.rth
Reformed
to
strike
any
person
who
does
not
Shannon,
left
the
first
of
the
week
ven received a fractured arm ir ganizationhas retained Thayer
"I am not suggesting that wc
of our city lean almost backward arrangements U> locate here. A
allow ourselves to be pushed feel himself forced to keep on church, is booked for an address at for Ithaca, N. Y., where he. has a to give anyone under arrest the building40x100 feet, basementand an accident at 11:30 a.m. Sunday Dissel of Saugatuck. notary and
around by Russia. Neither do I friendlyterms with persons about the fifth annual mission feast of pasition in accounting and law at benefit of the doubt,” said the two stories, will be put up. It will when a car driven by Gaylord Por- accountant, to assist in filling out
think that we should attempt to him. An executive of a large bus the Reformed churches to be held Cornell university. Previous to attorney.
be located west of Maple street ter, 19. of River Forest, 111., fail- declarations.
iness firm was heard to declare, in Chicago next week. Other his returning home he taught at
ed to make a turn.
push Russia around.’*
In connection with the local ta- between Fifteenth and Sixteenth
The local VFW has resumed its
Porter was given a summons by semi-minthly meetings after a
St*.
If Pepper’s words mean what “I don't want to know my neigh- speakers include the Rev. John the University of Kansas.
vern situation.Mr. Ten Cate exMr. and Mrs. E. S. Johnson left
they appear to mean, no reason- bors. I don't care what they do. Lamar, the Rev. L. Dykstra and
Mr. and Mrs. C. Ossewaarde left state police for failure to have his summer schedule of monthly meetplained that the common council
able man could take exception to and it is none of their business the Rev. J. F. Heemstra. all for- last week for Milwaukee, Wis., ha* no control over private clubs, Saturday for the state of Wash- car under control and posted a ings. The group will meet the secwhere they will join their son
mer Grand Rapids clergymen.
$10 bond.
them. It is none of our business wdiat I do.”
but this control rests entirelywith ington to reside ther«.
ond and fourth Thursday of each
The loss of the burning of the and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald the state liquor control commis- George Schuurman has gone to
what Russia does inside Russia, Although the United States
month. Huyser said.
and if we try to run things there steadily becoming an urban na- steamer. City of Chicago, was es- Carter for a two week's trip in sion. The law allows liquor, so Chicago to accept a position as
Membership continue* to climb
Mrs.
Walter
Adomaitis
Northern
Michigan.
we deserve to have our faces slap- tion. it still has a wholesome re- timated by J. S. Morton of the
' all we
can do is to keep our ta- bookkeeper. He was graduated
and the post reports nearly 700
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Pratt and
ped. We have no God-given man- servoir of warm friendship in its company, at $200,000.according to
verns in the best of condition," from the Holland Business college. Honored at Two Parties
veterans have affiliated. A builddate to impose our type of democ- rural and small town centers.One a story’ appearing in the Wednes- some friends from Battle Creek
Abel Kuizenga of Chicago and
he said. “Our city is doing the
ing on West Seventh St., is being
racy on the world.
questions whether any stabilizing day. Sept. 2. issue.
were callers in Ganges Sunday.
Mrs. Walter Adamaitis, who remodeled.
most splendid work in that regard Miss Gertrude Mayboer of this
The Lroublewith all such state- factor in our national lifc is more
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
Starring
enFour of Holland's Boy Scouts
to any city in this state.” The city were married at Grand Rap- was Miss Margaret O’Leary beCscar P. Petersen. 108 East 18th
ments as those of Pepper is that powerful than the combined influ- have achieved the distinctionof tertained relatives from Chicago
speaker also mentioned the effect- ids on Wednesday. They will live fore Her recent marriage, was fet- post commander, announces bowlthe term* used are given different ence of thrte thousands of centers having passed the second class ex- over the week-end.
ed Monday night by the office ing and basketball teams will be
ive system of blacklistngas a bas- in Chicago.
definitionsfor the two sides in- of neighborlinessdotted across the aminations. They are Roelof pietGrace and Isabelle Thorne of
grocery stock of G. G. Kiris of Hart and Cooley Manu- organized by the sports committee,
is in the granting of liquor licenswived. What is called ‘‘pushing map. At a time when suspicion ers. Victor Bullock.Clarence Zuid- Holland visitedfriends here WedSmeenge, corner Eighth St. and facturing Co. Dinner was served
es.
around” when engaged in by us and distrust hamper the best ef- ewind and Herbert Van Dueren.
nesday.
Columbia Ave. has been bought at the Marquee after which "the
Mr*.
Pietera
Introduced
the
is looked upon as legitimateself- forts to make democracy operaCounty Road Commissioner Mrs. G. Ekdahl, has returned
by Edgar Lewis of New Richmond group was entertained at the Methodist Men to Hear
protection when Russia does the tive, we are fortunate in having Cook received bids yesterday at home from Minneapolis Minn, speaker. An opportunity was givwho will open the store next Mon- home of Miss Anne van der Werf,
en for discussion.
•‘pushing.”
these resources of friendlinessand this place for building the exten- where she spent nearly
week
Dr. John J. Banninga
day.
Cherry St.
A
short
program
of
annual
reThat spirit is characteristicof understanding from which the cit- sion of the 16 foot roadbed from with friends.
Prof.
Charles
Knooihuizen
reGame prize winner* were Miss
port* by officers and department
all the ultra-radicals and the ies may continuallydraw new life. the Jamesotwn line north through
Dr. John J. Banninga of the i’
Mrs. Irene Lorek of Elgin. 111.,
turned Saturday to Fowlerville. Florence Brower and Mis* Minnie
Pinks and the out-and-out AmNor is it difficultto see the Hudsonville, a distance of one visited her sister Mrs. Clovis directors and devotion*by Mr*. Last fall he was elected for two Haan. Refreshments were served American Board of Foreign Mis-'
Van Os* preceded the address Mrs
erican Communists. They put on churches' place in this program. mile.
sions. will speak at the first fall
Dor nan last week.
Carl Diessel, retiring president, years a* county school commis- by the hostea*. A gift was present- meeting of the Men's Brotherone pair of glasses when they From the start there were some
Mrs. Roderick French and
Jacob Glerum. chairman of the
sioner
there
at
a
salary
of
$1,200
ed
from
the
group.
called upon the newly elected
look at our attitude toward Rus- in the church who refused to
hood of First Methodist church
Ottawa county RepublicanCom- daughterare sper.dng a few weeks
Attending were the Misses tonight. For more than 40 years
sia and a different pair when they
officer*, Mrs. J. Van Os*. presi- a year.
speak of any person as a stranger mittee ^and John F. Van Anrooy, with her parents. Mr. and Mr*
The
Wolverine
Boat
Co.
launchFlorence
Brower.
Emeline
De
look at Russia's attitude toward
dent, and Mrs. B. Smith, corresDr. Banninga was a distinguished
foreigner. Eventuallythe the secretary, sent out notices Otto Hemze while Mr. French
us. Whatever is done by Rusponding secretary, to be formally ed a fine new boat a few days ago Zwaan, Flora Smallenburg, Ma- Congregational educator in India.
Christian church became the one today to the effect that the Repub- in Detroit for a six weeks’ basic
which is expected to make 14 bel Bos. Lena Ruth Pelon. Francsia toward America is interpreted
presented to the group.
He will bring a balanced story
internationaland interracialbody lican county conventionwill be science review course.
in the most favorable light; whatMrs.
Margaret
Markham
con- miles an hour. She is 41 feet long es Van Slooten. Grace Por, Ella of the complex Indian picture bason earth. With the World Council held in Grand Haven on Sept. 8
Miss May Dunkley of Cleveland
ever is done by us toward Rusducted the memorial service for and has a 24-horae power gasoline Drinkwater, Cylinda Raak. Min- ed on actual living in that land.
of Churches now a reality, the at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
Ohio, visited her aunts, Mrs. Annie Haan. Ida Sturing, Marjorie
sia is regarded wrong before the
the late Mrs. Herman Brouwer. engine.
He will speak on the social, politideal of universal brotherhoodis
The Rev. Seth Vanderwerf of na Lamb and Miss Dena Ensfield
facts are even in. We ourselves
The men working on the city Matchinsky. Margaret Murphy.
She
sketched the devout Christian
ical, economic and religiouslife of
nearer at hand then ever before. this city, secretary of the board of last week.
Doris
Myrick
and
Mr*.
M.
Michare condemned by our own citilife of Mrs. Brouwer and read a sewer struck for higher wages on
the people.
It must be said for tbe Jewish domestic missions of the ReformMrs.
Clyde
Dykhuis
had
as her
zens before we have been found
Tuesday morning. Twelve were ielson, Mr*. Arthur Timmer and
people that their basic law took a ed church has been forced to cur- guest, her mother from Iowa last poem written by one of her daughDr. Banninga.who returnedto
guilty on the evidence, and our
ters. Mrs. Dressel offered the clos- discharged and the other remained the guest of honor.
the United States in 1942 for repeculiarly warm view of persons tail his European tr:p owing week.
very system of fundamentaljustat work at $1.50 per day.
Mrs. Adamaiti* was honored tirement. is an educator, author
of foreign blood. When the law to the war and he is now on his
Mrs. E. J. Meies was hostess ing prayer and Mrs. M. De Boer
ice is often denied that no one
The Zeeland township and vil- last Thursday night when the and Christian statesman. He came
sang
"Good
Night and Good Mornshould be considered guilty until was being formulated it was cus- way home. Mr. Vander Werf left for the bridge club Monday.
ing" at the close of the memorial. lage officials have completed ar- Hart and Cooley bowling team of to the States during the time of
he has been convicted. With re- tomary for nations to look upon Holland in June and had planned
Tea was served by Mrs. B. rangements with the Grand Rap- which she is a member entertain- danger of Japanese invasion and
spect to Russia these American the foreigner as an enemy. The to return in October.
ids, Holland and Lake Michigan ed for her and Mrs. Willard BruSmith
and Mr*. C. Van Duren.
he and Mrs. Banninga had an exFourteen little children gathercritics of America usually hold idea that persons of foreign birth
Rapid Railway Co. for the con- ner. another member of the team
citing trip around South Africa,
that we must be considered guilty are dangerousto the public wel- ed at the home of Dorothy Hofnections and curves requiredat who was recently married. Dinner
fare
is
not
totally
outgrown
in
taking them 44 days. Since hi* arstein
for
a
lawn
party
last
Friday.
until we have proved that we arc
(From Wednesdsy’s Sentinel) ICC Auxiliary Meets
the east village limits and for a was served at the Marquee and
rival here. Dr. Banninga has travinnocent. And even when we do some nations. It was less than a The place was decorated with Amdepot site.
each honored guest was presented
Catechism classes of the First
eled widely and has held various f
that, they usually feel that there century ago that the people of Ja- erican flags and Japaneselanterns. Reformed church were resumed In H. Ten Have
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Souter a gift from her teammates.
positions in teaching, lecturing
is a capitalistic catch in it.
pan were terror striven at seeing
Mr. and Mrs. J. De Free and Tuesday at the church. Grades 1.
Thirty members of the Junior left Tuesday morning for Buffalo,
and administration.
Senator Pepper has been the foreign ship* enter their ports un- daughter of Ann Arbor are visit- 2. 3 and 4 met. Other classeswill
Chamber of Commerce auxiliary N. Y., where they will visit with
leader of that kind of attitude. der Commodore Perry. Many of ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. meet later.
Rozemas
Give
Silver
met Tuesday night at the home of relativesand also take in the PanAnd yet he has the crust to aspire them had never seen a foreigner. J. J. De Free in Zeeland
Boy Scout meetings have been Mrs. H. Ten Have. 304 West 14th American after which they will
Birthday Party Given
Anniversary Party
Even
in
this
country,
with
its
to the presidency of -the United
The Zeeland baseball team will resumed at the First Reformed
St
Mrs.
John
Van
Dyke
assisted visit their brothers and sisters
Slates. His aspirations are some- melting pot culture, there are play Fennville at Zeeland Satur- church. The meetings are held
Steffens
and other relativesin various Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rozema For
as co-hostess.
what hesitant, it is true; he mere- some who look askance at foreign- day. Zee. and still leads the league each Monday evening. Melvin BarThe
auxiliary decided to begin parts of Ontario, Canada.
celebrated
their
25th
wedding
anly wants a radical president,and ers. forgetfulthat only a few cen- with Fennville in second place.
Tommy Steffens celebrated his
on Is scout master. Donald Van a fund for purchasingadditional Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Howe of
niversary in their home. 61 River
If no one else offers he is willing turies ago our ancestors were for•Mrs, J. D. Kanters and son. Hoven assistantscout master; the
third birthday anniversaryat a
books
for the hospital hook cart Blue Island, 111., have been visit- Ave.. Saturday night. Their son.
to be the victim himself.
eigners-British. German. French. Lloyd, left for Port Colbourne troop committee is Donald Kooiwhen the need arises. Mrs. An- ing for the past two weeks with Arnold, marked his birthdayon party Friday afternoongiven by
The mere fact that he has Spanish. Italian-seekingasylum in Ont„ and Buffalo. N.Y., to visit man, Jasper Bos, Clyde Buttles drew
Dalman, Mrs. John Van their parents, Mr. and Mrs. George the same day. Gifts were present- his mother. Mrs. George Steffens,
formed so fantastic a notion shows the new world.
relativesand friends.
and G. Wyngarden.
Dyke and Mrs. Ralph Brouwer are H. Souter of this city and rela- ed and a two-course lunch was in the Steffens home at 255 West
now strong the spirit of knucklinp
Nothing could have a more sal18th St.
Alderman King last night introin charge of selecting and pur- tives in Shelby and Whitehall. Mr. served. Assisting were Mr*. WilRooms were decorated with balc!,d?r tlRuMia is
United utary effect in the United States duced an ordinancethat had for
chasing the books. It was also de- Howe left for home Sunday eve- liam Keson, Mrs. George Moonv
States. These forces include some than for as to recapture the spirit its purpose the keeping of automo- Van Maarichs Observe
loons. A decoratedbirthday cake f
cided to increase the hospital fund ning on the steamer Puritan.’
ey. Norma Rozema and Maxine was a feature of the refreshments.
v*ry powerful magazines and of Mosaic legislation which spoke biles and motorcycles off the sideWedding Anniversary
with proceeds earned by the auxA Hope church congregational Herring.
other organs of public opinion. out so clearly against antiforeign walks. accordingto a story apAttending the affair were Mrs.
ilary from the food concusion at meeting was held Wednesday eveThey are not merely a little group disenminatiin. ‘Thou shall not pearing in the Thursday,Sept. 3.
Guests included Washington Paul Steffensand Bobby, Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. A. J. Van Maurick, the air show Saturday.
ning to extend a call to a pastor. Ridlington, Mr. and Mrs. Justin
of crackpots, they have power and oppress a stranger.” Every word
issue. This ordinance was intro- 430 West 22nd St., quietly obMrs. Gertrude Arendsen pre- Owing to the light attendanceno Slotman, Allen and Vernon Slot- Louis Ten Brink and Gordie, Mrs.
influence.
of the quotation is applicable to duced as a result of autos and mo- served their 59th wedding anni- sented a book review on “AnyWilliam Scheele and Sally Ann.
our land. Knowing the problem torcycles driving on the walks in versary Tuesday. They are mem- thing Can Happen.” depicting the choice was made. On an Informal man of Dunningville; Mrs. Nora Mrs. Martin Ten Brink and Carol
ballot Rev. John M. Vander Meul- Ridlington, Mr*. Alice Rozema,
that usually arises between the the second ward.
Lee. and Mr*. Clarence De
bers of Immanuel church.
difficultiesthe Russian hero en- en of Grand Rapid* was in the
for all real Americans
Grace Rozema. Mr. and Mrs. Waard and Merry’ Joan.
native bom and the foreign born
Major William H. Bertsch of Ft.
Mrs. Van Maurick will cele- countered when coming to this lead, while other* receiving votes
Ralph
Moomey
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
t0 *tand by the Who1:* residents, the law provided that Ontario. Canada, is in Holland for brate her 83rd birthday anniver- count r>’.
were Rev. M. FI ipse of Passaic, George Moomey, all of Holland;
of the statement and to insist with
the stranger that dwelleth with a few days visiting friendsand rel- sary today with a family gatherRefreshments were served by N. J., Rev. Jame* Ossewaarde of
passionate conviction that we are
Mrs. William Keson of Howell; Claims Miss America
you shall be unto you as one be- atives. Major Bertsch has been de- ing in her home.
the hostess.
not going to let Russia push us
Grand Rapid*, Rev. A. Vennema Mr. and Mrs. Victor Herring and
ing born among you. and thou tailed as assistant depot quarterThe couple has seven children.
and Rev. Blekkink of Kalamazoo. children,Milton. Maxine and Earl
Allegan, Sept. 19 — Cheshire
master at Presidio.£an Francisco Mrs. Fred Vander Weide, Mrs.
:rrZLn3t “ Seif-re;ia"tAn>- shall love him as thyself.
of
Douglas;
Mr*.
Glen
Ridlington
township
claim* the 1946 Miss
0ES
Members
Have
As one might have expected. and he is now on his way to that Gerrit Applodorn,Mrs. Joe Forand aon*, Marvin and Roger from America because her address was
Jesas left no loose edges on His post to take up his duties there
ster. Mrs. Wallace Leenhouts and Affiliation Ceremony
Fennville; al*o the children of -the once route 4, Allegan. Miss Mariproposed program of Christian His family will follow him to San
To Thoje Who Shoot at
Peter Van Maurick, all of Holboat and haste**, Arnold, Wayne lyn Buferd who won the Mis* Amservice. Significantly,
the most de- Franc.sco in about a month.
At a specialmeeting of the Holland; Miss Margaret Van Mauerica title in Atlantic City, lived
Tombstonei: Don’t!
and Norma Rozema.
(From
Wedneeday’s
Sentinel)
tailed statementof His position The Ho!land-St. Louis Sugar Co.
rick and John Van Maurick of land chapter No. 429, Order of
for some time with her parents on
Also
invited
were
Glen
RidlingMrs. Abel Berkompa* hu reappears in His only descriptionof will next winter realize the biggest
Chattanooga, Tenn.; 12 grand- Eastern Star, Tuesday night, put
Cemetery Supt. Howard Reiston, Mra. Robert Ridlington, Mra. a farm in Cheshiretownship. In
covered
after
undergoing
minor
the last judgement. On that fate- financialreturns since its organismg has asked co-operation
children and 11 great-grandchil- matrons and patrons participated
Gerrit Stam and Evert Ridlington. 1930 they moved to Kalamazoo.
ful day the only question asked zation if the present high price in
in an impressive affiliationcere- •urgery recently.
dren.
J*rents in appealing to youngMrs.
D.
L.
Cole
and
son
Orville
will be regarding one's concern
mony by which two new mem«ters to refrain from shooting air
are visiting relatives in Mauachufor the well being of others. Albers were received.
rifles at tombstonesand engaging
Three to Leave Holland
aetta.
though in other teachings of His
Put
matrons
and
patrons were
in other destructive practices in
Donald
Polich,
12,
fractured
hi*
Fall
Decorating
the test of salvation hinges upon
escortedto the Eut. introduced
for Induction SepL 26
the cemeteries.
and presented with small gift* by left collar bone while playing
Supt. Reissing said there had belief and confession,yet they are
Three local youth* will leave
the worthy matron of the chap- football.
been several complaints concern not mentioned in this story. The
Mr. and Mrs. William Roberta Holland Thuraday, Sept 26, for
analysis here given crystalizedall
ter in appreciation of put years
ing youngsters who peg away at
are apending their vacation visit- inductioninto the Army. They
of service.
that was best in the social congla-'s jars atop tombstones, chipscience of Hebrew law, and It was
Worthy
matron, Mrs. Robert ing relativesat Leland.
will meet at SelectiveService
ping the monuments with pellets
Mr. and Mrs. William Budilov- headquartersat 8 a.m. and will
basic in religion.
Parkes, presented new members
jnd also removing perpetual upand put matrons with corsages. sky of Chicago spent their vaca- board the 8:45 a.m. .bus for ChiThe field of Christian concern
keep signs from lots.
4lf you keep a thing seven years, you art
Tribute
also paid to Mr*. tion at the home of Mr. and Mrs. •ago.
is being presented as broad as huHe referred to the state law
tun to hnthue for
---Anna Van Drezer who is the old- N. Polich.
man
needs. It become*, the Christ
They
are
Bernard
Daniel
Hakwhich provides a fine of $50 and
est living put matron of the chapian's business wfhen men need food,
ken, Jr., 839 River Ave.', Wayne
or three months' imprisonment
siraon
ter. She wu unable to attend be- Several Fines Paid
friendship, clothing, medical atHerbert De Neff, 249 West 14th
for such offenses as hunting or
cause of ill health.
tetion. comfort and defense, God
St.;
and
Ernest
Eugene
Haight,
17— FirstU. S. tronseontmafr
carrying gun* in the cemetery,
Proficiencytest
given to In Municipal Court
is being represented a* being in301 Eut 11th St. A fourth youth,
tol flight, starts, s&ds
disorderly conduct on the grounds,
the class by acting worthy patron,
Hot. 4 191 L
William J. Parnham. 29. of 171 Edward William Clonan of Hohoor taking animals onto the tensely concerned over the welHenry Streur.
fare of people. A good deed to
College Ave., who pleaded guilty kus. NJ„ registeredwith the local
grounds.
A social hour followed the meet- to a drunk charge Thuraday when board, hu been transferred to a ^^S^HJl-Mountain Msadow Mas
relief to another count* as
He emphasized that it was abring
sacrt.Ulah.lB5a
ing and refreshment* were served arraigned before MunicipalJudge board in Ridgewood, NJ., for in
kindness done to God hirwelf.
• against the law to carry firearms
by
Mrs.
Jack
Stevenaon,
Mra.
The test of citizenship In the
Raymond L. Smith, today paid fine duction.
U-Ntv York to Axorts co
of any kind Ir, a cemetery.
G. Greening and Henry Geerlings. and coats of $15. His address
bit ooroplstsd, 1921
kingdom is doing the type of work
A group of Holland was picked
Several out-of-town guests were listed incorrectly
Jesus did. He went about doing
176 College up by a charteredbus of Grand
FAIR HITS RECORD
Ironsides launched
present at the meeting.
good. He promised Hi* disciples
Ave. Thursday.
Haven today for pre-induction exAllegan, Sept. 19 - Attendance
that they would be able to do even
Other fines were paid by Stan- amination!at tbe new station in
Allegan fair last week toChicago enacted the firat com- ley De Vries, 19, route 6. no muf- Dearborn.
greater works than He had done.
11— Hurricaneand floods
74.000. the highest in the
pukory milk pasteurization ordi- fler, $5; Leonard Lemmen, 17, of
of the fair. The previous
nance in 1906. Naw York city fol- 284 West 11th St., stop street,$5;
More than 60 per cent of WisGrand Haven, Sept. 19 (Special)
was in 1941 with 61,000 adlowed In 1912.
oonain’s land area ia in farms.
Willi* B. Por, route 3, Speeding, —Elmer Geotge Ryder and Jacob
ri- O-Nathan Halo executed,
the big65; Walter J. Bosma, of 474 Weat J. Blouwkamp pt Coopers ville and
i77a
J|ith 19.000 persons jam*
Pacific coast ahowed a pop- Ust St., speeding, $5; Donald But- Henry John Freeze of Grand HavTuberculin teating of dairy
ulation increase of 18J per cent in ler, Do* ter, Mich, running red
herds was introduced in 1660,
M-Naval rictay of John'
«n will leave SepL 26 for inducPaul Jones, 1779. . .
the 1640 censua.
Nght, 65.
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. Community Chest

Station Has

Personal Attention

19, 1946

Local

Modern Equipment

With

Campaign

to

Oven by Printers

Be Chairman

George Schreui Printing Co., 177
College Ave., owned and operated
by George Schreur and John Vender Vliet. The printing firm has

Drive;

received a new stock of
beautifulChristmascards and the
public is invitedto stop in and inA goal of 527,075 for the Comspect this assortment early, bemunity Chest campaign during the
fore the rush begins.
week of Oct. 2l was announced
The comany has for its mottoday by Henry S. Maentz. drive
to, "Personalized Printing." This
chairman. This goal was establishmeans that no job, no matter how
£reat or small, is given close pered by the Community Chest board,
sonal attention.This is of inestimwhich met in regular session late
able help to the buyer who may
Thursday to approve the budget
Henry 8. Maentz
not be too well acquaintedwith
for the coming year, presented to
retary; L. C. Dalman, treasurer,
The Dost modern equipment enthe proper selection of type, paper
the board by the Council of Social
E. S. Johnson, E. H. Landwehr and ink.
abling the operators to turn out
Agencies. Last year the quota was
and J. H. Van Dyke.
“On time" printing service Is work satisfactorily is found at
537.600.
an added feature of the business Prins Service station. 160 East
The council, composed of repfirm. With a total of 49 years of Eighth St. This complete one-stop
resentatives of all civic apd relifine printing experience, the own- station is maintainedby Bud and
gious organizations, screened reers are well qualified to produce Don Prins. For 38 years, since
quests for funds from member
the best in any and all kinds of 1908, the station has satisfiedits
agencies presen ied a final budget
business forms, letterheads, en- customers with complete and efto the board for approval.
velopes,
stationery, ficient service.
The 1946-1947 budget is someIn addition to the full line of
church and school printing,etc.
what less than that of last year,
The Schreur Printing Co. is able
because of discontinuation of the
The Hope college 'Blues’ defeatto produce the type of printing
National War Fund. However, ed the 'Whites' 13-0 in a regula- which will fill the need of each
local needs have not decreased tion football game at Riverview
and every customer and the per_____ _ w
substantially and the full co- Park Friday afternoon and ______
sonal desire
to see that the cusoperation of all local citizenswill Coaches A1 Vanderbush and Russ I tomer is given all th^ privilege.
bp needed to reach the goal, Mr. Waters were mast impressed by of an excellent,moderatelypriced
Maentz said.
the work of the White line, which j job.
Although the local USO club was composed mostly of first year
rooms will close this year, the men.
Thaddeus A. Retzlaff and wife
National USO has appealed to the
It further confusedthe coaches
Lot 171 Orig. Plat Grand Haven.
local chest for help to continue who are trying to find seven startMichigan Express Inc. to Stella
the work among men and women ers from a group of outstanding
Mae Zevalkink et al Pt. Lots 254.
still in service. This request has candidates.
213 and Lots 253 and 216 Grand
been approvedand included in the
The same problem was not in
Haven.
budget.
evidence in the backfield.The
William Plasman ct al to John
A new agency, 'The American 'Blue' backs included Nick Yonker.
B. Plasman and wife. Lot 47 PlasCancer society."is also included in Dick Higgs, Art Timmer and
William Valkcma, who operates man's Subd. Twp. Holland.
this year's budget. Financial assis- Ernie Past and there's a good Bill's Tire Shor a* 50 West SevWilliam M. Connelly et al by
tance is greatly needed by this chance these boys will start enth St., has purchaseda building Ally to Henry Ringelberg. Lot 26
organization to carry on the fight against Ferris Institute next Fri- in Grand Haven and will establish River Heights Add. Grand Haven.
against cancer, a cause which the day.
a vulcanizing business there.
William Plasman et al to Edboard feels merits full support.
The building on First St. was ward Hoffmeyer and wife. Lot 1
The linemen are four deep In
Community Chest board mem- every pasition and the coaches purchased from Charles Barthel. Plasman’s Subd. Twp. Holland.
William Plasman et al to Frank
bers present at Thursday’smeet- faced the task of naming seven Jr., who is moving his family to a
ing included Dr. Lester Kuipers, to a first string in the next few farm near Grand Haven. The C. Meyer and wife. Lot 28 Plaspresident;Mrs. Mayo Hadden, sec- days of practice. The squad has transaction also includes an apart- man's Subd. Twp. Holland
William Plasman et al to Fanment house at the corner of First
been cut from 70 to 45.
nie Van Dyk, Lot 29 and 46 Plas&nd
Franklin
Sts.
which
had
been
The college announced today
man's Subd. Twp. Holland.
that Hope students may call at occupied by the Barthel family.
William Plasman et al to MariThe
business
place
has
been
unor Soil
the college office for tickets anyoccupied for some time. It former- on G. Gosselink and wife. Lots 31,
time precedingthe game.
32, 48 Plasman’sSubd. Twp. Holly was an electric shop.

Goal

^

of

Ii Set it

also

$27,075

i

Hope Blue Team

wedding

Defeats Whites

i

^

^

SEE
J.

ARENDSHORST
Realtor*
OVER 30 YEARS IN
HOLLAND, MICH.

TWO

Tol.

29 East 8th 8t

land.

Valkema started

in business in
William Plasman et al to John
Four Babies Born Here
Holland in 1935 in vulcanizing and
Brinkman and wife. Lot 49 Pla«tires. He added a recapping service
On Friday, the 13th
man's Subd. Twp. Holland.
in 1938 and in 1941 he moved his
William Plasman et al to Henbusiness
from
West
Eighth
St.
to
Friday the 13th had no fearful
rietta F. Brinkman Lot 78 Plasomen for three young ladies and a a modern garage on Seventh St.
man's Subd. Twp. Holland.
diminutivegentleman who chose
William Slootmaker and wf. to
that date for birthdays.
James R. Slootmaker and wf. Lot
Arrivals at Holland hospital on
4 Slootmaker'^ Add. Grand Haven.
this traditionally‘‘unlucky" dayOtto Klumpel and wf. to Sam
included Ruth Lynn Hornstra,
Carol lor Lot 1 Henry F.G. Schmidt
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Add. Grand Haven.
Hornstra of route 1. and Beth Ann
William Bronsema and wf to
Buter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Rosen Jahl and wf. Wj
Harold Buter, 37 Lakewood Blvd.
Etta Whitman ct al to Donald Lot 2 Blk 13 Munroe and Hams
A daughter was also born to
Add. Grand Haven,
Mr. and Mrs. William LeBarge, L. Kronemeyer.Lot 8 Blk 1, Harprand Haven State Bank to
rington's
First
Add.
Twp.
Park.
239 West 17th St. Parents of a
John K. Buikoma and wf. Pt. Lot
Joseph
Tragna
and
wife
to
son, Nicholas John, bom Friday,
9 and Pt. Lot 8 Mieras Add. Grand
the 13th, are Mr. and Mrs. John John Tragna and wife. Pt. SI Haven.
NEJ
SWi
SEJ
Sec. 28-8-16.
Weeber of 339 Eastern Ave.,
George Smith and wf. to Jack
Bessie M. Legler to Orlo J.
Grand Rapids. Mrs. Weeber is the
Huttenga
and
wife.. Pt. NJ Si Mistretta. nd wf. Pt. SWi NEJ
former Elsie Piersma formerly a
NEi Sec. 29-816.
Gov’t Lot 2 Sec. 11-8-16.
nurse in Holland hospital.
Herman Brewer and wf. to
John Van Bemmclen and life to
Harry Goldberg and wife. Lot 37 James M. Brewer and wf. Pt. Si
About 78 per cent of the people
High School Add. Grand Haven. SJ SWi NEi Sec. 18-5-15.
of Argentina are of European exJohn C. Dunton to Jacob and
Myrle M. Spahr and wife to
tractii^
Jay D. Spahr and wife. Pt. Gov't Rose Essenburg Lot 6 Blk 36
Howard’s Add. Holland.
Lot 1 Sec. 9-8-16.

Ottawa County
Real Estate

Weener & Bussies
TEXACO

Distributors*

Sky-Chief and Fire Chief
Gasolines
Havoline and Texaco
Motor Oils and Greases
Call

Us For Good
Clean Fuel

Economical,
Oil

Phone 4632

Transfers

Hugh E.

Lillie et al to

Walter

Henry Harringsma and wf
William H. Clock and wf. Lot

to

17
Wetterman and wife. WJ Lots 189
and 190 Orig. Plat Grand Haven. Bay View Plat Twp. Park.
Blerthn Slenk to Norman Den
Ferdinand Schnase and wife to
Uyl and wf. Lot 20 Diekema
Homestead Add. Holland.
Harry Banger and wf. to Harry
B. Vanden Brink and wf. Pt Wi

Phone 2371

TERHAARAUT0C0.

NEi

-

COMPLETE

Fireproof, weatherproof,rstproof, rot-proof,termite-proof,
strong durable. Big asbeatoacement building boards ... 4
ft x 8 ft No priorityneeded;
buy all you want for Interior
walla, partltlona,ceilings; exterior aidewalli, roofs, skirtIng; garages, poultry houses,
brooder houses, hog houses...
farms, homes, factories.Easy
to work with ordinary tools.
Users delighted with low price,
high quality. Ws recommend
Stonewall Board.

BRAKE SERVICE
Drum
FOR RESULTS
LIST YOUR
PROPERTY
WITH

All

Grinding

New Equipment
Guaranteed

j

Workmanship

HENRY
00STING

150 Eaat 8th Street

FOR YOUR

REALTOR

ROOFING and SIDING

•es Your Lumber Dealer or
Let us help you make your plans

GEO.

MOOI ROOFING CO.
THE DUTCH BLOCK

29 East 6th Street

Phons

8826

—

Residence 2713

222 River

Ave.

Holland, Mich.

>• %&»***?’ Jj>

Sec. 23-5-16.

Texaco products handled, the

sta-

tion also sells Marfak batteries,
greases and Texaco and Havollno
oils, tiros, mufflers, tail pipes and
car accessories.
The garage is equipped to do
lubricating,motor tune-up, generator and starter repairing and repairingof electrical equipment, lg- and it will prevent seepage of
Diseases of the heart are renitions. carburetors and fuel pump water into the road bod. which in
sponsible
for 26.6 per cent of
winter, causes cracking due to
replacing.
deaths of white persons in the
freezing.
U.S.
Event tally the old road site will
lx* elevated and widened to 24 feet
with
30-foot depressedboulevard.

a

It is probable tnat this divided
lane highway ultimately will ex-!
tend from Jenison to Zeeland and
Speakers for the 14th annual that the Hudsonville • Zee I a n d
conferenceof the Women’s Mis- stretch will be finished next sum-

More Ford Trucks on
the road on more
jobs

—

Call 9051

HOLLAND READY R00FIN6
Fllntkote Products

SERVICE

PRINTING CO.

See Us Today

RIVER

PHONE 31M

DUTCH MILL
RESTAURANT
WHERE

GOOD FOOD

rw

PAINTING

B.F.Goodrieh
NEW

ceding the offertory prayer in the

PREVAILS

is

S

PHONE

AL DE WEERD,

St

;OPEN 6 DAYS A WI
Hours:

,

Always Fine Pood

COOL MOTORS

Phont 9282

Clean Radiator and Clean Crankcats Keepa Motors Cooler

196 Rlvar Avanua

LET US DO

MM— MM—

UPTOWN
SHELL SERVICE

“From pla—
koy

CARL TASKER. Prop.
N.E. Cor. 7th A Rver Ph. 1141

184 River
136 E.

Forest Grove. Tin; offering of the
day will be devoted to the support of the foreign and domestic

tho homo
desire1*

Building it Lumber Cfc

Floors Sanded — Finished

Plan Your

ASSOCIATED
CRAFTSMEN

LANDSCAPING

Painters, Decorators,
Finishers

INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL

'NOW

PHONE 7774
WAVERLY DRIVE

Residential Spray Painting

Thomas

ROUTE

P.*Glllioan

Phone Saugatuck 42761

'

WHEEL

You'll cover drab

Perfect For Those Guest Luncheons!

>

wallpaper with

•

fresh pastels t

Sleederi Riper

Phons 1777

Servies
Complete

—

iImMMMM— MMM#<

LUBRICATION BERVICI
BATTERIES
ACCESSORIES

TIREB
N. River

Ave.

Ph. 9181

CAST IRON

.

RENTLEMEN

........ Holland

Main

Why

Zeeland

-

talk evar your

buati

deals In a stuffy place? Y<
find comfort, privacy and ftaej
beer at tha BIER

KELDIR. U

that enough to put aver any]

DELC0 BATTERIES
For All Car,

business deal?

GEORGE SCHREUR

BATTERY
SERVICE

PRINTING CO.

Warm

Between 7tb and

•MMMMMMMMMMMI

8tb

on

Friend Tat

College Ave.

Phone

4405

1

77 College Ave.

PRINS SERVICE

GEORGE SCHREUR
JOHN VANDER VLIET

8th and Columbia

Propa.

TEXACO PRODUCTS

MILK

VMAIL

MOTORISTS

DIRECT

INSPECT and TEST

That will really bring In tha

Your-

Inest.

Why

boo

not profit by tha goatf

results our customers are

having

with our designed direct mailing'

HIGH QUALITY

WILLARD BATTERIES

DAIRY PRODUCTS

pieces.

HAAN

ALWAYS

MOTOR

Steketee-Van Hois
PRINTING HOUSE, INC

SALES

HUDSON DEALER

Maple Grove
GERALD MANNE8,

Bairy

25 W. 9th

»t

l

Phon, 7242

East/lOth Phans tt
“CompletePrinting Hoostf*

Owner

PHONE

ELECTRIC CO.
West 8th

St

Phons 4811

'for
/n)CRT^

WILL WRITE YOUR 80-20 COLLISION ON ANY
CAR IN GOOD CONDITION, *38 or LATER MODELS

FOOD

BEN L

RCFRIGF

'HOLLAND

177

--

It’s PlantedI

.

$1.00

of

(Plus Welghte Par Wheel)

Lunch Room

BILL’S TINE

—

COMMERCIAL

SHOP

24 Yeart of Tfrt Servlc#

-

a dependabla organization.

New

PHONE

AVE.

fiaards
2721

I

DRY CLEA
Pktit 2

Valtmai

Inc.
700 MichiganAva.

PHONR

-

-

IDEAL

electric re-

frigeratora and beverage coolers.'
Smart servlca at any hour
by

REFRIGERATION
WEST 7TH STREET

See

...... “A Stitch In Tims Savsa Hint*

We are specialist^ In the Installation, repairing, servicing,maintenance
Restaurant,Grill,
Cafe,

SCHILDMEIER BALANCER

50

COLLEGE
.

BALANCING . .

„
-

—
VANLENTE & SON
—

mflRK£T^

a Home, Until

Balances at 100 Miles Per Hour With Our

ESSENBURG
2677

It’s Not

STATE FARM AUTO INSURANCE CO.

V

STATICALLY and DYNAMICALLY

COVERS OVER ANY SURFACE
IN ONE’COAT— Dry In 2 Hours

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

2

NURSERY

j

480 Waal 17th BtrsM

BATTERY REGULARLY

Henry Tripp and wf. to John P.
Wafkin et al Pt. NEi Sec. 33-8-16.
Roland Thwaiteaand wf to Rev.
Theodore J. J:»nsma and wf Pt
Lot 43 Borck’s Supr. Plat No. 2

to

ESSENBURI
B. J. FYNEWEVER

3® Main .........Fennvllla

at

with 15 other OPA offices scheduled to close at that time in a statewide coasolidation of the pricefixing set up. The county's OPA
business will be conducted through
the Hastings office.

—

your hearPs

GEE’S ELECTRIC
— 3 Stores —

will send delegates to the confer-

office here will close Oct. 11. along

<

IT!

FURNACES
PLUMBING SUPPLIES

ence. Mrs. John Wolterink will
head the committee or arrangements at the hostess church

mission work of the women of
the Reformed church in America.
The Girls’ League for Service
union of the classiswill hold its
fall rally on the evening of Oct. 9.
the Bentheim Reformed
church. The young women wi'l
hear some of the same speakers

and

and 54 p,m.

DEMANDS

—

STEEL

11-2

Courteoue— Efficient Sarvlea

SUMMER

Phons 2511

ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTOR

eeeeoeeoi

MARY JANE
RESTAURANT

Michigan at S2nd

Mgr.

^

Lester Ku>'Per' chairman of the
committee on the financing and
care of the missionaryhome at
174 West 15th St., a project which
has been adopted by the societies
of the union. Other members of
the committee,appointedby the
president. include Mrs. Ray
Kuiper and Mrs. Kryn Hallman.
Forty missionaryorganizations

3437
—

Phone 63S6

At the morning business session
women will hear
f10" the
th® women
hear Mrs.
Mrs.

WJ

West 8th Street

» Won-Kole

AV£

214 College Avt.

Smith

Welding and Cutting Contractors

NASH SERVICE
77 E. 8th

furlough in Holland.

OP A Office to Close
Allegan. Sept. 19 — The OPA

Dutch-Kraft

cintrAL

DOWNTOWN

morning, Mrs. Garret De Jong
will speak on her work In Arabia,
from which foreign mission field
she has returned to spend her

Al-

DOUGLAS, MICHIGAN

m

E. P.

*0

—

AVENUE

—

BUMPING

for more good

VRIELING MOTOR SALES
15»

‘etub" Wlerama

Now..

Representing the official women’s boards of the church will
lx* Mrs. J. J. Soeter of the W’o
men's Board of Domestic Missions. For the foreign Missionary
Skilled Workmanship
work, the speaker will be Miss
Doris A. Wells, who will return ta
Decker Chevrolet, Inc.
India in January as conftrrcnce
9th
at River Ave. Phone 2385
foreign missionaryof the union.
Mrs.- Herbert W. Gee will talk
about home mission work, especially among the JicarillaApache
Indians at Dulce, N.M.
MUST IN UUIIIII U
Leading the conference devo
tional periods will be Mrs. Irwin
J. Lubbers of Holland and Miss
PASSENGER TIRE
Geraldine Smies, now secretary
With Safer Driving
of religious education in Third
church, who formerly was In Longer-Mileage Features
China as the representative supOutwears Pre-war Tire*
ported by the Holland union. Pre-

reasons.

—

Mads To Order
For
Any Occasion

WELDER

Mrs. Maggie Meengs to Harrv J.
Schamper and wf. SJ SJ NWi Sec.

Sec. 35-5-14.

NUT CUPS

KLOMPARENS

Save Money and Save
Your Car!

the organization.

—

FANCY

HOLLAND WELDING

Park.

NWi

former

PORTABLE ELECTRIC

Repair

Cornelius Rosendahiand wf. to
George D. Albers and wf. Lots 65, Twp. Grand Haven.
66 Lake Park Subd. Twp. Park.
Henry P. Wiersma and wf. to
Ulric Robillard and wf. to MarvJohn E. Wicrsma and wf. Pt. NEi
in J. Dobben and wf. S’a Lots 1
Sec. 24-5-15.
and 2 Blk 3 Prospect Park Add.
John P. Reels and wf. to William
Holland.
J. Mokma and wf. Lot 27 Wabeke's
Jozias Meeuwsen et al fo BerAdd. Holland.
nard J. De Witt et a Ei NJ NEi
Charles R. Woo’.ensack and wf.
and NJ SEi NEi Sec. 30-5-14.
to Samuel R. Loewy and vVf. Lot 18
Anna Vredeveid to Anna Vander and Pt. Lot 19 Scott's Macatawa
Velde et nl Pt. Lots 40 and 41 Van
Grove Park Twp. Park.
Den Bosch's Subd. Lots 2, 3, 4 Blk
Clarence Grevengoed and wf. to
B Add. Holland.
Helene K. Plasman et al Lots 7
John Kalman et al to Herman and 8 Bosma's Add. West MichiVredeveid and wf. Pt. NWi NEi gan Park Twp. Park.
Sec. 19-5-14.
Bernard P. Donnelly et al to
Jacob Van Wynen to Jacob Harry H. Coll and wf. Lots 4 and 5
Vande Lime and wf. Pt. Lot 10 Blk
Heneveld's Supr: Plat No. 8 Twp.
A Holland.

Henry J. Van Dam et u>. to
fred Wiggers and wf. Pt. EJ

NEW FOND TRUCKS ARE AVAILABLE NOW
— FOR SERVICE —

sionary union of the Reformed mer.
churches of the classis of Holland, to be held in Forest Grove
Reformed church on Wednesday.
Oct. 9. with sessions at 10 a.m
and 2 pm, are announced by
Mrs. John R. Mulder, president of

to be hoard in the daytime events.

34-6-15.

73,

J.

MOTOR TUNE-UP

^ Speakers Are Listed

To Bvy

REAL ESTATE

Allegan, Sept. 19 r-

Perklna,

Gazette reporter and editor,
Jacobs of Holland and Mrs. Arie last week in a Scandal#, N.l
The M-21 construction between Branderhorstof Zeeland, have ar- theater after suffering a heart
Jenison and Zeeland, a 14-mile rived safely in the Netherlands, tack. Funeral services were
stretch which has been most trou- accordingto word received here in Scaradale, where he had
five yean, Saturday afU
blesome to motorist.: and truck by Mr. Jacobs.
drivers, soon will be smoothed out.
The three women left New York The wife, a daughterand a
Pouring of concrete on the 24- Aug. 27 on the SS Washington and er survive.
foot road between Jenison and arrived in the Netherlands Sept. 5
Hudsonville is nearly complete and after an exceptionallysmooth sailthe stretch will be open to traffic ing. They were among 1,100 passKeep Your Car At
about Nov. 1.
engers on the ship.
It's Beat
The Jenison-Hudsonvillc project,
In Amsterdam, Mrs. Dekker was
Drive In for a
being built by Lie state with fedreunited with her 80-yoar-old siseral aid. and the grading from Jenter whom she had not seen for 49
ison to four miles west of Hudsonyears. Mrs. Dekker was born in
Yille was completed during 1942
PACKARD SERVICEand 1943, although no concrete the Netherlandsbut came to this
country many years ago. She made
was laid becau't of the war.
«ne return visit there with her
Concretepouring was begun last
Deters Auto Compaaj
daughter.Mrs. Jacobs, when the
Aug. 2 on the new ribbon which is
BERN DETERS, MgrTi
latter was only four >ears old.
four to five feet above the grade of
25 W. 7th Street
The three women plan to visit
the old M-21 between Hudsonville
Phone 7231
relatives
In
Rotterdam,
Amsterand Jenison.
dam
and
other places and except
The elevation will put the pavement considerably above the water to return here late in October or
early November. They had planned
level. It will enable the wind to
sweep the highway clear of snow, the Netherlandstrip for a year.

Missionary Conference

4

Former Reporter Diet

Overseas

and her two daughters,Mrs.

A large supply of attractive
wedding invitations with double
envelopes has arrived at the

Maentz Will

S.

Sitter

Mrs. Lena Dekker 82 years old,

Open

Here October 21
Henry

Woman Reunited

CORNER

-

Till

THE HOLLAND CITY

Complete

List

of

NEWS

Camp Fire Leaders at

Rural Teachers

Keewano Conference

h Ottawa County

Camp Fire
leaders are attendinga training
course at Camp Keewano this

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19,

Will Be

90

County Schools

in

Seventeen Townships

Have 162 Teachers

all

On Chest Quota
g

Volleys

the year. Group activities will be

From

reported weekly under '‘Camp Fire

News."
All Blue Bird leaders will

Ambush

- PEOPLE TALKING

Panel

Vets Housing Project

about mass

production generallymean auto-

Legion Cancels

Zeeland

Lake Cruise Today

Personals

,

*

.

—

m

I

Van Buren's
Greater

COUNTY FAIR

HARTFORD

Sept. 30 to Oct. 5. '46
S DAYS OF HORSE RACING

Park township: No. 1, John De hospital where she underwent
Joan Van Door- treatment.
Word has been received hv relanik and Mrs. Effie Kamps; No. 3,
Miss Johanna Parker; No. 3, frac- tives here that Mr. and' Mrs.
tional, Edmund Crawford, Mrs Earl Yates and children. Phyllis
Irene Radseck, Mrs. Alice Craw- Ann and Donna Mae, have arrived
ford and Miss Lorraine Vcr Meul- in Arlington. Wash., where thev
on; No. 4. Harold Mouw, Mrs. Em- will make their home. The Yates
„

V/itt; No. 2, Mrs.

John K. Vander Brock, Kennie
Fougnt, Kay Schaafsma,Nona
Penna. Myra Brouwer, Louclle

Jonkman, Barbara Bishop, Millard
De Weerd.
Ue've saved this for the climax
for todays membershiplist:
Both Mr. and Mrs. Nick Lanning
ily Harper, Miss Shirley Lemmon. family formerly lived at 192 East are members in good standing!
Mrs. Dorothy Carle and Miss Flor- 32nd St.
cnee Ten Have.
George
w-.*. H.
.i. Nobel
.wuc of
Ui Holland.
nu.mrui, S:pP Houtman and Orlie B:shon
Polktown township: No. 1, Miss who for the last 47 months served tiave b?en (lone 10 « turn by enMary Cook; No. 1, fractional, Mrs. with the U.S. Army, received an v'ous halites who saw their prize
Caroline Ado; No. 2, Mrs. Violet
honorable discharge 10 dav« ago ‘ sl1- Crue,est i*5* of all was The
Witcop; No. 5, Mrs. Inez Hublx?!;
at Brooke Army Medical center, Jren,inclcarri«r who said. "Haw,
No. 6. Mrs. Ola Pauli; No. 7. Mrs.
Fort Sam Houston.
‘Iaw; Haw, they're putting the
Lcrine Lir.dbrrt; No. 8. Mrs. Irene
Miss Muriel Hopkins is attend- ,nr,;.cs on PaS« one today!"
Cavin; No 9, Mrs. Edith Lange;
Clear Lake camp a: Dowling L °f icer Dennis Ende watched
Ko. 10, Mrs Nellie Blauvelt; No. ing
for two
Bishop struggling to unload
1.2.
....
11, Mrs. Marian Wheeler; No. 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford B. Hop- fish from his car and said hitingMrs Ruby Langeland.
kins of 17 West Ninth St., have ly, "Hey fellows, look what Bishop
Port Sheldon township:No. 1,
received word that their son. Sea- went and bought!"
Mrs. Vayda Goldberg; No. 2, Mrs
The nimrod* are having
man
Second Class C. Kent Horv
„ the
Vera Gillard; No. 3, Miss Alice
last laug.i. At least they have
kins
is
stationed
in
the
office
of
Gaylord.
meat to cat.
Robinson township: No. 1, Mrs. the ships’ supply depot on Guam
Mrs.
Garrett
Van
Arendonk
of
Mabel Miller: No. 2, Jack Van
Tne family of "Ike" Meyer. 201
Ess; No. 3. Miss Helen Clark; No. South Dakota. Mrs. John J. Smith
4. Mrs. Louise Cahan; No. 5, Mra. of Lafayette, Ind, and Miss Myr- East 16th St., will eat strawberMildred Brams; No. 6, Howard tle Sheffieldof Fenton are guests ries from their own plants soon.
In the home of Mrs. F. N. Jonk- The Meyers harvestedtheir first
Gorter.
Spring Lake township;No. 1, man and daughters. 576 State St. Dunlap summer berries in June.
(From WednMdA}’* Sentinel)
Now the plants have decided tc
Paul J. Kleinschredt, Mrs. BerThe Rev. Herman R. Rosen burg bear again.
dean Lesar, Mrs. Bessie Matthew.
Mrs. Hazel Walda and Miss Eliza- of George, la, has declined the
beth Smith; No. 4, Mrs. Stella An- call extended to him by Central
Holland’s cynic can be credited
derson; No. 6, Mrs. Ruth Johnson; Park Reformed church recently. with this— "The only letters a
No 8. Mrs. Frances Start.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moody of woman likes to receive are the
Tallmadge township: No. 1, West 11th St, have received word ones that should never have been
Martin Bouwma, Mrs. Mabel of the birth of a son, Tuesday written!"
Uchmann. Mrs. Alice Smith; No. night in Raleigh, N! C, to Mr. and
, 3, Mrs. Alta Jewell; No. 4, Miss Mrs. J. H. Rogers, Jr. Mrs. Rogers
Loof Illneu Fatal to
j Margaret Cowlishaw,Mrs. Vir- is the former Eda Marian Moody.
ginia Va/i Maldegcn,Mrs. Geneva
Mrs. Bert Kimber has returned Local Aged Reiident
Reid; No. 5, Mrs. Marjorie Court- to her home, 109 West 19th St.,
light; No. 8, Mrs. Josephine Nleii- from Holland hospital where she
Mrs. Maggie Vanden Berg, 83.
buurt; No. 10, Mrs. Effie ReUter. submitted to a major operation died at 10 a.m. Monday at
'Vright township: No. 1, Mrs. 12 days ago.
her .home. 213 West 14th St.,
Beulah Coomcr; No. 2, Mrs. MarRebekah lodges of this district after a lingering Illness. She was
ion Kllnt; No. 3, Mis. Ina Bell- will meet Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the wife of the late Edward Vangrtph; No. 8, Richard Wilde; No. Way land. The Otsego lodge will
«?n Berg, former city aupervlsor
9. Mrs. Mildred Weil; N6. 10, Mrs
supply the entertainment.
who died 13 years ago. She had
i. Either Ruoff.
.
Mrs. John Harthorn and Mrs. been a member1 of Eastern Star
Zeeland township: No. 2. Wil- Anthony Van Ry have returned for many years.
mer Schipper, Mrs. Ella Scherm- from Ellsworth where they spent
• Surviving is a daughter, Mrs.
[• No. 8, Miss Jeanne Nyenhuis. a few day* viaitingrelativesand
Eva
Ten Brink of Holland; two
jSMdfe Lubbers; No. 4, Miss friends.
brothers, Jacob and Henry Van
Spaman, Miss Dona
A daughter was bom Monday
J>; No. 5, Miss Dorothy In Holland hospital - to Mr. and Hall of Grand Haven; seven
grandchildren, 24 great-grandchil^ No. 7, Miss Anna Kamps;
Mrs. Willard Van Dyke, 456 Cen- dren and one great-great-grant
Mrs. Metta Pyle.
tral Ave, "

Uf I fr NATIONAL BARN DANCE
H I. U OCT. 1 (EVENING ONLY)
FEATURING PATSY MONTANA, OTTO AND LITTLE
GENEVIEVE, SAGE RIDERS, JIMMIE JAMES, MIBLIE
& BOBBIE, REX ALLEN and others— All RADIO STARS

4

- NIGHTS - 4

weeks.

i

,

The

•

STATE OF MICHIGAN
IN

THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR

THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
IN

va.

Corporation,Plaintiff.
No. 4578

PETER NOTIER. OERRIT
ALDERINK. L. W. SCHOON..
CHRIS KAMMERAAD. ISAAC
WATER. LOUIS NABERHUI8.
8. J. DOGGER. MRS. LOUISE
HUIZINGA. GEORGE 8TEPFEN8
and BEN STEFFENS,doing
businessas STEFFENS BROS..
CITY OF HOLLAND, a Michigan
municipal corporation, and

THE PEOPLES STATE BANK

OF HOLLAND,

PULLING — Open

a Michigan

Banking Corporation,
Defendants.

ORDER APPROVINGREPORT OF
AVAILABILITYOF DIVIDENDS
AND PROVIDING ESCHEAT OF
UNCALLED FOR SUMS
At a session of the said Court held
In the Courthouse In the City of
Grand Haven. County of Ottawa.
State of Michigan, this 27th day
of August. 1946.

PRESENT: THE HONORABLE
FRED T. MILES. Circuit Judge.
Upon reading and filing the

Report of Availabilityof Dividends
and Uncalled for Sums and Petition for Escheat, heretofore filed
In this Court and cause, from
which it appears that Depositors
Liquidation Corporation,plaintiff
herein and the Peoples State Bank
of Holland. Its agent, have given
notice of the availability of the
uncalled for portion of the trustee's first dividend and of the
trustee'sfinal liquidatingdividend by publication and by mailing In accordancewith the Decree
heretoforeentered in this Court
and cause on November28. 1945.
and from whclh it appears that
certain beneficiaries of the trust
which Is the subject matter of
this suit and who were entitled to
dividendsunder the terms of said

4-H

Thursday, October 3

—

ALBERTS. Mary
ALFERINK. Jeanette
ALLEN. Ernest
BAKER. Richard J
BENNETT. Charles
BISHOP. Barbara Louise
BOE8. Merle
BONTHUI8. William
BOS. Mrs. Marv
Bouwman. Ivan
BRIGHTRALL. Kathryn Dorla

HOEKJE. Mrs.

COSTING. Julia Mae Van Oss
ORR. Dorothy Holden
PALMER. Mina. Jamea Harrington.
Agtnt

PARRISH. Charles and
J.

(BenJ.

‘

JONKER. T:t. of Mra. Albert
(Mrs. Rhoda Vanden Bosch)

Organization

Membership Card— Discharge Papers or Uniform

KAMFERBEEK.Ben
KAMPS. Henry

SCHOOL DAY - TUESDAY, OCT.

•

HURLBUT. Anna May Leath
IMMINK. Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
JACOBSEN. Bertha
JACOBSEN. Est. of Jacob H.
JENNINGS. Marv
JOHNSON, Mr. and Mre. Charles

For • job well done we “open the fate” to
Servicemen and Their Ladies
ADMISSION IDENTIFICATION—Vettrani’

Jaa.

Dr. M. E.

and Mrs.

B. Mra.

Kasten. Rue Van Dort
Kelsey.Wm. B.
KLEIN. Delora

1

ALL SCHOOL STUDENTS' ADMITTED FREE

J- Rutger*

KOK. Junior Jay
KORTELINO. Arthur K.
Evelyn
KUYERS, Annie L.
. LUCITEN. Marilyn June
McFALL. Mrs. Wm.
McILWRATH. Agnes

McILWRATH.Andrew

MULDER. Mary
NIENHUI8. Margaret

NINTH Street. Ladies Aid

AUCTION OF 4-H CLUB CATTLE OCT. 5
t.v i

:

.

>

Society,

by Mrs. George Kalmink

tOr*

IT 18 HEREBY FURTHER

ORDERED, that
entry of

notice

of

the

order and of the
escheat of the uncalled for auma
at the end of seventy (70). days
this

shall be given by publication of a
true copy of fils order once each
week for six (6» succealve weeks
in The Holland City News, a newspaper printed and publishedin tha

City of Holland. Ottawa County.
Michigan, end by publicationat
leut once of a complete Hat of tha
namea of all beneficiaries appearing In aid Exhibits"5" and "fl",
to whom the final dividend payable exceeds the sum of twenty
five cents (25c I except duplications and except the name* of
beneficiaries whose dividendcheck
la dellvfred and cashed before the
Hat If published
FRED T. MILES.
Circuit Judge

J.

E~”’~ V

YOUNG

People* Interdenomina-

tional Prayer Circle
Men's Social Alliance

YOUNG

BRINKS. Rutgert

BROWER. Christen®
BROUWER. Jennie
COOK. Herman C.
KUYERS. Nellie
DORR. Henry
FLINGS. D. A.

E. 3rd

Reformed Church

Nelson and Agatha

RATERING. Kenneth Jay
REIMINK, Jake Adm.
REVELL. Florence E.
RINCK. Kathleen
ROBINSON. Edw. W.
ROBINSON. Eunice M.
ROOSENRAAD. Adm . C.
ROTTSCHAFER, Wm.
RUTGERS. Russell J.
8CHIL8TRA.Daisy E
8CHUURMAN.Mrs. John
SCULLY. Louise

PAUL. Thel.

.a

P0WER80N. Mra Ettle
ROBERTS, Tlmothv C.
ROBERTS. Ruth Lillie
ROSENDAHL Mr. and
SKINNER. Louise

Mrs.

SLIK. Jacob and Adrlanna
6PEET. Albert

8TROOP. Mr. and Mrs. Jack
TEN BRINK. John

VANDENBERO Bros.
VANDENBERO.John
VANDER WEIDE. Benjamin
VANDER WOUDE. peter

SIKKEL. William A.
SLAGH. Milton
SMITH. Betty H.
SMITH. Mrs. Henry
SMITH. Marie Wagner
BTADT. Henry Mra.
STANSBURY. William

VAN 088. Henry

B.

VAN TATENHOVE.Harold
WEST Harlem Church
WISE. Ida

STE1NFORT. Delorls
STONE. Mildred M.
TEN HARM6EL. Bertha and Tony
TERRELL. Forrest Mrs.
TER VREE. junior
TINHOLT. Fred
TT8CH-HINE Co.
TUKKER. Mrs. J. H.

TUMMEL. Lester
VANDEN BRINK. H A.
VAN DEN BRINK. Henry

.

VANDER MEULEN. Walter

VANDER 8CHEL. Lois
VANDER WEOE. Rosalie Jeanne
VANDE WEOE. Edwin
..

VAN EYCK. Mr*. Kate
VAN LANDBOEND. Anna <3- Eat.
VAN LOPIK. Jack R.
VAN TUB ERGEN. John. Mary
. Zwemer Odn.
VER BURG, Mty
VISSCHER.Jane Ann
WALTERS. Ed.
WALTERS. Ifarrlet ^
WAS8ENAAR. Mrs. Hattie
WATSON. Gerald Newcomb
’

Guild

Roseltha Sears

.

NOTED UNCLE JOHN MEREDITH OF RADfO FAME

several beneficiaries.

KOPPENAAL. Leonard
MAYBEE. Mrs. Roland
MOORE. Sartell P. M.

PURCHASE. Wayne

WAYSIDE Ograge
WESLEYAN Service

McLean. Charles
MILLER, ElizabethL.’
MODDERS. D. W. and Sadie
Holkeboer

RELIGIOUS SERVICES

poration shall be discharged of any
and all further liablllt*with refemece to said funds tc the same
extent and In like manner aa If
those aid fundi had been paid
directly to and receivedby aald

INTERMMEDIATEC

.

KRAMER.

Opening Sunday, September 29, 2;30 P.M.

.beneficiaries named In

HARRIS. Mrs. M.
HELMER. Charles
HOLST. John
HUY8ER. Morris W

Richard Prlns
PRINCE. John Lawrence

A.

KOEMAN Reunion

AIR CORPS UNIT

dends to

said Exhibits "6" and "6“ and
their successorsIn Interest, who
have made Inquiry concerningthe
dividend but who have not received their checks because of lack of
proof of right to payment, or
funds against which dividend
checks have been drawn and delivered but which checks bave not
been presentedfor payment.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that
upon the filing with this Court of
a receipt from raid State Board of
Escheats for such funds and an
Affidavitof Publication of this
Ordei aa hereinafter provided,
aald DepoaltoraLiquidation Cor-

HAMM. Harry

PETERSON. C. P.
Pi Kapna Delta Hope College
PLASMAN. Kathryn
POPPEMA. Utje
POSTMA. Julius and Mrs.

.

E- by John
KNUTSON. Hans
J.
KOEMAN. Anna

EXHIBITS GALORE

Mra.

Gretchen Bouter (daughter)

PYLE,

•

4

Gerrlt

HOFFMAN. Roger
HOLKEBOER.Clara (Mrs. W.
Pieper)

Mell* H.

NYHOFF. Mr. and Mrs. Jacobus
NYHUIS. Lavina
OOSTERBAAN. Mr. and Mrs.

Reformed
Church "Young Peoples Society"
OREVEL. Mr*. J.
GRIEP. Mr. and Mrs. John
OUTKNECHT.William H.
HENSEN. Mr. and Mrs. D.

HOUSE

GAY MIDWAYS, ARMY

NIXON

ORAAFSCHAP Christian

SERVICEMEN'S DAY

the date of this Order.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that
uoon the expiration of said sixty
(60 1 day period. Depositors Liquidation Corporationshall deliver no
further dldlvendchecks to said
beneficiaries, and that upon the
expirationof an additionalten

deliver to tbe Michigan State
Board of Escheats all remaining
funds made available for the
trustee's first dividend and the
trustee'sfinal liquidating dividend. including,but not limited
to. funds made available for divi-

ation, 1917 Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, 26, Mich.

Scout Troon No. 6"

4

that each of the pribeneficiaries named In
Exhibits''S'* and "6” attached to
said Report of Availabilityof
Dividends and Uncalled for Sums
and Petition for Escheat, or their
auccessors-in-lntereat. who have
not called for, demanded, or
received the truatee'a first dividend as well as the trustee'* final
liquidating dividend may call for.
demand and receive said dividends
at the offices of DepositorsLiquidation Corporation.1917 Penobscot Building.Detroit 26. Michigan. within sixty (60) daya after

mary

FURTHER ORDERED that
the expiration of aald period
of seventy (70) days, or as soon
thereafter as possible,aid Depositors LiquidationCorporationshall
IT IS

Upon

The persons listed below may obtain their dividend by writing to Depositors Liquidation Corpor-

OODING. Mr*. Victor

Friday, October

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER

ORDERED

tion.

OLUPKER. Gerrlt

AND FFA

enteredin this Court and cauae.

Depositors Liquidation Corpora-

FRFR1CK8, George

CALF SCRAMBLES

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER

ORDERED, that the acts of Depositors LiquidationCorporation,
plaintiff herein, and The People*
State Bank of Holland, its agent,
In making availableand paying
the uncalled for portion of the
trustee's first dividend and the
trustees final liquidating be
approved and ratified, said acta
being pursuantto and In full
compliance with the appropriate
terms of the Decree heretofore

In said Decree.

FSSENBURGH.Margaret

2

ratified,said acta being
pursuant to and In full compliance
with the appropriateterms of the
Deme heretofore entered In this
Court and cause.

dends within the period provided

Brown. Gdn.)

1

trustee's final
liquidatingdividend by publication and by mailing, be approved

Decree have not called for,
demanded or receivedtheir divi-

EGGIMAN. Alexander

World

dend and of the

(10» days thereafterthe bank
upon which said dividend checks
have been drawn shall honor no
furtherdividend checks, and aid
Bank shall be so Instructed by

FEURY. Harold
FIRST ReformedChurch "Boy

to the

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that
the acts of Depositors Liquidation
Corporation,plaintiff herein, and
the Peoples state Bank of Holland,
its agent, in giving notice of the
availability of the uncalled for
portion of the trusteesfirst divi-

and

DEKRAKER. CORA VANDE

COUNCIL P.T.A.
DE WITT. John

LIGHTWEIGHTS................TUESDAY, OCT.
HEAVYWEIGHTS .......... WEDNESDAY, OCT.

.

CHANCERY

DEPOSITORS LIQUIDATION
CORPORATION, s Michigan

COSMOPOLITAN Society

BROWN THE CLOWN
HORSE

PEOPLES STATE BANK
OF HOLLAND, Michigan Whose
Name Appears Below.

COMBE. A. L.
COOK. Harold

Stellar Act at State Fair*

eye

Creditors of

With ThrillingActs and Featuring

GREER’S LIBERTY HORSES

human

To All Former Depositors and General

CENTRAL Park "C.E" Society
COLONIAL Oil Company

.

child.

:

_

Cicusset, 81. died in

ATTENTION:

MUSICAL REVUE

1946"

I

|

!

Grand Haven, Sept. 19 (Special)

About 45 per cent of the match- The retina of the
es used in the U.S. are in books. nine layers thick.

his present quarters and state whty

BROWER. Estate of John. Dr. A.
Brower. Adm.
BRUI8CHART. Lucille
CENTRAL Ave. Mens Society.
Dutch

CAMEOS OF

|

Tex.

Grand Haven

Interview the applicants.Veterans
brother, Frank Newhouse of Holselected will be notified of the
land and a grandson, Donald Vantime and date that the project den Belt of Grand Haven.
will be ready for occupancy.
The body was removed to the
At present, plumbing is halted Kinkema funeral home and will h«
because of Ihe contractors'inabilreturned to the family home later
ity to obtain piping.
today.

screening committee. The questionnaire must be returned to the
Chamber office by Sept. 23.
Besides the usual questions such
as name and address, discharge
questions, ihe veteran must tell
the number in his household, occupation, employer, where now
living, rental and a descriptionof

BROWER. Helene E.

j

I

in

—Mrs. Mary

•

(V.

at- mobiles, typewriters, etc, overtend the training course today and looking the newspaper,the largest
Ottawa county number 111. There
Thursday, beginning at 9:30 n.m. mass production business of them
are 162 teachers in these schools today and continuing until 4 p.m all.
of which number 22 are men Thursday. In this group will be
teachers and 140 women. Lists of Mrs. John D. White, Mrs. Clifford LETTUCE AND ''rootabeggies"
Campaign— Kenneth J. Folkertsthe townships schools and teach- Hopkins. Jr., Mrs. Joe Moran, were in lush growth in his garma, George N. Meengs, G. J. Van
Mrs.
Willis De Cook Mrs. Clar- den and he picked two big bunches
ers follow:
Hoven, Albert Vanden Brink,
ence Klaasen,Mrs. Harry Beck- to take back. He says he gets
Allendale township: No. 1, Mrs.
Carlton Bennett: budget and adman. Mrs. Charles Shanahan and some grouse, a few ptarmigan and
Nina Bleckley; No. 2, Mrs. Lena Mrs. Henry Masselink.
missions committee— C. Karsten,
that moose come right down
Harmon Den Herder, B. SchuitCross; No. 3, Miss Evelyn ChristAttending the Camp Fire guard- around his cabin in winter. He
Rev. A. H. Strabbing
ema. Mrs. H. Thrall, Henry Lokler; No 4, Mrs. Fannye Sheridan: ians’ meeting from 9 a.m. Friday Just takes the game he can use.
ers, Mrs. S. Schipper, Henry BarHamilton, Sept. 19 (Special)—
No. 5, Miss Vivian Aylworth;No. to 4 p m. Saturday,will be Mrs. last winter he took some marten
Robert Longstreet, Mrs. Alleene and beaver, got $75 for the mar- Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing will on. Nelson Van Koevering, Benja6, Mrs. Edna Sheridan; No. 8.
min H. Lanning: publicity comFisher, Mrs. , Walter Seidelman, ten and averaged out well on 10 hold open house Friday honoring
mittee— Nathan Tania, Rev. W. J.
Mrs. Mary Roon.
Mrs. Raymond Smith. Mrs. Robert beaver which run from $25 t-j their father, the Rev. A. H. StrabHilmert, C. J. Yntema. A. C. VanBlendon township:No. 1, Mrs. Winter. Mrs. Alvin Bos, Mrs. Don
$70. His mink ran around $32.50. bing, on his 90th birthdayanni- den Bosch. Mrs. Howard Miller
Juliet Pierce; No. 2, Miss Ruth
Rypma, Mrs. Ray Fchring. Mrs. Muskrat are not so plentiful he versary.Relatives and friends may
and Mrs. W. Van Asselt.
Kraak and Miss Joan Bogards; Peter Kromann. Mrs. J. M. Van
says and are worth $2.60.
call from 2:30 to 5 p.m. and 7 to
Henry A. Geerlings is president
No. 3. Mrs. Harriet Cobum and
Alsburg,Mrs. Alec Avery, Mrs.
He is a grand little guy— 5’6" 8:30 p.m.
of Community Chest, George N.
Miss Geraldine Roelofs; No. 4,
Rev. Strabbing has held pas- Meengs. vice-president;A. H.
Carl Schermer; No. '5, Gerald Albert Timmer and Mrs. Orlie and 54 years old. Louie came over
Bishop.
from Austria, where he served torates in Hamilton; Kalamazoo: Van Dyke, vice-president;Lavina
Piasman, Mrs. Mildred Plasman
Highlights of the coming year nearly six years against the Rus- Marion, N.Y.; North Holland; Karsten, secretary: Henry Lokers.
and Mrs. Ruth De Roos; No. 6,
Mrs. Mildred Scott; No. 7, Mrs. will be a city wide "Play Day" sians and later the Italians.He’s Hamilton (a second time); She- treasurer;the Rev. W. J. Hilmert
for all Camp Fire girls, an all been up here about 10 years and boygan, Wis.; Ebenezer; East Hol- and C. Karsten board members;
Esther Vander Ploeg.
Chester township:No. 1. Mrs Blue Bird "Hobo Hike," sweater has worked all that time for Mary land and Bentheim.Since the H. C. Dickman. Rev. L. Robart,
Mildred Kleibusch; No. 3, Miss dances and service at Holland Joyce in the summer and then death of Mrs. Strabbing in Febru- Rev. A. Rynbrandt. Bert Kraak.
gone to his own camp most of the ary. 1941, he has made his home Jacob Geerts, Mrs. H. Thrall. R
MargueriteMulready; No. 6, Mrs hospital for all Horizon groups
Sixth grade Camp Fire groups time. His cabin is unusuallyneat in Hamilton.He lived in Holland N. Nies, C. J. Yntema. A. C. VanAnna K. Batson; No. 7. Mrs. Josephine Bcuschcl; No. 10, George will conduct membership drives and clean.
for several years after retiring den Bosch. Mrs. ft. Folkertsma.
Mrs. S. Schipper, Benjamin H.
• Keller and Mrs. Marian Cusick. next week for all fifth grade girls In January and February there from the ministry.
Crockery township: No. 1, Mrs in their respective schools. The was lots of snow and he said he
Rev. Strabbing attends church Lanning, Arnold Van Doom, J.
Edna Scott; No. 3, Miss Kathleen membership drive in Froebe) didrt’t get out much . . . just services regularly and takes daily Stehcnson, Harmon Den Herder,
Mrs. Howard Miller, Adrian De
Lindberg; No. 4, Mrs. Gladys A. school will take place Monday; coeiked, read, listenedto the radio, walks.
Free and B. Schuitema are directCrouse; No. 5, Mrs. Matilda Dyke; Washington school. Tuesday; Lin- looked after h:s dogs and houseors for the year.
No. 6, Mrs. Ethel Easterly, Mrs. coln school. Wednesday; Van keeping.
Laura Gordon and Mrs. Louise Raalte school, Thursday, and LongPeterson;- No. 7, Mrs. Ethelyn fellow school, Friday. Mrs. TimLOUIE MEETS lots of interestCrouse.
mer, local executive, will be at ing people and has guided Father
Georgetowntownship: No. 1, the schools to assist in the varHubbard about the glaciersin this
Mrs. Gladys Hubbard; No 3, Mrs ious drives.
area. The "Glacier Priest’’ usually
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Delia Slump and Mrs. Beatrice
stays here between trips and uses
Plans are under way for Rally
Branch; No. 4. Miss Goldie Snow;
one of the cabins. He is intelligent
Day Sunday at the Second Re, No. 5, Ezra Balzer and Miss Nina
chilly weather
ahd quick of wit. and has an un- , Continued
church under
of
,
...... , was formed
iuiuilu Lnurcn
unaer direction or
Meindertsma;No. 6, Mrs. Martha
failingly good disposition and an blamed for a disappointingadvance Supt. G. N. Meengs; D. Vereeke
Hoag; No. 8, Mrs. Agnes Veit(From Friday’sSentinel)
ticket sale and resulted in
ema; No. 9, Mrs. Esta Houser; Daughters were born Thursday interestingaccent. Everyone seems cancellationof the cruise the Am- assistant supt.; Mrs. A. C. Vanden
Bosch, secretary; A. C. Vanden
to
like
Louie
and
when
you
see
' No. 10, Mrs. Jennie Hosteter.
in Holland hospital to Mr. and
erican Legion had scheduled for Bosch, treasurer.
Grand Haven township-No. 1, Mrs. Stanley Oudemolen, 181 him and get to know him you can Monday, according to A. C. PrigThe Girls’ League for Service of
Mrs. Lila Martin and Mrs. Esther West Ninth St, and to Mr. and see why. Only a stubborn outboard ge, post commander.
the First Reformed church* plan
De Graff; No. 2, Mrs. Katheryn Mrs. Charles Ter Horst, 173 East seems to provike him to pictur"Circumstancesbeyond our con- to hold a potluck supper in the
esque profanity and some sly reVanden Belt; No. 3. Elbert Wells; 14th St.
trol dictated that we cancel the church parlors on Monday Sept.
No. 4, Mrs. Nina Conant; No. 5,
Lt. (jg) and Mrs. Robert Van- marks. But he’s full of chuckles
cruise", Prigge said.
23 at 6:30 p.m.
Mrs. Stena De Witt; No. 6, Mrs. der Yacht of Boston, Mass, an- in spite of the rain, the motor
All ticket holders were to reWeekly congregationalprayer
Emilie Ott
nounce the birth of a son, Daylis. and the work . . . which is ever
ceive refunds beginningTuesday and praise services will be resumed
Holland township:No. 1, Miss Lt. Vander Yacht, the son of Mr. present here ... lots of it.
afternoon at the USO room in the with the first meeting to be held
Frances Van Leeuwen; No. 2, Al- and Mrs. Albert Vander Yacht of
Each day in the United States Tower building,he said.
in the parlors of the First Rebert Luurtsema,Mrs. Jennie Dyk- FairbanksAve., is a Naval radar there are 49,000.000 newspapers
The North American, which formed church Wednesday at 7:30
Instructor.
sterhouse, Mrs. Esther Sluyter
printed. Of these, Michigan pro- would have been used on the
p.m. The pastor, Rev. A. RynMrs. W. C. Snow, Murray Snow, duces 1,521,490papers printed for
and Mrs. Hazel Vos; No. 3, John
cruise, docked early Monday In brandt, will continue his expositMaat and Miss Marie Folkert; No. Janet Snow and their house guest, a population of 5,256,106.
Macatawa bay. This ship and the ory meditations on the First Gen4, Mrs. Cornelia Weener, Mrs. Miss Marcia Ver Steeg of Pella,
Each day’s paper represents a South American are berthed
eral Epistleof John. Subject: "The
Marie Bosnian; No. 5, Donald Van la., left this morning for Pella to new model. The fact that an enthe Holland harbor each winter. Life of the Children of God; TestArk, Mrs. Marie Grasu and Miss spend a few days at the Ver Steeg tirely new product is created each
"We are sorry to call off the ed by Love." Chapter 3:11-24.
Eileen Schermer;No. 6, Mrs. Amy home. Mr. Snow will go on to
day is one of the achievementsot cruise, but under the circumCarlson and Mrs. Barbara Van Boulder, Colo, where he will con- modern civilization.
stances, this it the wiser course," _ There have been recorded only
’ Bronkhorst;No. 7, Ties J. Pruis, tinue graduate studies at the UnPrigge said.
73 cases of the birth of quadrupMrs. Ruth Postma. Miss Nathalie iversity of Colorado. Robert Snow
1
A newspaper out West recently
lets out of a total of 44.113,147in
Nyhuis and Mrs. Georgians Tim- went with them as far as Rockadded a column width to its paper.
The increase alone in the the U.S. in the 23 years before
mer; No. 9, Gerald Elenbaas, Miss ford, III, where he will visit for
The editor candidlyreported he world's population during the past mi.
Hazel Northouse,Mrs. Cena Roe, a week with friends.
had received too many complaints 50 years has been equal to its enMiss Cornelia Glerum, Mrs. Ellen
Robert Schoon, son of Mr. and
Minnesotais the most northerly
f Jane Barkema; No. 10, Miss Irene Mrs. L W. Schoon, 55 West 14th that the smaller size paper was tire population 200 years ago, or
state in the Union.
Bauhahn and Miss Julia Keen; St, left Monday for Leelanau, too small to wrap up a bottle of about 545 million.
No. 11, Miss Ada C. Boone; No. where he is a student at the Lee- whisky.
| 13, Mrs. Huldah Roach.
lanau School for Boys. Miss Lois
Jamestown township: No. 1, Schoon will leave Sundav with her We (The Sentinel) have been
' Mrs. Winifred Ferris; No. 2, Miss parents for Columbia,Mb., where taken to task for not pajing
Helen Kamps, Mrs. Nella Yntema she will enter Stephenscollege as stricter attention to the sufferings
of hay fever victims by Bill VanI and Miss Fanny De Kleine; No. a freshmanstudent.
DAYS AND
r 3, Mrs. Ann Smallegan and Mrs
der Heide. He pointed out we
DAYS AND
The Rev. and Mrs. Richard C.
Margaret Klinesteker; No. 4, Miss
didn’t print a pollen count. So the
NIGHTS
NIGHTS
Smith of the MountaineerMining
l Geraldine German; No. 5, Keneditor said he hadn't used pollen
mission, serving West Virginia
neth Rynbrandt and Miss Victoria
counts because he had been unable
J Van Westenberg; No. 6, Mrs. coa! miners, are visiting Mrs. to find an accurate source.
Smiths
parents. Dr. and Mrs. H.
Katheryn Nyenhuis; No. 7, John
Besides nobody needs to tell , Nyenhuis;No. 8, Miss Sylvia Gris- P. Boot for a week. They are resi- hay fever suffererwhen the pollen
dents
of
Morgantown,
W.Va.
; wold.
Miss Marilyn Delores Dirkse. is flying. Bill agreed with that,
Olive township: No. 1, Mrs. Edand offered to withdraw his comdaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
| ith Jacobsen; No. 2, Mrs. Anna
plaint if suitablenotice were given
Maatman; No. 3, Mrs. Rilla Flem- Dirkse, 669 Lincoln Ave., underthe gentry of the irritatednasal
went
a
tonsillectomy
this
morning
ing; No. 4, Mrs. Jessie L. Lint;
passages.
No. 5, Robert Vander Hart and in Holland hospital.
Here's a partial list of the exMarilyn
Boeve.
daughter
of
Mrs.
! Mrs. Edna Davis; No. 9, Miss
clusive
club of fellow sufferers:
Fanny Wyma and Miss Christine Richard Boeve of route 5. has reCorneliusBrewer. Ernie Bear.
turned to her home from Holland
Broek.

Rural schools in 17 townships In

Han

Sifter of Holland

Cards have been mailed by the they are inadequate or unsuitable. her home at 606 Columbus Sf.
Sept. 12. She had been
Zeeland, Sept. 19 (Special)— The Chamber of Commerce to more
The answers to these questions Thursday,
ill six weeks.
Zeeland Comtnunity Chest board than 135 veteranswfio have ap- must be complete and fully deShe was born in the Netherlartdi
of directors have decided to -hold plied for uniU In the Veterans scribe the situation as the numDec. 3, 1864, came to this country
a fall campaign drive in October Housing project on the Tannery ber of units is inadequateto fill at the age of three, and here nearthe demand and the selectionwill
with a $7,000 quota. Included are property.
ly 79 year*. Her husband, Joseph,
be made on the basis of need. The
the following projects: Huizenga
The cards were to notify the committee appointed by Mayor died in 1935. She was a member of
Memorial hospital,SalvationAr- veterans that questionnaires are Ben Steffens is composed of two Second Reformed dhurch for 56
years and was a past president of
my, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, USO, available at the Chamber office or veteransand a civilian who are
the Veteranscounseling office re- well acquainted with the veterans the Ladies Aid society.
Youth Recreation center, Emerggarding their eligibility for a unit.
Surviving arc two daughters,
problems in the city.
ency Fund and operating expense.
The questionnaire was devised so
Marian at home and Mrs. Isaac
After questionnairesare. reThe following have been ap- that each veteran copld be given
Vanden Belt c? Grand Haven; a
turned. committee members will
pointee in charge of the drive: the same considerationby the
son. Cornelius of Battle Creek: a

groups will

begin their weekly meetings for

Cards Are Mailed for

Zeehml Decides

Local Blue Bird and

week, after which

1*46

WESTING. Ruth
WE8TRATE, M. J.
WHITE. Mrs. John H.
WIEOERINK. Albert Jr.
WIEGERINK. Minnie
WINTER. DONALD W.
WITl'EVEEN, Jack
WOLTERS, Melva H.
YE Beauty ohoppe (Mrs. Boer)

WOLTERS. Slben
ANGEHR. G. Alfred
CHRI8LE. J. C.
CHRISTIAN High School
COTTAGE Sandwich Shop
DE GLOPPKER. John
GEERDS. G. J.
HOME Coming Celebration
HULSMAN. O. J.

KLOMPAR3N8.Harry C.
LAKETOWN School District
LAWRENCE C. J. Inc.
MANHUI8 Oil Co.
MICHMKRSHUIZEN, L
MOOR; Sartell*
NEHI Bottling Work*
NOVELTY Co. E. W.

OTTAWA County Fam Bureau
OTTAWA County YM.C.A.
PARENTS Teacher* Club
RYZENGA. R.
SHRIMP. A. L.
SEERS MA, Z. P.

SIMPSON. N. D.
SMITH. Henry W.
STEIN. Mildred

TER HAAR Bros.
THOMSON. Harriet
THRIFT Club
THRALL. Evelyn
VAN PUTTEN. Ella
VANDER BURG. John

VANDER SCHEL.

Henry

VISSCHER.Arend
WESSSLINK, Gerrlt
ZWEMER, H. Eft.
BOTBYL, Grace
WELCH. Arthur
LANNING, Y. A.
SMITH, Henry

T. ^

Is

'PM

Rich

Gets 250

Holland Woman

Gang

District Officer

Mrs. Walter Van Bemmelen of
Holland was elected district president for the coming year at the
53rd annual convention of the
fifth district, Woman’s Ralief
Corps, GAR 'auxiliary.Hie convention was held Thursday and
Friday at Hastings. Holland was

Bull Hair Seal
Louie’s Dogs Also

Man Found

Guilty

Run, Don't Walkl-Thor’s

Spring Lake Couple

Adopt

Children from Europe

WRC

Pound

Named

Of Grand Larceny

Birds in

Them Thar Trees

Grand Haven, Sept. 19 — Mr.
and Mrs. Max Brim, route 1,

"Heads up, her* come the the birds closely resemble starwas announced tnar me comGrand Haven, Sept 19 (Special) birds!”
lings, they may be common "cowmander of the GAR of Michigan, —After a half hour deliberation,a
With
a whir of wings and chat birds,” found in rural areas of this
Orlando Le Valley of Caro, will
Grcuit Court jury Tuesday found taring shrilly like a group of region. Argument continues until
celebrate his 98th birthday Sept.
a competent authority can settle
Charles B. Blakesley,30, of Grand
vention.
It

excited

women at a

Spring Lake, have adopted two
children, a boy and a girl, who
suffered during World War II in
Germany and Hungary. They are
Katherine Gladys, 15, and Ivan
John Peter. 12. The children, born
in Buffalo, were :aken to Hungary
by their mother aftei their father
died. The mother later died in
Hungary and the children were
rescued by the Swedish Red Cross
When the Brims heard of the chiidren. they began legal procedure
to bring them to the States. The
children arrived in New York on

WANT-ADS
LOANS - $25 to $300
No, Endorsers
No Delay
I ml land Loan. -Aasociatlon
10 West 8th, 2nd floor

__

'

~ '

•

$f|jj

fashionable the question.
FOR SALE — Simmons full size
Among those at the convention Haven, guilty of a charge of tee, the etarlingi, hundreds of The lively, bustlingbirds habituBenefit in Field
metal bed with springs; console
grand
larceny
involving
$1,500
were the Department President
them, arrive to settle in a large ally congregate in enormous flocks
desk; high grade baby cab, new;
missing
from
the
Edgar
Slater
chosen
as
convention
city
for
1947.
Day Seal Shooting
Anna Groesbeck,SecretaryCora
black cloud in the tops of tall in autumn, some flocks containVictrola, spring wind, original
An outstandingproject of the Heckman and Treasurer Georgia home in FerrysburyJune 18.
poplars, maples and elms.
cost $250. All in fine condition,
ing
an
estimated
100,000
birds,
acOn the Taku River, Alaska.
James Bradley, 46, of 13 West
year will be the reconstruction of Shellenberger,all of Marshall,
After three weeks or more of
reasonably priced. 115 East
We got the first hair seal today the greenhouseat the Michigan’s and Senior Aid Nellie Howe of Ninth St, Holland, charged with viewing this fascinatingsight, cording to one authority. They
Ninth Street, Holland. Adv.
nest
in
holes
in
trees,
crevices
in
after many trie.s-a big bull that Soldier's home in Grand Rapids, Grand Rapids. Attending from larceny from a hotel, changed his
residents in the Longfellow school cliffs and in London, have taken a
FOR SALE— Peaches.Now pick*
weighed "over 250,” according to to benefit both the physi- Holland were Mrs. Jack Decker, plea to guilty Monday just before
area are becoming accustomed to fancy to roosting on large building a good crop of Hale Haven,
Louie. When we hung up the hide cally and mentally disabled vet- Mrs. Fred Bocks, Mrs. George trial was to start. He will appear
the dally visitations of "the birds’’ ings. Another authority says they
South Haven and Rochester.
it measured from nose to tail flip- erans. A bank, in form of a green- Bocks, Mrs. Hans Von Ins and for dispositionof his cue Friday.
Sept.
6.
as they sre known in the neigh- lately have taken to roosting In
Write or wire Peach Ridge Fruit
The jury
dismissadtoday
per six feet, 11 inches and we re- house, was on display at the con- Mrs. Van Bemmelen.
borhood.
branchesof trees.
Growers Assoc., Sparta, Michiuntil
Monday,
Sept.
30.
covered 35 pounds of blubber and
Each evening as twilight ap- One author says there are 200
gan, Lowell McKinney, Secremeat for Louie's sled dogs.
proachesthe flock returns to its varieties of starlings, but "Sturnus
tary. No shipments. Peaches
We have been on several trips
favorite roosting spot in the trees vulgaris” is the only one known
and apple pickers wanted.
up the Taku, but today on invitabetween 23rd and 25th Sts. Noisy, in America.About 50 of the birds
Phone
Adv.
tion of Capt. A. J Currie, who
staccato chirpings fill the air ns were liberated in Central Park.
runs the tug for the Polaris MinWESTERN MICHIGAN
the birds flit from tree to tree in New York Gty. in 1890 and Is
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
ing Co., we were towed upriver 14
College
is planning to conduct an
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Glerum of •mail group*. Suddenly, when spread rapidly to adjoining states
miles returning with an outboard
extension class in Teaching of
The batting averages and earned
Chicago recently visited their darknessfalls, the flock is silent and regions.
Wreckage of
plane which Arithmetic101T at Zeeland with
and river bodt. It took us three run averagestold tlie story today
mother, Mr*. Kate Glerum, Lincoln and the tree* sway serenely in the
Of handsome glossy plumage, crashed at the air show at Park Mr. Cain as instructorduring the
hours and we had a field day —the story of why the Holland Mrs. Kenneth Wiersema
Ave.
night breeze, burdened with clus- the starling Is fond of mimicking Township airport Saturday was
coming semesterfor the teachers
shooting at seals.
Flying Dutchmen produced 29 vicMiss Leona Millard who recently ters of strange black "fruit."
other birds and in captivity, some dismantled Tuesday and taken to of that vicinity. The first meeting
A young chap from Boston, who tories this summer against less Complimented nt Shower
completeda course in dieteticsat
Early risers say the flock leaves say. may be taught to "speak” or Grand Rapids, according to ar^ will I)* held on Tuesday.Septemq Is working for this Canadian min- than half as many defeats,13.
Henry Ford hospital, Detroit, is for its day’s foraging about 6 a m. to whistle. The birds are migra- rangements made by the
24 at 7:(J0 at the High School.
A miscellaneousshower was
ing firm as a deck hand, also had
spending her vacation at the home and telephone wires tremble when
Six of the regulars batted over
Cheater
HaU
of Northern
Adv.
tory.
When
in
flight
their
simulgiven Thursday night for Mrs. of her parents Mr. and Mr*. A.
a rifle and he and I popped away
the .3CH) mark as did three hurlers.
the stirlings chance to swoop taneous turns in the air are a re- Senice.
at them all the way up— lots of Manager Bonn Batema's main Kenneth Wiersema by Mrs. L. Millard,Cherry Ave.
down en masse for a moment’s markable sight.
Sheriffsofficers maintained
misses— at long range.
Mrs. John Walma of Denver rest.
pitchers,Mike Skaalen, Clare Van - Van Appledom and Mr*. B. WiersComings and goings of the constantguard at the site until
.Wiercn and Ernie Victor had ema at the latter’s home, 264 Colo, is visitingat the home of
Although the birds are rarely flock have attracted considerable the wreckage was hauled away.
FINALLY
apnroached a earned run averages around the West 17th St. Mrs. Wiersema, a Mr. and Mrs. John Deters in New viewed closely enough or on the attention in the neighborhood, but
Sheriff William M. Boeve said
Groningen.
sand' bar with a whole flock of 2.00 mark.
ground (starlingswalk instead ot Indications are that for some today he was making contacts
June bride, is the former Anna
Miss Mabel Lanning of Tuseon, hopping or running) all other
seals on it and both of us opened
Russ Woldring led the locals at
people the starlingshave begun to with federal authoritiesin conAriz., recently visitedher parents
fire simultaneously.One seal stay- bat with a mark of .365, which Ruth Poppen.
characteristics of the feathered "wear out their welcome."
nection with placing possible
ed oil the bar and the rest floun- includedone home run, three
Games were played and prizes and other relatives in Drenthe and visitors resemble "Sturnus vul- "It’s not safe to walk around charges of reckless flying against
Grand Haven. Sept. 19 (Spedtiy
dered into the water. We picked triples,seven doubles and 27 won by Mrs. R. Van Vulpen and nearby.
garis,” the common starling in your own back yard!” said one the pilot, Harlen C. Bouman, 24,
Miss Elaine Holleman and Miss which abounds In northern Europe
—Mrs. Edith Lily Baldus, 78, died
It up later in the day on our way singles.He was followed by Har- Mrs. Wiersema.
two-course
hill resident whose huge poplar of 108 East 25th St. Boeve Monback. It was all we could do to old Van Wieren, .330, including lunch was served by the hostesses. Evelyn Fox who graduated from and Asia.
day conferred with Prosecutor in her home .in Nunica at 8 pm.
Zeeland High school last year Some conjecturethat, though tree Is a nightly lodging place Howard W. Fant.
Tuesday. She was born in Ottawa
drag it into the scow.
five homers; Harry De Neff, .323;
Guests were Mesdames O. Lenfor hundreds of the blids.
It took two of us an hour to Juke Van Huis, .323; Don Van ning, J. Shreuder, B. Van Vulpen, have enrolled as studnet*at the
A state aeronautics representa- Center Aug. J. 1868, and had lived
skin it out Then we removed the Lonte, .317 and Loren Wenzel. R. Van Vulpen. W. Wiersema, H. university at Elkhart. Ind.
tive was expected In Holland to- near there all her life.
Mrs. Maggie Werkman of
Surviving ore two daughters,
a
blubber coating which in many
day to investigatethe crash which
Hopkins, J. De Konlng, C. Burgh.
4 places was over an inch thick. The
Righthander Mike Skaalen had C. Wiersema,M. Peliegrom, H. Grand Rapids recently visited at
occurredin view of 3,000 specta- Mrs. Louis Eckhoff and Mrs. Richthe home of her brother-in-law
tors at the show’, sponsored by the ard Gordon of Nunica; six sons,
hide is thick and tough and it is an earned run average of 1..98, Hanchett and the Misses Donna
hard skinning to get the fat Van Wieren, 2.79 and Victor, 2.52. Lenning, Nelvina Wiersema. and sister Mr. and Mrs. Corey
Holland Junior Chamber of Com- Earl. Nelson and Howard of Nunimerce.
ca. Cecil of Muskegon, Charles of
away.
The team batting average was Elaine Essenburg, Hester and Dykwell W. Cherry St.
Spring Lake and Max of CoopersThe hair seal up here Is a pest .301. It included 438 hits in 1,- Jean Peliegrom and Eloise Van
Vulpen.
ville; a sister,Mrs. Mary Rethand the Alaskan territorialgov- 453 times at bat..
Marriage Licenses
In a candlelight ceremony, beburn, and a brother. S. R. Smith,
Season statisticsfollow:
ernment will pay $3.50 for the
fore a backgroundof palms, ferns Knickclbine, was born April 11,
Csrl Schmidt, 33, and Mildred F. both of Grand Rapids; 30 grand"scalp,”because the seals arc fish- BATTING AVERAGES
(From Today’s Beatinel)
and white gladioli, Miss Sylvia 1885 on route 2, Fennville in Sau- Stedry, 30, both of route 2, Grand
City Mission Band Has
killers They hang around the
AB H
W. E. Schumacher of Battle Annette Huizenga, daughter of gatuck township, the daughter of Haven; Raymond J. Boere, 23. and children and 13 great grandchilcreeks during the salmon runs an/1 Woldring,cf .......... 104 38
Creek has returned home after Mr. and Mrs. William Huizenga of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis KnickMbine. Arvilla Klomparens, 21, both of dren.
Election and Banquet
H Van Wieren, rf .. 118 39
eat fish by the hundreds.
spending his vacation at Maca- Zeeland, became the bride of Jay She married Mr. Henshaw in Chi- Holland;Robert Donald Cernoch,
We started out from the dock at H. De Neff. 2b ........ 164 53
The Gty Mission band held its taw’a park.
R. VanderMeulen,son of Mr. and cago where she had gone for a 24, Grand Haven, and Emma
8:30 and the Skipper pushed up a Van Huis, if ............ 155 50
annual meeting and election of
The Rev. Baitian Kruithof of Mrs. Rhine VanderMeulen of Hoi business course. She assisted him'1
Marie Wildey, 20, route 2, Spring
heavy scow loaded with a large Van Lente, lb ........ 161 51
officers Thursday night in the First Reformed church will begin
land, Wednesday Sept. 11 in the in his office.
Lake; Jaspef Stygstra, Jr., 22, and
Wenzel,
c
................
bulldozer,cement mixer and other
143 45
a series of sermons on the sub- North Street Christian Reform- About 20 years ago the family
Mission when a band practice
Delores Schroeder, 17, both of
Vande Water, rf .... 104 29
machinery.
also held and the group enjoyed ject, "Mirching with the Heroes,"
purchased "Edgcwatcr Farm” at route 2, Grand Haven; Raymond
ed church of Zeeland.
W.
De
Neff,
3b
....
Sunday
at
7:30
pjn.
His boat, the Taku Chief II, is
156 41
a banquet given by the Mission
The double ring ceremony was Hutchins lake where they have J. Homatra, 27, and Viola Ruth
Births Tuesday in Holland hosequipped with two 180 horse power Bagladi. ss ............ 133 31
board.
performed
by the Rev. Martin spent most of their summers. Boe, 19, both of Grand Haven;
Grand Haven, Sept. 19 (Special)'
diesels and draws only 18 Inches NON-REGULARS
Rev. George Trotter wu elected pital include a son to Mr. and Huizenga of Waupun, Wls., uncle They had moved back to Chicago
Albert Moser, 23, route 2. Coop- —County TreasurerFred H. Den
of water. There is a current of Victor, p ................ 23
9
chairman of the band and William Mrs. Clarence Lange, 406 West of the bride.
for the winter, and it was on a
ersvliJe, and Helen Sabo Goodf elabout six to seven miles an hour C. Van Wieren, p .... 56 21
De Boer, secretary-treasurer. A 21st St., and a daughter to Mr. Traditional wedding music was week-end trip to the farm ttet low, 22. route 1, Coopersville; Herder has received a check from
the state for $153,820 representing
* in the river, he says, and it was a Skaalen, p .......... 47 17
vote of thanks
given Carl and Mrs. James Hoover, 143 East played by Mrs. Adrian Blauwkamp Mrs. Henshaw was taken criticaFrank
M.
Lievense, Jr., 28, route primary schools money and which
18th
St
Piersma,
p
............
’ master strike of piloting he did to
3
1
Rogers, director, and Arie Vuurly ill and hospitalized.
6. Holland and Winifred Mae is being distributedto the various
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bouwmin who also accompanied Miss Kay
arrive up the Taku. The mine is Ir.graham, lb ...... .
10
3
ens, manager, for their services
Surviving arc the husband; a
Ballast
while
she
sang
"God
Sent
Heasley 21, Southington,Conn.; school districts. This amount Is
and
daughter.
Alms,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vandenberg,
p
.......
located 20 miles away on Cana10
3
last year. Each will continue for
son, Roy Henshaw, former pitchJohn Bouman and daughters, San- You to Me” and ‘Through the er with the Detroit Tigers; two Jacob Roelo£s,-26, route 1. Hudson, figured on a basis of $10 per cendian soil, six or seven hours tin O'Conner, o ........... 14
2
the coming year.
vllle, and Mildred Dunning, 20, sus child in the county of which
dra Ksy and Donna Mae, spent Years” preceding the ceremony.
and one hour and 45 minutes to Serier, 3b ................ 7
1
daughters,Mrs. Jack Buisseret
Discussion of band questions
route 4, Holland.
last Sunday afternoonand even- Immediately after the ceremony
there are 15,382. Among the
return. The scow-tug arrange- Van Oort, lb ........ 38
4
and
Miss
Jewel
of
Chicago;
four
completed the business session ing in Greenville.
John E. Gilbert sang "The Lord's
Franklin Essenburg, Jr., 22, Hoi- school districts to which this
ment wove in and out among float- Lockman, c ...
7
0
grandchildren: her mother, Mrs.
after which the band enjoyed a
Mrs. Earl Mortensen of route Prayer.”
land, and Doloris M. Ger hardly 25, amoijnt will be distributedart tfe*
ing ice, trees with roots attached, PICTURES’ RECORDS
banquet served by Rev. Trotter. 4 reports the discovery of a lilac TTie bride, who entered on the Augusta Knickelbine: and a broth- Ann Arbor; John E. Bol, 26,
following;
logs and sticks of ail kinds and
L Pet. Followingthe meal, colored mov- bush blooming in her yard.
arm of her father, wore a lovely er, Lewis, on the old homestead, Grand Haven,
Kathryn
Holland city. $34,750;-Zeeland
small cakes of ice. We crossed and Victor ................... 6
route 2, Fennville.
0
1.900 ies of Holland and vicinity were
J. Plutschouw.24, Ferrysburg- city. $10,470; Grand Haven city,
The Rev. and Mrs. William gown fashioned with taffeta bascriss-crossed the river to avoid Skaalen .....
ll
3
.786 shown by Mr. Rogers. Especially
Robert M. Wolf, 24, Route 2, $20,770.
Knickel from Kakoda, S. D., are que waist and leg o’mutton sleeves
bars and swirling water.
Van Wieren ............9
6
.600 interesting were views of Tuli;
Grand Haven, and Marian Elia
visiting at the home of Mrs. Knic- edged with Venetian lace over the Two Mothers Feted
Holland. No. 1, $660; No. 2. $2,SKIPPER CURRIE loves the O'Conner ... ........... 2
3
.400 Time and the Detroit zoo.
Bouwman, 20, route 2, West Olive; 160; No. 3. $9.80; No. 5 fractional,
kel’* parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph wrists.The skirt was of hoop deriver. 'These mountains change Vandenberg a, ........ 1
1
.500
At
Birthday
Party
sign with bouffant net and train
Gerald George Gulmond, 24, MusSchipper of Fillmore.
$1,440; No. 6, fractional, 1,500;
every day,” he says. 'The light N Piersma .... ...........0
0
.000
kegon Heights, and Lois Virginia
Miss Murid Hopkins of Holland with Venetian lace inserts. Her
Sooth
African
Colleges
No. 9 fractional $3,310; No. 10,
different and you always sec
Skaalen pitched 123 innings,
Mrs.
Henry
Schaftenaar,
80
Eustace, 22, Grand Haven; Fred
is at Western Michigan college veil of bridal illusion fell from a
fractional$700; No. 11 fractional,
something new up here. We sec Van Wieren. 1152a: Victor. 64Ai;
years
old,
and
Mrs.
G.
Boyenga,
M. Cherrette, 35, and Emelicn
Described for Alnmni
camp at Gear lake where she is headdressof Talisman roses and
lots of game.”
75. mothers of Mr. and Mrs. DicK Bersonnet, 35, both of Grand Hav- $650; No. 13. $740.
O’Conner, 41 ; Vandenberg,9; and
taking an intensive pre-semester asters. She carried a white Bible
Olive township, No. 1. fractional,
Schaftenaar, were guests of honor en.
He makes the 20-mile run in Piersma. 4xf..
Dr. H. Stoker, professor
course in camping education being topped with pink roses and at a bithday party Tuesday Sept.
$340; No. 2. $400; No. 3 fractional,
here, bringing in gold aggregate—
Skaalen allowed 93 hits, Van psychology and philosophy
streamers
of
roses.
Edward
D.
Wierenga.
21,
and
presented for studenta enrolled at
120 tons this last trip and about Wieren. 94: Victor, 55; O'Conner, Potchoi'-Stoorm university college
Mias Ruth VanderMeulen, sis- 10 in the latters* home at 50 West Arlene Rutli DeWeerd, 20. both of $470; No. 4. $320; No. 9, $620.
the collegeas majors or minors in
14th St
8.000 tons a year. This ore runs 33; Vandenberg, 11 and Piersma. of South Africa, addressed Calvin
Hudsonville;William Oziemkie- Park. No. 1 fractional, $350; No.
ter
of the groom, as maid of honthe curriculum of physical educa2, 51,490: No. 3, $480.
Children.
grandchildren
and
i about $12 a ton which is good 4.
wicz, 22. route 1, Marne, and
alumni of the Holland-Zeeland tion for women. Included is train- or, wore a gown of pale pink chifgreat grandchildrengathered to Elizabeth Host, 21, route 1. CoopPort Sheldon, No. 1, $260; No.
grade. The mine now has about
Skaalen fanned 172; Van Wier- classis Thursday evening in Pros- ing for work as camp counsellors fon. She carried a bouquet of roshonor the two women, both of ersville.
2.
fractional $260; No.. 3 frac100 men but (ises up to 250 when en, 145; Victor, 91; O'Conner,39; pect Park church on the subject,
es and mixed flowers. Misses Alfor which there is an increasing
whom arc widows maintaining Gerald Henry Van Noord, 25, tional. $470.
they can be hired. At this point Vandenberg. 9; and Piersma, 6. ’The Students and Alumni of
iene
Huizenga
Evelyn
Huizenga,
demand.
their own homes. They arc in
Zeeland township. No. 2. $1,000;
the freighterscome in and pick up Skaalen walked 26, Van Wieren. Potchef-Stoorm."
route 2, Hudsonville,and Arleno
Among
Michigan soldiers dis- sisters of the bride, as bridesmaids good health. Mrs. Schaftenaar
No. 3. S760; No. 4, fractional, $1the ore and take it out for refining 31; Victor. 10; O'Conner, 9; VanIn South Africa, he explained, charged from the Ft. Sheridan wore identicalgowns of aqua and lives at 72 West 16th St. and Mr?. Nyenhuis,20, route 1 Grandvilic.
Levi F,\ Van Ommen, 23, route 170; No. 5 fractional,$360: No.
Reardon and I visited with thu denberg 2 and Piersma 2.
ihe colleges and universitiesare separation center Monday are white, respectively.All wore el- Boyenga at 37 East Seventh St
7, $410; No. 8, fractional $600.
engineer, Skipper Currie, and the
H. De Xeff scored the most sponsored by private individuals T/5 Robert C. Windemullerof 312 bow length mitts and wreaths of Both were born in Holland and 3. Holland, and Louise Terpstra
20, Holland; Elmer Knoll, 21
deck hands and Louie went back one-base hits with 38 followed bv with the assistanceof government
flowers in the hair.
lived here all their lives.
West 19th St, and Sgt. Jack G.
route 2, Holland, and Julia Grupand had the cook get him some Van Lentc with 37. Juke Van Huis subsidies.The alumni activities
Little Miss Judy Sclirotenboer
A social evening was spent and J>en, 21, route 6. Holland: Benja- $20 Bond Is Forfeited
Mclntireof Allegan.
coffee. Capt. Currie helped us to produced 16 doubles, five more there are aimed at promotingthe
as ring bearer, wore an aqua gown
the two honor guests were each min Alferink, 34, Holland, and
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
In Stop Street Charge
spot seals. They come up and swim than Van Lente. Wpldring and H. welfare of the alma mater by
and a headdress of flowers and car- presentedwith a large lamp.
Miss Elizabeth M. Warner, 339
Dorothy Do Visser. 26. route 3
along and form a small black spot Do Neff led in triples with three. raising funds and using influence
ried the rings in a lily. Her sister,
Grand Haven. Sept. 19 (Special)'
Others
present
were
Mr.
and
East 14th St., Miss Katherine
Miss Jane Ann Schrotenboer, as Mrs. Schaftenaar, Mr. and Mrs. Holland; Martin E. Roster. Jr.. —A $20 i/or.d furnished by Fredon the water. We only saw a few H. Van Wieren's five homers were for government legislation..
Anne Van Der Veer, 23 East 14th
Jb. Spring Lake, and Martha
erick Lang of Wolf lake on Sept.
at close range and then only for a high. H. De Neff had three.
When the Boer war ended in St., and Henry Ten Hoor, 228 flower girl, strewed rose petals in William Sloot. Mrs. Henry Cram- Karell, 23. Grand Haven.
12 for his appearancebefore Jussecond or two. but there were lots
In the all-important runa-bat* 1902, Dr. Stoker said, a cultural West 16th St., received degrees the path of the bride. She wore a er. Peter Boyenga. Dr. and Mrs.
Melvin R. Wiodar, 22. route 2
white gown, identical to her sis- Richard Schaftenaar, Mr. and
' of them and between us we must ted-in column, H. Van Wieren, war began, to maintain the origtice George V. Hoffer Saturday
from the University of Michigan
Grand Haven, and Gwendolyn
have shot 25 times.
on a charge of running a stop
Mrs. Stuart Schaftenaar, Mr. and
playing his first season with the inal distinctionsand the language. following the summer session. ter's and a floral headdress.
Barnett,18, Grand Haven; HarFrank Pettingawas b2St man. Mrs. George R. Schaftenaar. Carl
street in Crockery township April
About 11:30
arrived nt locals, drove 33 runs across the
Following a brief business meet- Miss Van Der Veere and Mr. Ten
vey Kean, 21, Holland, and ThelLouie's camp. It had started to plate. He was followed bv Van ing, refreshments were served and Hoor received Master of Arts de- Harvey Huizenga and Robert Pool Schaftenaar. Mr. and Mrs. Ches- m Mae Boll, 20. route 4. Holland; 28. was forfeited by the justice
rain about an hour out and as we Lente. 29; Van Huis, 23; H. Dc a social hour enjoyed. Forty-five grees and Miss Warner received seated guests. Rhine Pettinga was ter Cramer, Harold Cramer. Mr. George R. Mitchell.28. and Elea- Saturday when Lung failed- to
master of ceremonies and Miss and Mrs. Willis Nienhuis, Laurel
swung our tow line loose it was Neff. 22; Wenzel, 21: Vande Water attended.
nor Kruizonga, 24, both of Grand appear in response to a warrant
a Bachelor of Arts degree. MarMarie
Dogger was mistress of and Larry Schaftenaar.
issued by state police.
Haven.
pouring down and kept right on 20 and Woldring, 19 to mention
garet Tolbert Travis, route 1,
ceremonies. Misses Jeanette DykJohn J. Micros. 43, of 1582
raining until we got back- a cold, only the leaders.
Arthur Grenhof. 22. Zeeland,
Plainl-eli, also received a Master
Zeeland Girts* League
stra and Gertrude Karsten were
chilling rain and wet everything—
Wayne De Neff had the most
of Arts degree.
and Dorothy Van Loo. 22. Holland; Franklin St., arrested by city
in charge of the gift room.
except the one camera which we Woldring was the hardest man to Has Potlack Sapper
Arthur j. Ovenvay, 21. and Cor- police -early Saturday on a
Dr. Harry’ J. Hager, pastor of
A reception for 120 guests was
"Tapped in a rain coat and put walks— 28. followed by Woldring
nmia Van Drunon, 21. both of drunk charge, pleaded guilty beBethany Reformed church, Chicaheld in the church parlors with
fore Hoffer and paid $75 fine and
under canvas.
Zeeland, Sept. 19 (Special)
who had 25 and H. De Neff, 21.
t-outo
1, Hudsonville; Wesley Lorin
go, will speak on "Some of the
Misses Betty Jean, Mary Jane and
strike out as the scorekeeper The Girl’s League for Service held Fundamentals of Prayer” at the
Buckner, 20, route 1, Grand Ha- $9.35 easts.
Gerald Botbyl, 19. route 2,
LOUIE HAS a swell camp. We marked a "K” across from his a potluck supper in the parlor* of Gty Mission, Friday at 7:30 p.m. Barbara Borr, Dorothy and Anven and Lois Dc Witt, 17, route 5,
gelina Huizenga and Lois Schrowent up to get some smoked sal- name only nine times. Wenzel was Second Reformed church Monday There will be special music.
Muskegon;
John
p. Richardson 31. Grand Haven, who was arrested
tenboer, cousins of the bride and
One hundred and fifty Ottawa
mon for his dogs. Aside from the next best, fanning only 14 times. night. Mrs. W. J. Hilmert, sponsor
Births at Holland hospital inDetroit, and Edna Mary Jacobsoh by aty police on a charge of failgroom, as waitresses.Mrs. Albert county 4-H members exhibited
smokehouse and utility shed where
H. De Neff scored hte most gave the invocation.After supper, clude a daughter on Saturday to
'iy
Grand Haven; Lloyd Arthur ure to report a property damage
Luurtsema was cateress, assisted projects at the Hudsonville Comaccident case Aug. 31 when he ran
he keeps his gear, including traps, runs— 47. Van Huis scored 30 a business meeting was held.
Mr. and Mrs. Stacey McBride, 39
by Mrs. H. Ballast.Mrs. John E. munity fair. Sept. 12-14. A display Stevens, 21, route 2. Spring Lake, into a city light pole in an alley
Miss Maxine Brill, who served East 26th St., sons on Saturday
seines, etc., there is a neat cabin. times, H. Van Wieren and Wenzel,
and
Alice
Marie
Drake,
19,
route
Gilbert and Miss Julia Prins pre- of handicraft and clothing articles
in the rear of the business district
In it he has most everything in- 29; Woldring,28 and Van Lente as president for two yesrs, was in to Mf. and Mrs. Henry Vanden
” Nunica.
sided at the punch bowl.
wore exhibited by 13 local clubs.
charge. Officers elected for the Brink, 19 East Seventh St., and
cluding a radio, provisions,a stove and VV. De Neff, 26.
Howard
Vande
Bunte
os
,,n,i P*1"1 $10 finc
costs in
Out-of-town guests were from Particularly interestingwere the
coming year are Miss Peggy Boon- to Mr. and Mrs. Julius Kamphuls,
Alida R. Keizer. 20 ho, h of
! Hoffer's court.
f°r cooking and a drum heater. Defensivefigures follow:
Texas,
Jersey. Wisconsin, handicraft exhibits of the Eagle
Arnold D.
1 His woodshed is on two sides and
Second Baseman Harry De Nef/ stra. president; Miss Marilyn De route 2, and a son on Sunday to Muskegon, Grand Rapids and Holand South Biendon schools,the 2. Hudsonville; Norman De WitT i Arnold D Gillc*Pie. 31- Center
the roof extends from the main handled 53 put outs, 94 assists and Free, vice-president. Miss Lois Mr. and Mrs. Russell Michmer- land.
Mich Was arraigne<1Satul>
sewing exhibit of Beaverdam 21. route 1. Spring Lake and Line’
day
disorderly charge
cabin. His beds are upstairs and made 14 errors; ShortstopFrank Van Dyke will continue to sene as shuizen, 795 Columbia Ave.
Immediately following the re- school, the canning exhibitof Can- Inez Ellen Rasmussen, 19, Musand
paid
$10
fine
and $3.35 costs.
he managed to get an airplane Bagladi made 24 put outs, 54 secretaryand Miss Maxine Den
Mrs. Harry Knipe is convalescception Mr. and Mrs. VanderMeu- ada Ijill school, the flower display kegon; Harold Bold, 22, route 2
Gillespie allegedly engaged in a
cover wnich is tacked up a few assists and was charged with 20 Herder as treasurer. Miss Brill ing in Holland hospital after a len left on a trip to New York and
Nunica.
and
Ruth
Peterson
20.'
of Forest. Grove group and thq
quarrel in a local hotel and reinchis from the roof. He says the errors. Third Baseman Wayne De was given a devotional book in major operation.other Eastern states. For travel- food preparation exhibits of the Spring Lake.
recognition
of
senices.
.
turned
after being turned out.
Pvt. Edward Gcodhart is spendinside upstairs frosts in the winter Neff handled 48 put outs, 59 as
Tony
J.
JorovMk,
29.
and
ing* the bride wore a gray gabar- South Biendon girls.
Featuredon the program was a ing a 15-day furlough at the home dine suit with black accessories
and this canvas keeps the water sists and made 14 errors. First
A small but well attended 4-H (Marian Ruth Hieftje 22* Robert ‘ uf“cm Wf‘re caUcd and made
off when the frost melts in the Baseman Dan Van Lente counted candlelighting senice. arranged of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Adel- and a corsage of red roses. They
dairy show was h.ld Sept. 12 with
heated cabin. He provisions for 198 put outs, 23 assists and 8 by Mrs. Hilmert for installation of bert Goodhart, Mon^ello park. He will be at home on East 16th St., showmanship honors going to Harleft
Holland
Feb.
27
and
was
staofficers.
Miss
Dorothy
Van
Voorst,
about six months and traps there errors.
Holland, after Sept. 23.ry Kickover’ of the Forest Grove
in the winter when he’s through
In the outfield, Rightfielder H. accompanied by Miss Donna Van tioned at Lowiy Field, Denver, Mrs. VanderMeulen has lived in dairy club.
is, route 3, Grant.
Voorst,
sang
"Abide
With
Me."
where
he
received
a
clerk
typist
working down at Mary Joyce’s Van Wieren registered30 put outs,
Zeeland all het’ life’. She was gradIn the field of crops the honors
(Prom Tuesday’s Sentinel)
Attending were Mrs. Hilmert, diploma from Clark school.He will uated from Holland Christian
summer camp. He says his supplies
assists 5 errors; Centerfieldei
went to the Husky Farmers club
Mrs. Harm Looman lias returnthe
Misses
Dorothy
and
Donna
report
to
.Maxwell
Field,
Ala/
usually run about $200 orless and Woldring made 65 .put outs, 9
High school and at present is emZeeland and the Canada Hill' Mother of Local
< ;l to her home alter spending a
Seaman 2/c Robert Feikema, ployed in the office of Crampton of
• he can get all the fresh meat and assists and six errors; Leftfield- Van Voorst, Marcia Den Herder,
4-H club.
lew days with her sister, Mrs.
$37
East
Fifth
St.,
has
returned
to
Carolyn
Heuvelhorst,
Marilyn
De
fish he wants for the taking.
er Van, Huis h?d 38 put outs, no
Manufacturing Co. Mr. Vander- Harvey Elliott, county club Succumbs in Detroit
Kate Wierda.in Zeeland.
Every fall he.puts up, fish, the assists, and 4 errors. Most of the Free. Peggy Boonstra. Yvonne De the United States after serving the Meuien, also a graduate of Hol- agent, reports that the 4-H exhiMrs. Henry Redder entertained
last
few
months
aboard*
the
USS
Jonge,
Marion
Bosch.
Faye
Van
Mrs.
Lena
Gommesen,
82,
naaalmon are split in two, the back- outfielders,at One time, or anland Christian High school, is a bits shown at this event were some
the 4-H gisis at her home recentAntietam.
The
carrier,
on
a
Far
bone removed, soaked in brine and othei1, played Infield which ac- Dorple, Marilyn Ronfcyn,Mary
veteran of World War II and is of the best producedduring 1946. tive of Denmark and widow of the ly. Games were played and later
late Andrew -Gommesen. died Frithen smoked for human consump- counts for most of their errors. Wyngarden,Mickey Wyngarden. Eutern tour of duty, participated associatedwith his father in buildin the evening a wiener roast was
day in Detroit at the home of her
tldn. For dogs just, split and
The leading bare stealers were Uo a Van KoeveHng. Dorothy in the independence ceremonies of ipg and contracting work.
enjoyed. Mrs. Redder was presentdaughter, Mrs. Russell T. Pascoe
Hall, Marcia Berghorst, Lois Van the PhilippineIslands.
Grand Haven Legion
v ^rooked and they will also eat thei H. Van Wieren and Vande Water
ed with a gift in appreciation for
with whom she had lived for the
backbone and attached fins. Hie with eight apiece. W. De Neff and Dyke, Dorothy Winstrom.Dorothy
the fine work siie has done with
Proposes
City
Band
Resident of
last two years. She was a resident
fish we picked up were .moldy but H. De Neff had seven each and Falkertsma,Marian Kiel*. Caththe class.
Not Identlfitd
Grand
Haven,
Sept.
19
—
The
of
Grand
Rapids
65
years.
arine Bosch. Marilyn Borr. Ruth
Van Huis four.
. he said that would "brush off;”
Mrs. Harm Kuite who has beeq
The, hopes recently unearthed Femville Dies Here
American
Legion
is
proposing
the
Surviving besides Mrs. Pascoe in ill health for a long time, is
Kuit. LillianVolkers,' Oakley Van
Louie, whose last name is Denear Big Greek by three local
Fennville, Sept. 19 (Special)
organizationof a, city band pt we two . other daughters, Mrs.
steadily improving, and is able to
Florian, allowed we needed some "and -the toast In April.” It was Dorple. Joan De Free, Delores boys, Kenneth Ver Hey, Philip Mrs. Raymond Henshaw, 61, of
about 60 adult oLyers following a John Olert of Holland and Mrs.
Hendricks,
Maxine
Den
Herder
do some of her household tasks.
, coffee and at once built a fire not half bad and not at all moldy.
Cobb and Vernon Dokter; a till re- Chicago, died at Holland hospital study of the Holland American
and Maxine Brill.
Edgar Daggett of Grand Rapids;
Mr. and Mrs. Walter \
from split spruce and put on a pot Louie does not use sourdough as
main unidentified.It wu reported Tuesday morning. She entered the Legion band and how it functioha.
two sons, Arthur and Robert Gofnnt Saturday evening In
of rainwater. The river here is a do so many of the trappers in
here, although they art believed hoapital Sept 7 and the following
committee has contacted the mesen of Grand Rajids; 10
Fint ordinancein the U.S* to to be tha skeleton of a mutodon.
- Haven, visitingfriends.
muddy torrent of glacial water. these parts.
day underwent an operation. The dty council and a committee was children; two great gra
. opened
----- some
----- regulate pawnbroking was passed The discoverersaxe awaiting word
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
He fot.out some toast V‘I made potted ham and. Jam
ffcmilywas staying at their sum- appointedto investigate the flpj$nd w# had by the ^*^,1 eoSuOl in New
a daughter-in-law.
_
Vusae and
children
from authoritieswho can identify mer home near Fennville.
'tfr bread Jut March,” he said, good
ennviue.
land band as to its suppor
rt and orYork Cty oa Jufc l* JU2.
RlpkU .ind
Mrs.
the foraer Lity ganization.J
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Hattie Bowman Duyser
died unexpectedly in her home at
234 Clinton St. at 2:20 Saturday

—Mrs.

Ranks

Camp Report Shows
Soccess of
In

1946

Mrs. Dnyser Dies The Andoste Sank Here
Seventeen Years Ago
After Heart Attack

Camp

Advance Rapidly

h
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afternoon of a heart attack.
She was born in Kansas and had
resided in this vicinity for the
past 50 years, coming from Chi-

Summer

Ottawa-AUefan

cago. For many years she was
employed as a clerk in local departmentstores.

A

complete report on summer
camping activitiesat Camp Ottawa, pperated by the Ottawa-Allegan Boy Scout council, was
issued today by Glenn Eaton of
Grand Haven, chairman of the
tramping and activities coipmittee.
‘ Twenty-sixdifferent troops attended camp with a total of 226
Scouts. Scouts staying for more
than one week brought the boyweek total to 265. Eight troops attended camp with their own lead-

ipl

She

is survived

by a

*

ers.

Due to the adult staff, advancement at camp was rapid and
thorough. Special classes were
provided for all aquatic and outdoor merit badges.
Much emphasis Aas put on
swimming instruction, both for the
non-swimmer,and those who were
mor* advanced. Of the 38 Scouts
who came to camp not knowing
how to swim, 27 of them pissed

df

Jirik of Chicago.

On Monday a

teacher was.be-.
ing sought to teach eighth grade *
which will be departmentalized
with high school classes. This extra teacher is necessarybecause
Seven bodies were recovered
of an extra large enrollmentin
Sept. 16 in the Grand 'Haven
the grades. Mrs. Spencer will have
30 pupils In the first grade which
area, two of them three miles /fef2/ll?i//£
will now be taught 'alone, instead
south of Grand Haven, one 200
of first and second together.This
feet south of the pier and another
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel) will put six and seventh together,
near Agnew.
Fennville now has two British
thus moving eighth to the high
Coast Guard crews all over
u*ar brides,the second being Mrs schobl. The enrollment on the secLake Michigan started search immediatelyafter public alarm was Leon Billings who arrived Sun- ond Monday was 318. An increase
day in Kalamazoo where she was of 25 over last year. An agricultgiven three days after the storm.
As wreckage washed ashore with- met by her husband. Mrs. Billings, ural teacher has not yet been
the former Miss Beryl Davies, of found and it is thought that
in the next few days, reports of
all finds were made to Coroner Burry Port, South Wales was branch will have to be omitted
Gilbert Vande Water. Some uf married there to S/Sgt. Leon Bill- this year.
the wreckage was displayedin ings, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Many improvementsin buildings*
Billings of Pearl, route 3, Fenn- here arc being made. Noticeable
local store windows.
F. H. Hulbert, Port Sheldon ville, last June L The church ser- particularlyis the new Gee buildcontractor, found part of the vice was attended by a large com- ing which is showing signs of
wrecked cabin at the mouth of pany of relativesof the bride and completion by early winter. The
the Port Sheldon channel. George l»er many friends.She wore the cement blocks have been surfacF. Getz recovered an 18-foot oar traditional bridal gown and veil ed with white waterproof cement,

brother,
Poplar
Bluffs. Mo., and a nephew*, George
Darlington, of Bangor, who had
been staying with her recently and
who was with her at the time of
her death. A sister, Mrs. George
Benedict, of Grand Rapids, died
June 19 of this year. Mrs. Duyat Lakewood farm marked Anser's husband, Herman, died 12
daste. Howard Kronemeyer of
years ago.
Hamilton,resorting at Eureka
She was a member of the Prespark, found the desk of the chief
byterian church.
engineer.

George Schweitzer,

Frank

of white and her flowers were
pink roses. Attending her as
bridesmaids were three sisters,
two of whom wofe pink and one
mauve colored gowns, with matching head dress and bouquets of

window casings are appearing and
the cement floor being laid. This
will be a real ornament to Main
St.

Another great improvementwill
be entire new front of the first
iris.
floor of the Jackson garage and
Mr. Billings,after ten months auto sales busines/ Fine display
of training in this country went windows, new cement floor anil
overseas in October of 1944, modern office will be installed.
where he received additional Other improvementsare many
training and met his future bride. paints jobs, new double garages,
They are making their home with built in two places, and remodel- ’
his parents and additionalroom is ing of homes. Shortage of white
being built for their convenience. paint is delaying some house beauin an airplane accident in CaliforThe other British war bride is tification, it is reported.
With the recovery of nine bodtl»e minimum ewimming requirenia, are less serious than was ies, Holland became the center Mrs. Richard Severens, from Ausments for beginners. Gf the 11
first reported, accordingto word of extensive operationto deter- tralia.
who did not learh how to swim,
Mrs. Howard Beagle was also Officers9 Gathering Held
received Friday afternoonby his mine the fate of the lost vessel
six of them could not go in or
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hid- and Coroner Gilbert Vande Wat- married in England, but she was
under teh water for physical reaBy Star of Bethlehem
dinga, of 625 Howard Ave.
er empaneled a jury to investigate not British, her home having been
sons.
A fractured right leg was list- safety precautions taken by the in Lafayette, La. She had been
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hopkins
Twelve Scouts passed from beed as the most serious injury for ship’s owners. The coroner w*ai serving in the Army Nurse Corps
ginners to advanced swimmers, 18
entertained
officers of Star of
in
England
where
she
met
Lt
the air corps private who is ex- assisted by ProsecutingAttorney
passed their life saving merit
Beagle, and was married to him. Bethlehem chapter No. 40, OES,
pected to be confined in Letter- ClarenceA. Lokker.
badge and seven qualified as
man General hospital in San Appointed as jurymen were Fennville extends a welcome to and their husbands ct an officers’
scout life guard.
Francisco for six to eight weeks, Mayor E. C. Brooks, E. P. Ste- these three attractive young wo- gathering Thursday *Sept. 12 in
Second class teats passed totaled
the family learned.
phan. Dr. Wynand Wichers,Henry men.
their home at 17 West Ninth St.
149; first class test. 235, and
The informationwas received Winters, William Vissers and G. Mrs. 'Edith Betzer of Kenosha. Games were played and prizes
merit badge. 306.
Wis., arrived last Friday to be were won by Mesdames John D.
through telephone calls arranged T. Haan.
Ninety per cent of all Scout
By Sept. 17, a total of 14 bodies the guest of her brother, Charles White, John Fisher and Lewis >
by the Red Cross. An earlier call
campers received an honor camper
had determined that Hiddingahad had been recovered. On that day. Wadsworth and of other relatives Tyner. A two-course luncheon
award.
been removed Jrom the ^'critical Henry Strabbing and Barlel here and in Otsego. The birthday was served. O
The camp was Inspected by the
Homkes found a piece of wreck- of Mr. Wadsworthwhich was on
list" to the "recovery list."
Thirty guests were present.
Council Health and Safety ComHe has been with the air corps age of the Andaste with pencil Monday, was celebrated Sunday, Mrs. Hopkins is worthy matron of
mittee, the Camping and Activisince he entered the service in writing:"Worst storm I ever his guests being Mrs. Betzer and the chapter.
ties Committee, the Regional OfAugust, 1945, and has been sta- been in. Can’t stay up much long- another sister, Mrs. Inez Tucker
fice of the Boy Scouts, and the
tioned at Mather field outside er. Hope to God we re saved. of Kenosha and Fennville and advertisementTorBIDS
A.L.A.” This was believed to have their niece and her husband. Mr. The Board of Public Works.
State Health department.PhysiSacramento since last April.
been written by Capt. Anderson. and Mrs. Wayne York of Otsego. Holland, Michigan will receive
cal accomodationsand health and
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Blois sealed bids for Drillingand DevelThe following day the Szekely
safety factors were all approved
AircraftCorp. volunteered th: spent Sunday with relatives in oping of Weils until 7 p.m. Eastern
as weD a» program content and
services of two planes and pilots Grand Haven. It was especially Standard Time on the 14th day of
aftwfnhtmtlon.
October, 1946
the office of
to search for the sunken wreck. pleasant for Mrs. Van Blois who
"Camp Ottawa proved to be
(From Tuesday’sSentinel)
Planes circled the spot for an had not been well enough to get Gerrit Appiedorn, Clerk, City Hall,
not cttly a safe place for boys,"
The
Girls’ League will meet
Holland, Michigan. All bids receivLewis Cross, routs 2, Spring Lake, seated before
his brother once tailed from Grand Haven to
Wednesday evening at the homo hour without success. Deepest out of town for a number of ed will be publicly opened and
•aid Eaton, “but a valuable trainweeks,
besides
Mr.
Van
Blois’
Florida, via the Miaaisaippiriver. After 82 years of
the easel on which he has painted hundreds of
of Mrs. Junior Vruggink at South water in the area searched was
ing camp In Scouting skills and
life, Mr. Croat faces the atomic age with confilameness which also kept him at read aloud in the board Room, at
scenes of Ottawa county. Behind him Is one of hie
believed to be 50 feet deep.
Blendon.
citizenship mponsibilities."
the City Hall, Holland, Michigan,
dence and good humor. Work is his secret for a
home.
___
larger canvases, on which he has detailed the
The catechismclasses for the The official inquiry into the disat 8 p.m. on the 14th day of
long life. He paints during the winter months
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
P.
Walton
childrenon Saturdaymorning will aster opened in Grand Haven
flight of the now extinct passenger pigeons. On
October, 1946.
when work la alack in his orchard. He is now enSepL 24 and on Oct. 3 the coro- drove to Jacksonville,III., last
Cnple to Celebrate
the easel is a amall painting of the boat he and
gaged in harvesting an excellentcrop of applet. begin SepL 21 in the chapel of the
The contract documents includFriday,
taking
their
sister,
Miss
ner’s jury gave a verdict that no
Reformed church at 9:30 ajn.
Elizabeth
Crane
there
to
enter ing plans and specificationsare on
Golden Anniversary
one
could
be
blamed
in
the
disCongratulations and best wishes
file at the office of the Clerk off
her sophomore year at McMurray
Harrin, Jr.
are extended to Jean Van Farowe, aster. The jury found no laxity on
the Board of Public Works, at the
Grand Haven, Sept.19 (Special)
Mrs. Harold McLean and daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Albert the part of the owners or Coast college. She is to be a counselor City
Hall, Holland, Michigan, and
—Mr. and Mrs.. Abel J. Poe). 412
daughter, Mary, have returnedto Van Farowe and Theodore Klein- Guard, but recommended that and had to lie there early to reat the office of Consoer, Townsend
N. Fifth St, win celebrate their
ceive
the
girls
and
assist
them
in
their homo. 129 West 12th St., heksel of Overisel who were mar- ships of that size carry a wireand Associates at 211 West Wack50th wedding anniversary Sept 24,
after spending several weeks at ried Thursday night at Zeeland less. It also recommended that a getting established.
er Drive, Chicago, Illinois.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Chapman
Mackinac
Island.
Wth open houae at their home
City hall. They will make their central marine office be establishCopies of documents may be
The September meeting of the home near Central park.
ed where delays may be reporte-i, took over the operation of their obtained by depositing five ($3.00)
from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p m.
Virginia Park Women's club has
Mr. and Mrs. Poel were married
Albert Zagman was taken to and further recommended that, restaurant last Thursday. It was dollars with the City Clerk or
This started out to be the story who remember the pigeons as they
been cancelled.
previously operated by Mr. and
in Grand Haven Sept 24, 1896. by
n
*
D
4 14 AMtfl .... __
___
.(.S
V
Zeeland
hospitalfor an emergency proper facilitiesbe maintained
Consoer, Townsend and Associates
of Lewis Cross, artist. But it end were then," he said. "Maybe some
Mrs. Otto Hadaway. Assistingwill
Mrs.
Abe
Dogger,
123
West
15th
for
immediate
searches.
the Rev. John Keizer, brother-in- ed up the story of Lewis Cross, a
for each set of documents so
operation for appendicitison Monof my work isn’t artistic, but it is
be
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ludwig
Stehle
St.,
has
returned
to
her
home
aftAmong the crew members
law of Mr. Poel, who was then man with courage enough to live
obtained. The amount of deposit
day. He is reported to be making
historical and that's why I intend er undergoingtreatmentat Mayo
whose bodies were not recovered Mr. and Mrs. Stehle have moved for one set of documents will be
. pastor of the First Christian Resome progress.
life us ho sees it.
to leave some of the larger can- Brothers clinic in Rochester,
were H. Raymond, H. Whittaker, to the cottage of Mrs. Alice Earl. refunded to each actual bidder
formed church in Graafschap. Mr.
Junior
Zoet,
Gerald
Huyser
and
True, he can paint convincingly, vases to some museum or educa- Minn., for the last month.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. George who returns the plans in good conJohn
Anderson,Darwin Smith,
Alfred Bowman saw the Detroit
Poel was 74 years old on Feb. 6 deftly transferring his intuitions
tional institution."
Tigers defeat the New York Yan- Orval Johnson, H. Schuitema and Andrews and Mr. and Mrs. John dition within 10-days after opening
and Mrs. Poel was 73 on March to canvas gently or boldly as ocA single passenger pigeon he
T. Godas, addresses unknown; J. K. Andrews from Wednesday to of bids. Two ($2.00) dollars will
kees at Detroit Saturday.
25. Both were born in Grand Hacasion demanos. But this is only mounted many years ago, has
Mr. and Mrs. John Schuiteman Bayles and Harry Lutes, Benton Sunday were the former’s uncle. be refundedfor each of all other
ven.
one side of this remarkableman. served as model for the thousands
Hits of Fremont spent Sunday with Harbor, William Lorens, Grand George Angel, of Alhambra,Calif., sets of complete documentsincludMr. Poel Is a son of the late Mr.
He was born Jan. 10, 1864 in he has painted in his life time. It
Rapids, and Earl Zietiow. Grand and their son Robert Andrews of ing plans so retuilicd.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman.
and Mrs. Jacob Poel and has lived Tuscola county and in 1867 came
was his first attempt at taxidermy.
Haven, The latter, only 15 or 17, Detroit.
A certified check or bank draft
The
Rev.
Eugene
Oosterhaven
in Grand Haven all his life, with
with his father and mother, Mr. The speciman Is more than 50
Mr. and Mrs. George Andrews drawn on a solvent bank payable
of
Hope
college
was
in
charge
of was making his first trip.
the exception of one year when he
This
and Mrs. James A. Cross, to Spying years old and is now worth $500
Joe Collins and George Evans left Monday for Elsah. III., where without condition to the Board of
the senices at the Reformed
was employed at the Ottawa Fur- Lake where he has since lived
of Grand Haven, regular mem- he will resume duties on the Public Works of the City of
as a museum piece.
church
Sunday
to
substitute
for
niture company in Holland. He His ancestry he describes as
Mr. Cross has never married. Recent data on liming material the pastor who was suffering from bers of the crew, did not make teaching staff of Principiacollege Holland.Michigan or a satisfac-f
has been retired since Aug. 25, "Scotch and Downcast Yankee."
the trip.
Mr. Andrews served a number of tory bid bond executed by the
For the last 30 years he has been shows a decrease in 1945 compared a severe cold.
1945.
One brother,Ira, owns an his own housekeeper. Never much to 1944. This is the first instance Lt. Charles Zoet was transfer- The Andastc’s fate was similar years there after discontinuing bidder and a surety company in
Mr. and Mrs. Poel are the par- orchard nearby. A second brother,
of a meat eater, although lie likes since 1934 where a decreasehas red from Rivera Beach, Fla., to to that of a sister ship, the service in the Navy in World War an amount not less than five per
ents of three children, J. Nyhof
Charles B.. onetime municipal to hunt, his meals are simple and occurred. The slight decline in the Island of Greenland recently. Clifton, which sank in 1924 in I and some years afterwards. On cent (5$f) of the bid shall be submitted with each bid.
Poel, city clerk of Grand Haven, judge at Muskegon,died four
abound in fruit and vegetables.. 1945 was attributed to acute manMiss Irene Knap led the Christ- Lake Huron, also carrying a load the outbreak of World War II he
Jay Poel and Mrs. Irene McGree- years ago.
No bid shall be withdrawn after
He doesn’t drink or smoke, but power shortage on farms and in ian Endeavor meeting Sunday of stone. Twenty-eightmen were volunteered his servicesagain and the opening of bids without trtc
vy, all of Grand Hawn, five grandlost.
re-entered
with
his
rank
of
Lt.
Mr. Cross now lives in a build- he feels these are less important lime plants plus industry’s re- evening, on the topic "What are
children and two great-grandchilAnother tragedy was the sink- Commander. He came from Wash- consent of the Board of Public
ing he built himself. He relates to a long life than work. He has quirements for these materials. Young Indians doing?”
ing of the Alpena in 1880 in Lake ington this summer and they have Works for a period of thirty days
dren. Mr. Poel has two brothers
that he made the concrete blocks, never worn glasses and his eyes at
According to figures submitted
#and two sisters, Herman and planned and built the entire house
Michigan near where the Andas’.e made their home at Lake Michi- after the scheduled time of closing
82 are keen enough for the intri- by Glen Taylor. AAA. a total of Coanty Sunday School
was believed to have sunk. The gan near Pier Cove. He recently bids.
Gaus, both of Grand Haven, and himself. He called in extra help
cate work at the easel. He reads 15.000 tons of limestone and 30.000
The Board of Public Works of
Alpena was a passenger ship with bought the cottage they lived in.
Mrs. Jennie Webelda of Muskegon
when he poured the concrete current magazines and a daily tons of marl were distributed to Meet Set for Zeeland
Holland.
Michigan reserves the
a
large
cargo
of
barreled
apples.
and
have
now
rented
it
to
Mr.
and Mrs. Henrietta Keizer, now floors on street level and second paper.
farmers of the county through his Zeeland. Sept. 19 (Special)
Only one body was recovered from and Mrs. Robert Hutchinson for right to reject any or all bids and
of Kalamazoo. Other than her imStory. He completed the structure
As for city life he has definite program. This Ls equivalent to 30,- The Ottawa County Sunday School the wreck, it was recalled.
the winter, to solve their housing to waive any informalities in
mediate family. Mrs. Poel his only
bidding.
in 1914. The upstairs contains his ideas:
000 tons of lime. Tiie total for convention will be held in Zeeland.
problem.They moved Monday.
one nieoe, Mrs. Harry Carlson, of living quarters,studio and art
The successful bidder will be'
“I
wouldn't live in it if you Michigan was 667.000 toas. Ottawa Oct. 23. Walter Vander Haar of
Supt. Gienn K. Kelly was sucGrand Haven.
required to furnish a satisfactory*
store room. The first floor con- gave me the whole city of Chi- county used one-twentiethof all Holland is president of the asso- Man Pleads Innocent
cessful
in
securing
a
teacher
for
Mr. and Mrs. Poel are in the
Grand Haven, Sept. 19— Charles the commerce department who performance bonu in the sum of
tains work space for the orchard cago!"
the liming material used in Mich- ciation and the following have
best of health and are members of
the full amount of the contract
igan.
he operates, and the basement is
been appointed to be in charge of Hilditch,61, of Ferrysburg, plead- took over his duties the second
Second Christian Reformed planned for storing of fruit.
(or contracts).
L. R. Arnold, farm agent, states plans for the event: William Van ed innocent to an assualt charge Monday of school. He will also
Church.
In general, the improvement on
Mr. Cross says that he went to
that a few years ago farmers had Eenenaam. president;Marti| Wyn- when arraignedbefore Justice teach mechanical drawing. Jack
which bids are requested will
Valparaisouniversity in Indiana
to be urged to use liming mater- garden of Vriesland, vice-presi- George Hoffer Monday night and Robb is the new man. coming
require the following construction:
(From Saturday’s Santinel)
Gooman Family Reanion when it was a normal school Icsj
ials. Today nil Ottawa farmers de- dent; George Meengs secretary- furnished $100 cash bond for his from SouUieasternMissouri
Contract No. 1
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Eriksen and sire to correct the soil acidity. The
appearance
for
trial
Sept.
27. Teachers college. He did some
than 10 years old. That was in
treasurer; GertrudeKaper, decorDrilling and Developing of Wells
Is Held in Zeeland Hall
sons,
Stan
and
Jeff,
of
Newark.
Complaint
against
Hildrich
was
1884, when the president and
teaching before entering the
AAA. Soil Conservationdistrict ations; Chester Fox, ushers; HarDated at Holland. Michigan
founder. H. B Brown, was active Ohio are guests at the Rudolph and Extension services have con- old Geerdes, music; Mrs. William made by Mrs. Dorothy Nyqulst Army. Mrs. Robb hac not arrived this 12th day of September. 1946
The Goorman family reunion
Eriksen
home
on
Park
road
for
for
an
alleged
offense
about
Aug.
school affairs. He didn’t warm
yet. They will live in the former
tinued the liming program for Hieftje, entertainment;A. KooiGerrit Appiedorn.Clerk
was held Friday at Zeeland in
the week-end.
to the course he took during the
years and will still continue to do man, reception; Margie Keppel, 21. The arrest was made by state Bessie Panuska place which was
Board of Public Works
Grange hall, A potluck euppper
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rein
Visscher
of
police.
so.
sold this summer to Mr. and Mrs.
first six months term, but he republicity.
Holland, Michigan
was followed by a program. Movturned for another six months 262 College Ave. have arrived
Dr. Harris Kirk of Baltimore,
ing pictures were shown and there
study and took perspective draw- safely in Amsterdam,according
Md., will be the outstanding
was also roller skating. Families
ing, penmanship and black and to lettehs received by their daugh- Shower Compliments
speaker. Mrs. Edith Walvoord of
were present from Muskegon, Holwhite drawing. At another time he ters here. The Visschers arrived
Holland is in charge of the youth
land, Drenthe and Zeeland.
in Amsterdam Sept. 7 after a 171 Miss Marian Hoeksema
studied oil painting and found his
department.. Plans include’ afterThe went had not been held for
hour flight over the Atlantic.Mr.
L
medium.
YOV MCAN / CANT VOTE
A miscellaneous shower Thurs- noon and evening sessions to be
five years during the war. Eleven
Visscher was born in the NetherIn
the 65 years. Mr. Cross has
ALL? NELL
THE /DEA?
members served in the armed
lands and came to this country day evening in the homo of her held at First Reformed church.
SORRY SIR BUT
painted hundreds of canvases,
A dinner for the young people
forces and during this time there
when he was nine years old. This sister. Mrs. Adrian Vander Sluis.
LYE LIVED HERE FOR /2 /EARS
mostly dealing with scenes in OtYOU didn't COMPLY
were six marriages, 17 births and
is h'j} first visit to the Nether- 139 West 18th St., complimented will be held at Second Reformed
AMD /PE ALWAYS' VOTED
tawa county. There are scenes of lands since then. They plan to Miss Marian Hoeksema, a bride- church followed by a meeting.
no deaths.
WITH THE NEW LAN
hunting waterfowl and passenger leave Amsterdam Oct. Hfi
elect.
HERES MY DRAFT CARD, AAV
YOU
DIDN'T REGISTER
pigeons, spearing fish by jack
Sgt. Frank Lunak, U.S Army
Gifts for the honored guest wore Four Holland Bankers
ADAtYERS LICENSE, MY LODGE...
Miss Florence Johnson
BEFORE
OCTIGVL
light. Jog jams in Grand River, recruiting officer in Holland, is
drawn in a decorated blue and
.scenes in the bayous, portraits of being transferred to Big Rapids,
white cart by little Merle Wayne At Ludington Meeting
Complimented at Shower
friends and families, copies of* effective next Tuesday. He will
Vander Sluis, who was dressed in
Four local bankers attended a
A shower honoring Miss Flor- masters and Biblicalscenes. One be succeeded by Sgt. Carl John- a white suit with blue trim.
meeting of .group 4, Michigan
iof the most carefully drawn is a son. now stationed in Greenville.
ence Johnson was held Tuesday
Prizes for gam 's were won by Bankers Association, Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Bosch. Park
Sept. 10 at the home of Mrs. John painting of his father.
Misses Kay and Garrietta Petroel- night in Ludington, which featured
The
pictures
range
from
small
road, Friday accompanied tlieir
H. Jansen on East 32nd St. A soje and the Mesdames Ernest Wcs- an address by Dr. Louis Webber
cial time was enjoyed and refresh- scenes to canvases measuring 10 daughter, Miss Jerrie Bosch, to
tenbroek. Harold Hoeksema and of the Michigan Survey at Lansing
Evanston,
111., where she is to enfeet
or
more
in
height
and
proporments were served.
Henry Do Weerd. A two-course who*$ave facts concerningthree
Those present were the Mcs- tional width. He has sold hundreds, ter National Kindergartenschool. lunch was served by the hostesses. proposedamendments on the balSandra
Bosch,
another
daughter,
although
he
has
never
pushed
his
dames George Jansen, Helen Tuls,
lot this fall. Henry S. Macntz of
also made the -trip to Evanston Mrs. John Wedeven and Mrs.
John Dykitra, CLrenoe Overbeek. work. He has exhibiteda few
Holland, chairman of group 4
Vander
Sluis.
Miss Peggy French, daughterof
Hennan Jansen, Ben Jansen, John times and has accepted commisThe
guest list included the Mes- which takes in 10 counties, preMrs.
J.
D.
French,
Park
road,
will
Kalkman and the Misses Alice sions to paint portraits or scenes, leave Sunday for Albion where dames Jack Hacklander, J. Jansen, sided. Others attending the event
but mainly he has painted because
Jansen and Helen Ann Japsen.
she will be lenrolled as a freshman John Balder, Gerald . Tucker, J. were A. C. Joldersma, Clarence
he loves it;
Dykhuis,Minnie Hanbr. Clarence Jalving and L- C. Dalman.
There is a sense of obligation student In Albion college.
DIVORCES granted
Mr. ind Mrs. Andrew* Johnson Deters. Donald Boeve. Harold
Grand Haven, SepL 19 (Special) behind seme of his work. In Itii of West Palm Beach, Fla., have Hoozee, Art Bos. Henry Do Webrd,
Surprise Party Given
-A divorcf decree was awarded youth he recalls that passenger returned
home after spending a Ernest Westenbroek, Tom RozeIn Circuit Court Monday to Cora pigeons literally'darkened the
week as guests of Mr. and Mrs. ma. Louis Hoeksema. Ervin Hock- For Mrs. Bert Knoll
Jean Scott of Holland, from Fred- skies, taking .is long as one hour
Cijarles Scott of River drive. They sema, Harold Hoeksema and John
A surpirst birthday party was
erick L. Scott, now of Sparta. for a single flock to pass overhead.
were entertainedTuesday night Hoeksema and the Misses Kay given Friday night for Mrs. Bert
Tba couple has no minor children. Pigeon river was so named be- at the home of Mr. and Mr*. GunPetroel je, . Garrietta Petroelje, .Knoll 237 West 20th St, by her
R. Snyder was award- cause it was a favorite nesting nar Anderson.
Susan Brouwer, Donna Naber, Sunday school class o( Wesleyan
from Ervin L. Snyder, spot of this now extinct bird, he
Miss Shirley Anderson is spend- Clarence Bakker, Angeline Bak- Methodist church. A social hour
was restored her said. Pigeons appear in many of ing the week in Grand Rapids at
ker, Hazel Holder, Irma Koeland, was enjoyed and gifts were preof Henrietta Rip- his pastoralsand woodland scenes. the home of her sister and
Hirtha Van Dam and Mary Lou sented to the honored guest. Rei are of Holland.
There are not many of us let brother-in-law,jilr. and Mn. LJ. and Joyce Wedeven.
freshihents were served.
Holland Coast Guardsmen, directed by Capt. Tuft, searchedan
area and found many pieces of
Soldier’s Injuries
wreckage.
Carl Harringtonat Cardeau
beach on the night of the storm
reported he saw lights of a ship
Critical
going in one direction for a time,
Injuriesreceived by Pfc. Eugene then in another, and finally the
Bernard Hiddinga. 19, of Holland, lights disappeared.
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